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Abstract Editing a minimum reference set of training 
patterns plays an important role for consequently 
constructing a compact classification system so as to reduce 
the computation load in the operational phase. Various 
approaches were proposed for finding a small number of 
reference patterns from a large number of given patterns 
considering an overall criterion. In this paper, an intelligent 
multi-objective evolutionary approach is proposed to editing 
compact reference sets for nearest neighbor classification 
considering multiple criteria. An empirical study of various 
multi-objective evolutionary algorithms demonstrated the 
efficiency of the proposed approach in terms of both 
classification rate and number of patterns of the reference 
set. 

 

 

1 Introduction 
The amount of digital data processed by computers grows 
extremely fast. In real-world applications of E-commerce, 
inestimable amount of transaction records are stored in 
databases. Therefore, how to discover useful knowledge 
hidden in large databases is very important. 

In data mining researches, generation of classification 
rules is one of the most important issues. Classification is to 
divide training patterns into subsets according to their 
attributes such that most of the patterns in the same subset 
belong to the same class. For example, we can analyze the 
personal information (age, debt, etc.) of applicants for credit 
cards and find some rules to classify them into an 
acceptance set and a rejection set. If the classification rate of 
these rules is accurate enough, the classifier may take the 
place of human checkers, which can avoid mistakes. 
However, in data mining applications, the computational 
resources required can become a problem with large data 
sets. As a result, selecting a minimum reference set of 
training patterns plays an important role for consequently 
constructing a compact classification system so as to reduce 
the computation load in the operational phase.  

During the past decades, various approaches were 
proposed for finding a compact set of reference patterns 
such as genetic algorithms (GAs) approaches [1-4] and 
fuzzy-based design approaches [5-7]. Due to its robustness, 
theoretical elegance, and feasibility of realization, the k-
Nearest Neighbor (k-NN) rule continues to be one of the 
most widely used classification techniques. The approaches 
to reducing the number of training patterns for k-NN 
classification can be classified into two classes: selection 
and replacement approaches [7]. The selection-based 
approach using GA-based algorithms can obtain the 
minimum reference set and higher classification accuracy, 
compared with other approaches, as pointed out in [3]. In 
general, two objectives are addressed for solving minimum 
reference set problems (MRSPs). The first objective is the 
highest classification accuracy. The second one is the 
smallest reference set which can reduce the computation 
load in the operational phase. Two fundamental issues of 
solving MRSPs using GA-based algorithms are as follows. 
1. Weight Selection Problem. Generally, weighted-sum 

approaches are the most widely used techniques for 
MRSPs, as used in [2], [4]. The general fitness function 
is defined as follows [4]:  

maximize 
SWSNCPWSfitness sNCP ⋅−⋅= )()( , 

subject to S⊂ Z, 
(1) 

where Z is a set of training patterns, S is a subset of Z, 
NCP(S) is the number of correctly classified patterns by 
S, |S| is the numbers of training patterns in S, respec-
tively. WNCP and WS are positive constant weights. Gen-
erally, weighted-sum approaches are able to obtain a 
good solution. However, most real-world problems are 
too large to allow the exact single-objective optimal solu-
tion to be found, and thus a set of non-dominated solu-
tions are desirable for the decision maker’s consideration. 
Moreover, weighted-sum approaches has been criticized 
that prior domain knowledge is required to determine the 
appropriate weights, and the solution quality is sensitive 
towards the weights. As a result, it is inefficient to obtain 
more non-dominated solutions using the weighted-sum 
approaches in many separate runs. 



2. Large Training Set Problem. In the real-world MRSPs, 
the size of the training set is larger than the one used in 
the experiments of the research, reported in the literature. 
That is the purpose of MRSPs for reducing the size from 
a large training set. Traditional GA-based algorithms suf-
fer from both the low convergence speed and low accu-
racy for large-scale problems. It results in the low ro-
bustness and reliability of the classifier design. Gener-
ally, prior knowledge or heuristic techniques are needed 
for MRSPs. 
Recently, several multi-objective evolutionary 

algorithms are proposed to solve multi-objective 
optimization problems directly, and presented more 
promising results than single-objective optimization 
techniques theoretically and empirically [8-13]. Therefore, 
in order to cope with the above-mentioned problems 
simultaneously, the aim of this paper is to investigate the 
ability of multi-objective evolutionary algorithms in solving 
MRSPs. Meanwhile, an intelligent multi-objective 
evolutionary algorithm (IMOEA) [16,17] is applied to solve 
multi-objective MRSPs directly. By making use of Pareto 
dominance concept and experimental design methods, 
IMOEA is capable of solving multi-objective problems in a 
single run efficiently and accurately. It will be shown 
empirically that IMOEA outperforms existing multi-
objective evolutionary algorithms in solving multi-objective 
MRSPs. 

The organization of this paper is as follows. A brief 
summary of multi-objective optimization and the 
mathematical formulation of two-objective MRSPs are 
described in Section 2. Section 3 illustrates the proposed 
IMOEA. Section 4 compares IMOEA with existing multi-
objective evolutionary algorithms by applying them to solve 
two-objective MRSPs. Section 5 concludes this paper. 

2 Multi-Objective Optimization and Minimum 
Reference Set Problems 

2.1 Multi-Objective Optimization 
Optimization is a procedure of finding and comparing 
feasible solutions until no better solutions can be found. 
Solutions are termed good or bad in terms of an objective. 
However, there are many real-world problems which cannot 
satisfactorily be characterized by a single performance 
measure. For example, consider the design of an 
engineering system. An optimal design might seek for 
minimizing the cost while maximizing the quality. Due to 
the nature of trade-offs involved, multi-objective 
optimization problems (MOOPs) seldom have a unique 
solution. Instead, a set of Pareto-optimal solutions is sought. 
These solutions are optimal in the wider sense that no other 
solutions in the search space are superior to them when all 
the multiple objectives are considered. Mathematically, 

MOOPs can be repsented as the following vector 
mathematical programming problems: 

{ } )( , ),(),( minimize 21 XfXfXfF(X) IL= , (2)

where X denotes a solution, fi(X) is generally a nonlinear 
objective function. Without loss of generality, the 
minimization problem is assumed in this paper unless 
otherwise specified. When the following inequalities hold 
between two solutions X1 and X2, X2 is a non-dominated 
solution and is said to weakly dominate X1: 

( ) ( )21 : XfXfi ii ≥∀  (3)

When the following inequalities hold between two solutions 
X1 and X2, X2 is a non-dominated solution and is said to 
dominate X1: 

( ) ( )21 : XfXfi ii ≥∀  and ( ) ( )21 : XfXfj jj >∃ . (4)

A feasible solution X* is said to be a Pareto-optimal 
solution if and only if there does not exist a feasible solution 
X where X dominates X*, and the corresponding vector of 
Pareto-optimal solutions is called Pareto front. An example 
of dominating relations of solutions in bi-objective space is 
shown in figure 1.  

Fig. 1. The dominating relations of solutions in bi-
objective space in the minimization case. X2 dominates 
X1 , and X2 is dominated by X*. 

The size and shape of Pareto front usually depend on the 
number of objective functions and interactions among the 
individual objective functions. If the objectives are 
conflicting to each other, the resulting Pareto front may be 
noisy, multi-peaked and discontinues. However, traditional 
multi-objective optimization approaches are 
computationally intensive and require a series of separate 
runs to identify the trade-offs between different design 
objectives [9]. This essentially means that one needs a 
robust optimization method that can cope with noisy, multi-
peaked performance relations with discontinuities in 
MOOPs. As a result, GAs and evolutionary algorithms have 
been recognized to be particularly suitable for solving 

f1 

f2

•F(X1) 

•
F(X2) 

F(X*)
• Pareto front



MOOPs because their abilities to exploit/explore multiple 
solutions in parallel and to find an entire set of Pareto-
optimal solutions in a single run [8-13]. 
 

2.2 Formulation of Minimum Reference Set Problems 
Let us consider an a-class pattern classification problem in 
an n-dimensional pattern space [0, 1]n. Assumed that m 
training patterns xp = (xb1, …,xbn), b=1, 2,…, m, are given 
from a class (a<<m), and the set of these m patterns is 
denoted as Z={x1, …, xm}. The aim of MRSPs is to find a 
subset S (S⊂Z) that minimizes the number of reference 
patterns in S and maximizes the classification rate CR(S). 
Since any subset of S of the m training patterns is a feasible 
solution of this problem, the total number of feasible 
solutions is 2m, which means the size of search space 
increase exponentially with the number of training patterns. 

Due to there is a trade-off between the classification rate 
and the size of the reference set S, this problem can be 
formulated as the following multi-objective optimization 
problem: 

find S, such that minimizes |S| and maximizes CR(S), 
subject to S⊂Z, (5)

where |S| is the number of reference patterns, NCP(S) is the 
number of correctly classified patterns by S, and the 
classification rate CR(S) is calculated by using equation (6). 

m
SNCPSCR )()( =  (6)

3 Intelligent Multi-Objective Evolutionary 
Algorithm 
An intelligent multi-objective evolutionary algorithm 
(IMOEA) proposed by us is applied to solve multi-objective 
MRSPs. The advantages of IMOEA are: 
1. Elitism: IMOEA incorporates with two populations: the 

current population and the external elite set. 
2. Fitness assignment strategy: The generalized Pareto-

based scale-independent fitness function (GPSIFF) can 
assign discriminative fitness value to individuals. 

3. Intelligent crossover (IC): IC is introduced to improve 
the performance of IMOEA on solving problems with a 
large number of parameters. 
The representation of the chromosome is presented in 

Section 3.1. The fitness assignment strategy and IC are 
described in Sections 3.2 and 3.3, respectively. The flow of 
IMOEA is provided in Section 3.4. 

3.1 Chromosome Representation 
A subset S of the m training patterns encoded using a binary 
string consisting of m bits as S=s1s2…sm, where sp=1 denote 
that p-th pattern of Z is included in subset S, and sp=0 
otherwise. 

3.2  Fitness Assignment 
The fitness assignment strategy of IMOEA uses a 
generalized Pareto-based scale-independent fitness function 
(GPSIFF) considering the quantitative fitness values in 
Pareto space for both dominated and non-dominated 
individuals. GPSIFF is a Pareto-based fitness assignment, it 
is assumed that no information on the preference among 
objectives is available. The basic idea is that the population 
is calculated by making direct use of the definition of Pareto 
concepts, in order to determine the reproduction probability 
of each individual to generate populations without having to 
combine the objectives in some way.  

Let GPSIFF fitness value be a tournament-like score 
obtained from all participant individuals. The fitness value 
of a solution X can be given by the following score function: 

score(X) = p – q + c, (7)

where p is the number of solutions which can be dominated 
by X, and q is the number of solutions which can dominate 
X. The constant c is used to obtain the positive fitness value. 
Figure 2 illustrate the example of fitness values of twelve 
participant individuals for a bi-objective optimization 
problem (c=12). There are three non-dominated solutions 
represented by the white points. It can be seen that the more 
individuals one dominates, the higher score one receives. 
On the contrary, if there are more individuals better than 
one individual, one will be degraded in proportion to the 
number of individuals dominate it. For example, 
considering the individual A with fitness value 13 in figure 
2, in the rectangle formed by A, two individuals dominates 
A (q=2) and three individuals is dominated by A (p=3). 
Therefore, the fitness of A is 3-2+12=13. 
 
 

 

Fig. 2. Fitness values of the participant individuals with 
c=12 in the objective space.  

 
 



The merits of GPSIFF are as follows: 
1. Simplicity. The goodness of each individual is evaluated 

by considering the Pareto dominance relationships of 
both dominated and non-dominated individuals. No 
additional techniques such as niching methods or 
specified selection are incorporated. 

2. Generality. GPSIFF makes direct use of general Pareto 
dominance relationships to evaluate the performance of 
each participant individual. The GPSIFF value is also 
valid when there is only one objective.  

3. Effectiveness. GPSIFF intuitively reflects the idea of 
preferring individuals near the Pareto-optimal front. By 
means of GPSIFF, each individual has an accurate 
fitness value that is helpful in the selection step of 
IMOEA. The effectiveness arises from that the GPSIFF 
method assigns each individual a discriminative fitness 
value while the fitness values of dominated individuals 
in a cluster are always the same used in the Pareto 
ranking-based method, such as [12-13]. 

3.3  Intelligent Crossover 
In the conventional crossover operations of GAs, two 
parents generate two children with a combination of their 
chromosomes using a randomly selected cut point. The 
merit of IC is that the systematic reasoning ability of 
orthogonal experimental design (OED) [14-15] is 
incorporated in the crossover operator to economically 
estimate the contribution of individual genes to a fitness 
function, and consequently intelligently pick up the better 
genes to form the chromosomes of children. The high 
performance of IC arises from that IC replaces the generate-
and-test search for children using a random combination of 
chromosomes with a systematic reasoning search method 
using an intelligent combination of selecting better 
individual genes.  
Theoretically analysis and experimental studies for 
illustrating the superiority of IC with the use of OA and 
factor analysis can be found in [16-17]. A concise example 
of illustrating the use of  orthogonal array (OA) and factor 
analysis can be found in [16-18]. 

3.3.1 OA and Factor Analysis 
Briefly, OED makes use of orthogonal arrays (OAs) and 
factor analysis for determining the combinations of factor 
levels and for analyzing the experimental results. OA is a 
factional factorial matrix, which assures a balanced 
comparison of levels of any factor or interaction of factors. 
It is a matrix of numbers arranged in rows and columns 
where each row represents the levels of factors in each 
experiment, and each column represents a specific factor 
that can be changed from each experiment. The array is 
called orthogonal because all columns can be evaluated 
independently of one another, and the main effect of one 
factor does not bother the estimation of the main effect of 
another factor. A two-level OA used in IC is described as 
follows. Let there be γ factors with two levels for each 

factor. The total number of experiments is γ2  for the 
popular “one-factor-at-a-time” study. The columns of two 
factors are orthogonal when the four pairs, (1,1), (1,2), (2,1), 
and (2,2), occur equally frequently over all experiments. 
Generally, levels 1 and 2 of a factor represent selected 
genes from parents 1 and 2, respectively. To establish an 
OA of γ factors with two levels, we obtain an integer 

( ) 1log22 += γω , build an orthogonal array Lω(2ω-1) with ω 
rows and (ω-1) columns, use the first γ columns, and ignore 
the other (ω-γ-1) columns. Table 1 illustrates an example of 
OA L8(27). The algorithm of constructing OAs can be found 
in [19]. OED can reduce the number of experiments for 
factor analysis. The number of OA experiments required to 
analyze all individual factors is only ω or O(γ). 

 
 

Table 1: Orthogonal array ( )7
8 2L  

Factors  

Exp. 
no. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Function 
Evaluation 

value 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 y1 
2 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 y2 
3 1 2 2 1 1 2 2 y3 
4 1 2 2 2 2 1 1 y4 
5 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 y5 
6 2 1 2 2 1 2 1 y6 
7 2 2 1 1 2 2 1 y7 
8 2 2 1 2 1 1 2 y8 

 
 

After proper tabulation of experimental results, we can 
further proceed factor analysis to determine the relative 
effects of various factors. Let yt denote the positive function 
evaluation value of experiment t, t = 1, 2, … ω. Let Yt = yt 
(1/yt) if the objective function is to be maximized 
(minimized). Define the main effect of factor j with level k 
as Sjk : 

Sjk ∑
=

=
ω

1t
Yt · Fk , 

(8)

where Fk = 1 if the level of factor j of experiment t is k; 
otherwise, Fk = 0. Notably, the main effect reveals the 
individual effect of a factor. The most effective factor j has 
the largest main effect difference (MED) S∣ j1 – Sj2｜. If Sj1 

> Sj2 , the level 1 of factor j makes a better contribution to 
the optimization function than level 2 does. Otherwise, level 
2 is better. After  the better level of each factor is 
determined, a combination consisting of factors with better 
levels can be efficiently derived.  
 
 



3.3.2 Procedures of Intelligent Crossover 
Two parents breed two children using IC at a time. Let the 
number of participated genes in a parent chromosome beγ. 
How to use OA and factor analysis to achieve IC is 
described as the following steps: 
Step 1: Ignore the loci having identical values in two par-

ents such that the chromosomes can be temporally 
shortened resulting in using a small OA table. 

Step 2: Adaptively divide the parent chromosomes into γ 
pairs of gene segments where each gene segment is 
treated as a factor. 

Step 3: Use the first γ columns of OA Lω( 2ω-1 ) where 
( ) 1log22 += γω .  

Step 4: Let levels 1 and 2 of factor j represent the jth gene 
segment of a chromosome coming from parents re-
spectively. 

Step 5: Simultaneously evaluate the fitness values yt of the 
γ combinations (by-products) corresponding to the 
experiments t, where t = 1, 2, …,ω.  

Step 6: Compute the main effect Sjk where j = 1, 2, …, γ 
and k = 1, 2. 

Step 7: Determine the better one of two levels for each 
gene segment. Select level 1 for the jth factor if Sj1 > Sj2. Otherwise, select level 2. 

Step 8: The chromosome of first child is formed using the 
combination of the better gene segments from the 
derived corresponding parents. 

Step 9: Rank the most effective factors from rank 1 to rank 
γ. The factor with large (MED) has higher rank. 

Step 10: The chromosome of second child is formed simi-
larly as the first child except that the factor with 
the lowest rank adopts the other level  

 

  

Fig. 3. Examples of IC operation in solving a bi-
objectives maximization problem. 

It takes about ( ) 1log22 += γω  fitness evaluations for 
performing an IC operation. The value γ for each IC 
operation would gradually decrease when evolution 
proceeds with a decreasing number of non-determinate 
variables. This behavior can helpfully cope with the large 
parameter optimization problem of simultaneous improving 
the classification accuracy and editing reference patterns. 
Figure 3 illustrates a general example gleaned from IC 
operation using an OA L64(263) in solving an bi-objective 
maximization problem. We can see carefully from figure 3 
that two children are more promising to be non-dominated 
individuals rather than the random recombination of their 
parents as in conventional GA and additional non-
dominated solutions may be generated from an IC operation. 

3.4 Intelligent Multi-objective Evolutionary Algorithm 
Conventional GA which is called simple genetic algorithm 
(SGA) consists of five primary operations: initialization, 
evaluation, selection, crossover, and mutation. IMOEA uses 
an elite set E whose maximum capacity is Emax. The elite set 
E maintains the best non-dominated solutions among all 
non-dominated solutions generated so far. The individuals 
in E will participate in the selection step of IMOEA. The 
proposed approach,  IMOEA, is described as follows: 
Step 1: (Initialization) Randomly generate an initial popu-

lation of Npop individuals and create an empty elite 
set E and an empty temporary elite set E’. 

Step 2: (Update Elitism) Copy the non-dominated solu-
tions in current population and E’ to E. Delete the 
dominated solutions in E and empty E’. If the num-
ber of individuals exceeds Emax, reduce E by 
discarding individuals randomly. 

Step 3: (Evaluation) Evaluate the fitness values of all indi-
viduals by using the GPSIFF. 

Step 4: (Selection) Randomly select Npop-Nps individuals 
from the population and Nps individuals from E to 
form a new population, where Nps =Npop·ps and ps is 
a selection proportion. If Nps is greater than the 
number NE of individuals in E, let Nps = NE. 

Step 5: (Recombination) Perform IC operations for all se-
lected pairs of parents with the recombination 
probability pc. Copy non-dominated by-products to 
a temporary elite set E’. 

Step 6: (Mutation) Apply a conventional mutation operator 
(e.g., bit-inverse mutation) to the population with a 
mutation probability pm. 

Step 7: (Termination test) If a stopping condition is satis-
fied, end the algorithm. Otherwise, go to Step 2. 

 



4 Experiment Results  
In order to investigate the performance of IMOEA, four 
representative multi-objective evolutionary algorithms, 
SPEA[13], NSGA[12], NPGA[11] and VEGA[10], are 
selected and compared in solving multi-objective MRSPs. 
The coverage ratio of two set (A, B) [13] is used to be a 
performance metric of different algorithms. The coverage 
ratio of set (A, B) is calculated as follows: 
 

( )
B ofsolution  ofnumber  the

Aby  dominated weakly B ofsolution  ofnumber  the, =BAC

 
The value C(A, B) = 1 means that all individuals in B are 

dominated by A. The opposite, C(A, B)=0, denotes that 
none of individuals in B are dominated by A. 

Two test data sets, iris data and wine data, are used in the 
experiments. All the data are available via anonymous ftp 
from ftp.ics.uci.edu/pub/machine-learning-databases. All 
the training patterns are used as test patterns in designing a 
compact 1-NN classifier system. The parameter settings of 
IMOEA are as follows: Npop=20, ther upperbound of 
TNONS=20, Ps=0.2, Pc=0.8, Pm=0.05, and factor number of 
OA (γ) equals the total number of patterns in the data set 
(iris: 150, wine: 178). The parameter settings of SPEA, 
NSGA, NPGA and VEGA are: Npop=50, Pc=0.8, Pm=0.05, 
tdom=10 and σshare=0.49. The population size and the 
external population size of SPEA are 40 and 10, 
respectively. The sharing factor σshare of NSGA is 65 for iris 
data set and 70 for wine data set.  

4.1 Experiment 1- Iris Data 
There are 50 patterns with four attributes in each of three 
classes, i.e., 150 patterns in total. All the algorithms were 
performed thirty independent runs for each data set under 
the same number of function evaluations Neval=20000. The 
direct comparison of each runs for the different algorithms 
based on the C measure is depicted in figure 4. Simulation 
results out of thirty runs are summarized in figure 5.  

Generally, the simulation results show that IMOEA and 
SPEA are better than NSGA, NPGA and VEGA, while 
NSGA, NPGA and VEGA suffer low convergence speed 
and may be trapped in local optimum. Considering the the 
distribution of non-dominated solutions and the quality of 
solutions, it shows that IMOEA obtained a well-distributed 
Pareto front and dominate all the non-dominated solutions 
of the other test algorithms. The non-dominated solutions 
(|S|, CR(S)) of IMOEA out from 30 runs are as follows: (1, 
33,33%), (2, 66.67%), (3, 98.00%), (4, 98.67%), (6, 99.33%) 
and (11, 100%). Furthermore, from figure 4 and figure 5, 
the results illustrate that IMOEA is robust and is capable of 
generating good non-dominated solution efficiently in this 
test.  

 
 

 

 IRIS WINE 

C(IMOEA, A*) 

 

C(A*, IMOEA) 

 
 

Fig. 4. Box plots based on the C measures for MRSPs. 
Each rectangle contains four box plots representing the 
distribution of the C measures for a certain ordered pair 
of algorithms. A* are SPEA, NSGA, NPGA and VEGA, 
respectively. The scale is 0 at the bottom and 1 at the top 
per rectangle. 

 

 

Fig. 5. Simulation results out of 30 runs for iris data 
under Neval = 20000. 

4.2 Experiment 2 – Wine Data 
The wine data consist of 178 patterns with 13 continuous 
features from three classes. The test algorithms were per-
formed thirty independent runs under the same number of 
function evaluations Neval=30000. The distribution of C 
measure for each runs is depicted in figure 4. The results out 
of thirty runs are shown in figure 6. Figure 4 shows that the 
non-dominated solutions obtained by IMOEA dominate all 
the non-dominated solutions of  SPEA, NSGA, NPGA and 
VEGA in every run. From figure 6, the results reveal that 
IMOEA and SPEA outperform other competitive algo-
rithms, and IMOEA achieves the best assessments among 
all the test algorithms. The non-dominated solutions (|S|, 
CR(S)) of IMOEA out from thirty runs are (1, 33.14%), (2, 



66.29%), (3, 91.57%), (4, 98.31%), (5, 98.88%), (7, 
99.44%) and (8, 100%).  

 

Fig. 6. Simulation results out of 30 runs for wine data 
under Neval = 30000. 

4.3 Discussion of Experimental Results 
The objectives of MRSPs are to edit a minimum reference 
set and to maximize the classification rate. It is well 
recognized that, when the size of the reference set increases, 
the classification rate may increase and thus leads to a 
biased search space. On the other hand, while the size of the 
reference set is small, the interaction between the reference 
set and test patterns will become complicated. In order to 
visualize the landscape of the MRSP, all the solutions  
generated during the experiments of MRSP with  wine data 
set, are collected and then plotted in bi-objective space, as 
shown in figure 7. It can be seen that the MRSP of the wine 
data is likely to have a discontinuous, non-uniform and 
biased search space. From figures 4-6, it is shown that only 
IMOEA is capable of generating a better and well-
distributed Pareto front in these discontinuous, non-uniform 
and biased search spaces. The non-dominated solutions 
obtained by SPEA, NSGA, NPGA and VEGA are all 
trapped in the biased regions. Except IMOEA and SPEA, 
NSGA, NPGA and VEGA suffers from both the low 
convergence speed and low accuracy. 
 

 

Fig. 7.  Scatter plots of solutions in solving  MRSP with 
the wine data set. The darker region has higher density 
of solutions. 

5  Conclusions 
In this paper, we examined the ability of several well-
known multi-objective evolutionary algorithms, and 
proposed an intelligent multi-objective evolutionary 
algorithm (IMOEA) in editing a minimum reference set of 
training patterns considering multiple objectives. In present 
study, IMOEA illustrates the strong superiority to existing 
algorithms, and yields widely distributed Pareto fronts close 
to the Pareto-optimal fronts.   

High performance of IMOEA can be obtained without 
use of traditional auxiliary techniques such as local search, 
various mutation strategies, problem-dependent heuristic 
strategies, etc. Due to its simplicity, theoretical elegance, 
generality and superiority, IMOEA can be most widely used 
for solving MOOPs. We believe that the auxiliary 
techniques, which can improve performance of 
conventional evolutionary algorithms, can also improve 
performance of IMOEA. The suitability of parallel 
implementation for IC is another advantage of IMOEA. 

Concerning the large-scale optimization problems with 
different features, further investigations such as 
incorporating feature selection in solving MRSPs and using 
other techniques for accelerating the convergence time of 
multi-objective GAs. 
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Apply Fuzzy Classifications to Colon Polyp
Screening

I-Jen Chiang, Ming-Jium Shieh, Jane Yung-jen Hsu, Jau-Ming Wong

Abstract—

To deal with hightly uncertain and noise data, for example,

biochemical laboratory examinations, a classifier is required to

be able to classify an instance into all possible classes and each

class is associated with a degree which shows how possible an

instance is in that class. According to these degrees, we can dis-

criminate the more possible classes from the less possible classes.

The classifier or a expert can pick the most possible one to be

the instance class. However, if their discrimination is not dis-

tinguishable, it is better that the classifier should not make any

prediction, especially when there is incomplete or inadequate

data. A fuzzy classifier is proposed to classify the data with noise.

Instead of determining a single class for any given instance, fuzzy

classification predicts the degree of possibility for every class.

Adenomatous polyps are widely accepted to be precancerous

lesions and will degenerate into cancers ultimately. Therefore, it

is important to generate a predictive method that can identify

the patients who have obtained polyps and remove the lesions of

them. Considering the uncertainties and noisy in the biochem-

ical laboratory examination data, fuzzy classification trees, which

integrate decision tree techniques and fuzzy classifications, pro-

vide the efficient way to classify the data in order to generate

the model for polyp screening.

Keywords—Fuzzy Classifications, Polyp Screening, Fuzzy Clas-

sification Trees, Fuzzy Entropy.

I. Introduction

Colorectal cancer (CRC) has become one of the leading causes
of cancer death in Taiwan, with nearly 2900 new cases and 1900
deaths reported each year. Despite advances in treatment, early
detection can probably reduce CRC mortality more than any
other approaches. Therefore, it is important to develop a cost-
effective cancer screening policy in the hopes of reducing CRC
mortality by detecting lesions at any early, curable stage.

The prevalence of adenomatous polyp varies geographically in
parallel with the incidence of colorectal cancer and an increas-
ing risk of colorectal cancer [36], [37], [40], [44]. The concept
is now widely accepted that adenomas are precancerous lesions
and will degenerate into cancers ultimately. Nowadays, the ma-
jority of the pathogeneses of the colorectal cancer are attributed
to the adenoma-adenocarcinoma sequence. Hence, the identifi-
cation and removal of the precancerous lesion, an adenomatous
polyp, has significant clinical implications and is now commonly
recommended for the control of CRC. Endoscopy is considered
the most sensitive diagnostic modality for detection of colorec-
tal polyps. However, the effort and eventual cost involved based
on this surveillance strategy are potentially enormous and not
practical, except for high-risk groups. Owing to the shortage of
medical resources at present, it is important to develop a most
cost-effective and safe screening method to predict the existence
of adenomatous polyps.
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In order to determine the predictive value of the risk factors
related to the existence of rectosigmoid colon polyps, physicians
evaluate all putative risk factors obtained from checkup items.
Bias inevitably occurs from this assumption, in that only factors
that have been selected can be shown to have association. A
collection of physical checkup data with the patients who under-
went sigmoidoscopy enrolled for the polyp screening analysis.

Classification can be thought as the base of ability to knowl-
edge acquisition[24]. Some classification techniques, e.g. deci-
sion trees [12], [21], [22], [23], [29], [31], decision lists [10], [33]
work well for pattern recognition and process control. Here, we
choose these techniques to apply to colon ployp screening anal-
ysis [40]. Through a classification method, a classifier can be
constructed from a medical database. This classifier is able to
predict which class a new instance is. Many techniques, such
as Bayesian classifiers [11], decision trees [31], neural networks
[34], rule based learners [25], [30], etc., have been applied to
producing classifiers for medical decision support systems [41].
A classifier is produced on a set of training instances and a de-
cision is made automatically on each new instance based upon
a forecast of the classification of the instance. Unfortunately, it
is hard to clearly classified the data because of the uncertainties
and noise. Obviously, a vague classification method is needed to
deal with such problems. That is, a classifier is able to classify
an instance into all possible classes and each class is associated
with a degree which shows how possible an instance is in that
class. According to these degrees, we can discriminate the more
possible classes from the less possible classes.

Fuzzy decision trees [3], [9], [14], [42], which integrate deci-
sion tree techniques and fuzzy classifiers, provide the simple and
efficient way to generate the classification model that can suffer
from inadequately or improperly expressing and handling the
vagueness and ambiguity associated with human thinking and
perception [46]. Even by the Quinlan’s work [28], the types of
uncertainties are not to be probabilistic, appearing as random-
ness or noise. Pedrycz and Sosnowski [26] pointed out that the
concept of fuzzy granulation realized via context-based clus-
tering is aimed at the discretization process. For the sake of
vagueness, fuzzy classifications are issued. Through it, we can
calculate the degree of possibility that the instance belongs to
any of the classes. Using information-based measures, there is
no need to generate multiple classification trees. Therefore, it
requires less time and space than decision forests [20].

This paper introduces to use the fuzzy classification approach
to design a medical decision support system for polyp screen-
ing. Section 2 gives the definition of classifications and problems
of traditional classifiers. The definitions of fuzzy classifications
and fuzzy classification trees are presented in section 3. The
attribute selection measures are defined in section 4. Section
5 describes the basic algorithm for constructing a FCT from a
data set. The classification process is shown in section 6. The
empirical results compared FCT with C4.5 on polyp screening
and some UCI repository datasets are shown in section 6, fol-
lowed by the conclusion.
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II. Fuzzy Classifications

Fuzzy classifications are proposed to overcome the diffi-
cults that conventional classifiers cannot handle multiple in-
stances with overlapping attribute values that belong to dif-
ferent classes, but keep the efficient as decision tree classifiers.

Definition 1: Given A fuzzy classifier F for a given classifica-
tion problem (X , C) defines a total function

F : X → {〈p1, . . . , pn〉|pi ∈ [0, 1]}

where pi is the possibility that a given instance x belongs to
class Ci.
For ease of presentation, the function F is sometimes repre-
sented as a vector of functions

〈℘1, ℘2, . . . , ℘n〉,

where ℘i is a possibility function X → [0, 1]. For any given
instance x, the relation ℘i(x) > ℘j(x) indicates that it is more
likely for the instance x to be in class Ci.

A fuzzy classifier can be readily implemented by a tree struc-
ture, such as fuzzy decision trees [3], [9], [14], [42], [46]. In
general, those methods can separated into two types, pre-
fuzzification and post-fuzzification. However, no matter what
the type of fuzzy decision tree methods is, they all unavoid
two phases processing to generate the decision rules. They ei-
ther prefuzzify the data according to domain knowledge or post-
fuzzify the decision rules generated by the decision tree methods
by some tuning methods. They do not concern the distribution
of the data that can make an improper classifications. There-
fore, fuzzy classification trees [7], [13], [8] have been presented to
solve those problems on pre-fuzzification and post-fuzzification.

This section briefly presents the basic definitions of fuzzy clas-
sification trees (FCTs). Figure 1 shows a sample FCT that clas-
sifies instances into two classes C1 and C2.

b N1©©©©©©©
µ1.1

HHHHHHH
µ1.3µ1.2

b N1.1 b
C1, P1.3

b
C2, P1.2¡

¡
¡¡

µ1.1.1

@
@

@@
µ1.1.2

b
C1, P1.1.1

b
C2, P1.1.2

Fig. 1. A sample FCT with C = {C1, C2}

Let L be the set of all labels that is defined by a labeling
function that uniquely assigns a label to each node and each
branch.

Definition 2: Given an FCT, each node n in the tree T is
given a label:

Label(n) =





1 if n is the root;

Label(n′).i if n is the ith
child of node n′.

where . is the concatenation operator.
NL denote the node labeled by L ∈ L, and BL denote the

branch leading into node NL. Each non-terminal node in the

tree is associated with a test, and the resulting branches, BL.i,
is associated with a membership function

µL.i : X → [0, 1].

Intuitively, the membership defines the degree of possibility that
an instance x ∈ X should be propagated down the branch. In
our implementation, each test at a node is tested on a single
attribute. Therefore, the membership function is defined over
the projection on that attribute, that is, projection(X , aL),
i.e. the domain of the testing attribute aL ∈ A.

Suppose each node NL is associated with a class CL and a
possibility function PL.

Definition 3: Let the label for the parent node of NL is de-
noted to be L̂. The possibility function PL : X → [0, 1] is
defined by composing the membership functions along the path
from the root to node NL. That is,

PL =

{
1 if NL is the root node;

PL̂ ⊗ µL if NL̂ is the parent of NL.

The composition operator ⊗ is defined in terms of some valid
operation for combining two membership functions.
Several composition operators, e.g. fuzzy sum, fuzzy product,
and fuzzy max, are supported in our implementation. For ex-
ample,

PL(x) = PL̂(x) + µL(x)

when the fuzzy sum operator is applied.
Given any instance x at a terminal node NL in an FCT, it is

classified into class CL with a possibility PL(x). As was shown
in Figure 1, multiple terminal nodes may be associated with
the same class. It follows that an FCT defines a unique fuzzy
classifier

F = 〈℘1, . . . , ℘n〉
such that the possibility for an instance belonging to class Ci is
the maximum over all the possibility values at terminal nodes
classified as Ci. That is, for 1 ≤ i ≤ n,

℘i(x) = max{PL(x)|NL is a leaf ∧ CL = Ci}.

III. Information-Base Measure

At each node of a fuzzy classification tree, an attribute is
used to calculate the membership that an instance should be
split into a branch. This attribute is decided at the learning
time, that may create the best data clustering at the current
node. The goodness of split is an important criterion for se-
lecting attributes to expand a fuzzy classification tree. Some
information-based measures have been widely applied to classi-
fications for evaluating the goodness of split [1], [4], [18], [27],
[31].

In order to evaluate the uncertainties in the data, Shannon
has defined the information entropy function that refers to the
Boltzmann’s H theorem in statistical mechanics [39]. The foun-
dation of Shannon’s formula is based on probability theory.
Quinlan [31], etc., have used such kind of uncertainty evaluation
methods to construct tree classifiers. These information-based
evaluation methods can be applied to the construction of prob-
abilistic fuzzy classification trees. However, those methods are
well-defined on probability.

According to the original probabilistic entropy defined by
Shannon [39] and fuzzy entropy function defined by De. Luca
and Termini [16], the information-based measure should satisfy
the following criteria. Let The possibility ℘i for each i define the
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possibility of an instance, where ℘i ∈ [0, 1]. Five criteria [7], [8]
required for attribute selection in terms of an information-based
measure of FCT are listed as follows.

[Property 1] Function H(℘1, ℘2, . . . , ℘n) should be contin-
uous in ℘i. This property prevents a situation in which a
very small change in ℘i would produce a large (discontin-
uous) vibration.

[Property 2] Function H must be 0 if and only if all the ℘i

but one are zero. When all but one is possible, there exists
no uncertainty in the data.

[Property 3] Function H is the maximum value if and only if
the ℘i are equal because there exists the most uncertainties
in the data. That is, no matter what all the ℘i are, the
largest uncertainties happened when all the ℘i are of the
same value.

[Property 4] Function H is a nonnegative valuation on the
℘i.

[Property 5] In order for the purpose that an attribute selec-
tion is to reduce the uncertainties in the data, it is neces-
sary that if a choice is broken down into several successive
choices, the original H should be no less than the weighted
sum of the individual values of H. This property prevents
the data been classified to be worse than before.

We can define our fuzzy entropy functions that follow the five
criteria. Suppose we have a set of instances SL at node NL.
Assume there are n classes associated with the possibilities of
occurrences ℘1, ℘2, . . . , ℘n. Concerning about the measure of
how much choice is involved in the selection of the instance in
SL or of how uncertain we are of the outcome, we choose the
entropy function to evaluate that.

Definition 4: The entropy for the set of instances SL at node
NL is defined by

Info(SL) = −
∑
∀c∈C

Pc
L

PL
× log2

Pc
L

PL
.

where
PL =

∑
x∈SL

PL(x)

is the sum of the possibility value PL(x) of all instances at node
NL, and

Pc
L =

∑
x∈SL∧Class(x)=c

PL(x)

is the sum over instances belonging to class c.
The entropy of a set measures the average amount of infor-

mation needed to identify the class of an instance in the set. It
is minimized when the set of instances are homogeneous, and
maximized when the set is perfectly balanced among the classes.

A similar measurement can be defined when the set is dis-
tributed into bL subsets, one for each branch based on the test at
node NL. The expected information requirement is the weighted
sum over the subsets.

InfoT (SL) =

bL∑
i=1

PL.i

PL
× Info(SL.i).

To asses the “benefits” of a test, we need to consider the
increase in entropy. The quality

Gain(TestL) = Info(SL)− InfoT (SL).

measures the information gain due to the test TestL. This gain
criterion is used as the basis for attribute selection.

A. Choosing the Fuzzy Operations

Five criteria of fuzzy entropy limitate the fuzzy operators that
can be used to calculate the possibility of each instance at a
node. Here, the fuzzy t-norm operator is involved for the possi-
bility evaluation because it can satisfy those criteria, especially,
the fifth property.

Since the function, log2 is a continuous function, the fuzzy
entropy defined by log2 is also a continuous function. It is easy
to see that Info satisfies Property 1.

If SL is the set of instances in NL that has been purely clas-
sified into one class, that is all the ℘i of each instance but one
are zero. Let ℘i 6= 0 for some class Ci, then the possibility

PL =
∑

x∈SL

PL(x) =
∑

x∈SL

℘i(x).

The possibilities Pc
L of the other classes are zero. Because

Pc
L =

∑
x∈SL∧Class(x)=c

PL(x) = 0

for c 6= Ci. The entropy value of Info(SL) will be zero when all
the possibilities ℘i but one are zero.

Property 3 restricts that the entropy value is maximum when
all the class possibilities are equal. According to that, it needs
that

∑
c
Pc

L should be no bigger than PL. Otherwise, this prop-
erty will not be satisfied. Let |C| be the number of classes and

PCi
L = PCj

L for i 6= j. In the FCT algorithm, the sum opera-

Info(SL) = − ∑
∀c∈C

Pc
L

PL
× log2

Pc
L

PL

≤ −
|C|∑
i=1

PL
|C|PL

log2
PL
|C|PL

= −
|C|∑
i=1

1
|C| log2

1
|C| .

tion
∑

is defined to be equal to the sum operation in classical
(crisp) set.

Since 0 ≤ Pc
L ≤ PL for all class c ∈ C, log2

Pc
L

PL
≤ 0 and

Info(SL) ≥ 0. Therefore, it is no doubt that the fourth property
is also satisfied.

The purpose of attribute selection in FCTs is toward reducing
the uncertainties in the data. After the fuzzy classification tree
has been further generating, the total entropy of the child nodes
should be no greater than the entropy of their parent nodes. In
the other word, the total entropy of child nodes from a node
should be less than or equal to the entropy of that node before
the tree expanded. That is,

Info(SL) ≥
bL∑
i=1

PL.i

PL
× Info(SL.i).

This is what the fifth property gives, whic is a strong constraint
that restricts the kinds of fuzzy operations and the membership
functions. It also limits the clustering methods to generate the
membership function from a node.

The membership function is the kernel for fuzzy classifica-
tions. To determine the membership function from a data set,
the method of clustering is used. Clustering is a well-used
method in pattern recognition. It plays a key role in searching
for structures in data. There may be different kinds of models
simultaneously occurring in the data, that is called multi-model
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[5]. Data could be clustered into differential groups in accor-
dance to their distribution models. The models construct the
membership function of the data.

Fuzzy c-means clustering method [2] , which satisfies the
weaker requirement, is used to make a properly vague partition.
The membership value of each datum defines how possible this
datum is associated with a category. The membership gives a
meaningful explanation on this vagueness. Therefore, to deal
with the unavoidable observation and measurement uncertain-
ties, fuzzy clustering is a very suitable choice applied to real
world applications.

Theorem 1: Let ⊗ be the fuzzy t-norm operator. If∑bL

i=1
µL(x) ≤ 1 for every x ∈ SL. Definition 3 satisfies the

fifth property of entropy. That is

Info(SL) ≥
bL∑
i=1

PL.i

PL
Info(SL.i)

Proof Let α be the maximal membership value for all mem-
bership functions. Since

∑
l
µl(x) ≤ 1 and α ≥ µl(x),∀l,x and∑

c∈C Pc
L ≤ PL, the right-hand-side of the inequality is derived

as follows.

bL∑
i=1

PL.i
PL

Info(SL.i) = −
bL∑
i=1

PL.i
PL

∑
c∈C

Pc
L.i
PL.

log2

Pc
L.i

PL.i

= −
bL∑
i=1

PL.i
PL

∑
c∈C

Pc
L⊗µL.i

PL⊗µL.i
log2

Pc
L⊗µL.i

PL⊗µL.i

≤ − ∑
c∈C

Pc
L⊗α

PL⊗α
log2

Pc
L⊗α

PL⊗α

≤ − ∑
c∈C

Pc
L

PL
log2

Pc
L

PL

= Info(SL).

IV. Algorithms

This section presents the learning algorithm for construct-
ing a fuzzy classification tree from a set of training instances
containing real-valued attributes. Previous approaches to this
problem usually fuzzify the data before they are used to con-
struct a decision tree [46]. The linguistic variables have to be
defined ahead of time based on existing domain knowledge.

The main algorithm for FCT construction as shown in Fig-
ure 2 takes an input a set S0 of instances, and starts by creating
a root node N1, adding its label to L, and initializing S1 to be
S0.

The fuzzy gain ratio evaluation is based on the algorithm in
Figure 3.

The procedure Spawn New Tree(NL, ai) that expands the
tree from node NL according to some attribute ai is shown in
Figure 4.

V. Experiments

The dataset selected is from a general population who were
admitted for two-day physical checkup at National Taiwan Uni-
versity Hospital (NTUH) since November 1, 1993 to October
31, 1994. All the subjects had no prior history of any col-
orectal pathology. During this one-year period, 2987 patients
were admitted for physical checkup. A total of 2746 patients
who underwent sigmoidoscopy enrolled for the polyp screening
analysis. There are 264 patients (9.5%) found to have rectosig-
moid polyps by 60 cm-flexible sigmoidoscopy. Since the na-
tional health insurance system did not cover the fee of physical

Algorithm Build FCT
[Input] A set of training instances S0

[Output] An FCT
1. L ← 1

/* Initialize L to be 1 which is the label at the root node.
*/

2. L ← {1}
/* Let L be the set of labels represented the nodes that
have not been expanded. */

3. S1 ←− S0

/* S1 at the root node is set to be the original set S0. */
4. loop until L = φ
5. L ← random(L)

/* Random select one of the label from L. */
6. L ← L \ {L}
7. ∀ai, τi ← Spawn New Tree(NL, ai)
8. Find τk s.t. Info(τk) = maxj Info(τj)
9. Gain ← Info(TL)− Info(τk)
10. if Gain > ε then

L ← L ∪ leaf(τk)
Assign subsets of SL into SL.1, . . . , SL.k

Fig. 2. The algorithm to construct FCTs.

Algorithm Evaluate Entropy
[Input] An FCT with root node NL

[Output] The entropy value of TL

1. ∀l ∈ L, s.t. Nl is any node in TL,
Info(Sl) ← −1 /* Initialization */
/* Info(Sl) is nonnegative, and therefore set a negative

value to it first. */
2. ∀l ∈ L, s.t. Nl is a leaf node,

Info(Sl) ← −∑
c∈C

Pc
l
Pl
× ln

Pc
l
Pl

3. loop until Info(SL) ≥ 0
if ∀i, 1 ≤ i ≤ bl Info(Sl.i) ≥ 0 then

Info(Sl) ←
∑bl

i=1

Pl.i
Pl

× Info(Sl.i)

end
4. return Info(SL).

Fig. 3. The gain ratio evaluation algorithm.

Algorithm Spawn New Tree
[Input] An unexpanded node N

An attribute a
[Output] An expanded tree rooted at node N

∀i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n do the following:
1. Project instances at node N of class Ci onto attribute a
2. Smooth the resulting histogram using k-median method
3. Partition the smoothed histogram into clusters
4. Create a new branch from NL for each cluster
5. Define the membership function for each branch

Fig. 4. The algorithm to expand the fuzzy classification trees at each

node.
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checkup, most cases were considered from upper and middle
socioeconomic classes.

The purpose of this study was to determine the prevalence
of distal large bowel polyps, both adenomatous and hyperplas-
tic. At NTUH, there are about 500 checkup records for each
patient in a two-day physical checkup. Sigmoidoscopy using
60cm flexible endoscope without sedation was administered by
experienced endoscopists on all patients except those who gave
up this procedure. If polyps were detected, the endoscopists
should describe the size, number and location in details. Ac-
cording to the endoscopic appearance, submucosal tumor, such
as leiomyoma, lymphoid follicle, lipoma, and normal mucosa ex-
crescences, was considered as negative findings for this study.
Although biopsies might be done at the screening site, it was
not mandatory to this study at this stage.

Twenty one attributes, such as blood type, sex, age, body
mass index, serum cholesterol, triglyceride, total protein, albu-
min/globulin, albumin, Zinc Turbit Test, direct bilirubin, total
bilirubin, alkaline phosphotatase, acid phosphotatase, alanine
aminotransferase, asparate aminotransferase, mean corpuscle
volume, hemoglobin, hemoglobin A1C, alcohol consumption,
and smoking, are selected for discovering the knowledge about
the patients who will get polyp.

A. Cross Validation Estimates

A three-fold cross validation for the polyp screening data set
was performed. The original data set are randomly split into
two parts. One (2/3) is for training, and the other (1/3) is used
for testing. FCT and C4.5 methods have been compared across
a variety of learning tasks in each experiment.

These results were obtained according to the F-test under the
confident level of 95%. According to Table I, the error rate on

TABLE I

The error rates of the NTUH checkup data set for polyp screening

(1).

Error Rate
Method False Negative False Positive
FCT 0.226478± 0.087654 0.010175± 0.007056
C4.5 0.971804± 0.020626 0.007173± 0.001265

False Negative of C4.5 is 0.971804 ± 0.020626 which is higher
than FCT’s 0.226478 ± 0.087654. Since 1 minus the value of
False Negative is the value for sensitivity, we can conclude that
the sensitivity of C4.5 is 0.992827±0.001265 and the sensitivity
of FCT is 0.989825 ± 0.007056. It means that FCT is more
adapted than C4.5 for polyp screening. About 78% patients who
have polyps will get positive response without taking colonscope
examinations. However, about 1% patients who do not have
polyps will be detected to have polyps by FCT, that is less
specific than C4.5. The detail is shown in the following section.

Five attributes, albumin/globulin, albumin, alanine amino-
transferase, asparate aminotransferase, and mean corpuscle vol-
ume, are substituted by uric acid, Na+, K+, Ca++, and Cl−.
After we performing 200 runs, the error rates of FCT and C4.5
is listed in Table II. Those substituted attributes are not im-
portant in the polyp screening dataset because they are seldom
occurred in a fuzzy classification tree or a C4.5’s decision tree,
even as they occurred as the tests in the trees are far beneath the
root of the tree. However, those five attributes, uric acid, Na+,
K+, Ca++, and Cl− are less important than albumin/globulin,
albumin, alanine aminotransferase, asparate aminotransferase,

TABLE II

The error rates of the NTUH checkup data set for polyp screening

(2).

Error Rate
Method False Negative False Positive
FCT 0.251768± 0.092644 0.176667± 0.02075
C4.5 0.971804± 0.021626 0.007173± 0.001746

and mean corpuscle volume for polyp screening because of the
increased error rates.

In most of the fuzzy classification trees for polyp screening,
we found that age, body mass index, triglyceride, Zinc Turbit
Test and hemoglobin A1C were at the important locations (root
or near the root as possible) for constructing the classification
trees. It seems that these five attributes are the key features for
polyp screening. If we substituted uric acid, Na+, K+, Ca++,
and Cl− for age, body mass index, triglyceride, Zinc Turbit Test
and hemoglobin A1C, the error was increased. Table III lists
the error rates. Comparing the error rates in Table III with

TABLE III

The error rates of the NTUH checkup data set for polyp screening

(3).

Error Rate
Method False Negative False Positive
FCT 0.352234± 0.107644 0.182367± 0.120444
C4.5 0.986231± 0.010325 0.003242± 0.002241

Table II, we can come to the conclusion that some of those
attributes, age, body mass index, triglyceride, Zinc Turbit Test
and hemoglobin A1C are important for polyp screening.

From those empirical results on polyp screening, we find that
FCT is more suitable than C4.5 for polyp screening. Not only
FCT is able to make more precise decision for polyp screening,
but also FCT is able to properly reflect the effects of features.
C4.5 is not capable of doing them.

VI. Discussion

In some applications, the classifier is advantageous not to pro-
duce a classification on every instance. The classifier is needed
to produce the reasonable classification to assist a person to per-
form the final decision. When there is incomplete or inadequate
data, a system that make no prediction may provide more useful
information than a system that makes its best guess on every
case. In addition, for disease screening, the classifier should
satisfy the following criteria.
• Due to the limitation of medical resources, the classifier

needs to identify the patients who do not get the disease
and do not need to take any further diagnosis.

• The classifier is able to distinguish the patients who should
take a further diagnosis. That is, the classifier can identify
the patients who are at the risk of getting the disease.

A useful data mining tool is not expected to substitute human
being. The most important is that the tool can help people filter
some impossible results. FCT gives each patient the possibility
of being in each class.

VII. Conclusion

The uncertainties and noise make classification difficult.
Missing or imprecise information may prevent a case from being
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TABLE IV

The ratio of the difference of the predicted possibilities of two

classes that is less than a threshold in the NTUH checkup data set

for FCT polyp screening.

Difference Between two Classes
Criterion False Negative False Positive
≤ 0.15 0.0513002 0.001686
≤ 0.1 0.226478 0.010175

classified at all. It is occurred in the boundaries of the data in
two more different classes [17], [32]. In the presence of uncer-
tainties, it is often desirable to have an estimate of the degree
that an instance is in each class.

Probabilistic tree classifiers [4], [5], [6], [30], [38] have been
proposed to deal with uncertainties and noise. However, the a
priori probabilities are needed to explain the result of classifi-
cations. In addition, probabilistic tree classifiers do not give a
good solution for data partition. For numerical attributes, dis-
cretization [15], [31] makes the data in the overlapped region
be classified into only one branch. A test instance falls down a
single branch to arrive at a leaf where a probability is associated
with each class. Such classifications ignore the possibility that
instance could be classified into the other branches. Therefore,
several methods, including Buntine’s classification trees [5], Ry-
mon’s Set Enumeration tree [35] have been proposed to address
this issue. However, these approaches are inefficient in both
time and space.

In a fuzzy classification tree, an instance has a membership
value at each leaf node. Instead of determining a single class
for any given instance, fuzzy classification trees can predict the
degree of possibility for every class. Using information-based
measures, there is no need to generate multiple classification
trees. Therefore, it requires less time and space than decision
forests [20].

C4.5 is totally useless for polyp screening. All the patients
who have polyp are almost classified into the healthy class.
Basically, a requirement for disease screening strategies is that
few false negative results should be determined. Awfully, C4.5
always makes wrong decisions for the patients who have polyps.
Only few instances can be clearly classified. The testing result
of the checkup dataset is formally under the consideration of
F-test at the confident level of 95%. Using the three-fold cross
validation testing, we will see that the error rate on false neg-
ative of FCT is less than the error rates on false negative of
C4.5. That is, FCT is more sensitive than C4.5. The decisions
of C4.5 are always biased to the majority, if only a small propor-
tion of population will get the disease. In medical and financial
applications, it is important that a classifier should give the esti-
mate degrees of all potential classes. The classifiers should avoid
classifying an instance into only one class. The fuzzy classifier,
fuzzy classification trees, can estimate the possible degrees of
all classes. According to these possibilities, even if we pick the
class with the high possibility to be the patient’s class, a much
better prediction can be made by FCT than C4.5.
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Abstract 
 

 The original Genetic Evolved Classifier (GEC) [12] 
that uses a population-based approach has been proven 
to be effective on evolving a set of rules working together 
to solve classification problems.  Based on the 
partitioning method in GEC, we include the proposed 
micro partitioning mechanism to increase the resolution 
of the partitions.  For classes that lie closely together, 
increasing resolution can help distinguish members 
within these classes.  To compensate the increase of 
search space complexity after the increase in resolution, 
we incorporate generalization and specialization 
mutation operator in attempt to speed up the evolution 
process and improve the classification rate.  By using the 
generalization and specialization mutation operators and 
the micro partitioning method together, we could achieve 
higher classification rates.  This is the Extended GEC 
(EGEC).  Experiment results show that EGEC model is 
superior to GEC.  With the new operators being effective, 
EGEC is also adequate in handling classification tasks.  
Besides having better performance than GEC, EGEC is 
also a general framework since it is based on GEC. 
 

1. Introduction 
 

Classification of data in to classes is one of the major 
tasks in data mining, i.e., bank loaning applications can be 
classified into either ‘accept’ or ‘reject’ classes.  A 
classifier provides functions that map/classifies a data 
item/instance into one of the several predefined classes [7].  
The automatic induction of classifiers from data provides 
both a classifier that can be used to map new instances to 
their classes and a human characterization of the classes. 

Genetic algorithms [9] have been used successfully in a 
variety of search and optimization problems.  Two general 
approaches of genetic algorithm-based learning have been 
used.  The Pittsburg approach [15] uses a traditional 
genetic algorithm in which each entity in the population is 
a set of rules representing a complete solution to the 
learning problem.  The Michigan approach [10] has 
generally used a distinctly different evolutionary 

mechanism in which the population consists of individual 
rules, each of which representing a partial solution to the 
overall learning task. 

Providing a mechanism to convert data representation 
into chromosome representation, GEC [12] is capable of 
handling any type of classification problems.  GEC is an 
evolutionary approach that uses genetic algorithm to 
evolve classification rules.  It is a successful step forward 
in pioneering the possibilities of using soft computing in 
data mining tasks. 

In this work, we focus on applying generalization and 
specialization mutation operators and the micro 
partitioning technique into GEC.  Based on the results of 
GEC, we include the proposed micro partitioning 
mechanism to increase the resolution of the partitions.  
For classes that lie closely together, increasing resolution 
can help distinguish members within these classes.  With 
the increase of resolution that increases the search space, 
we incorporate generalization and specialization mutation 
operator in attempt to speed up the evolution process and 
improve the classification rate.  We shall call this new 
model the Extended Genetic Evolved Classifier (EGEC). 

Comparing to [8][14] which evolves IF-THEN rules 
and [3] which evolves fuzzy IF-THEN rules, EGEC 
evolves a whole population of rules, i.e., gathering all the 
rules together to form a whole entity.  We focus on this 
metabiosis between the rules.  Analogous to a living cell, 
a single strand of chromosome does not decide how it 
operates; it is when all the chromosomes gather into DNA 
strands that decides the behavior of that cell.  The 
emergent behavior (the ability to classify objects) of 
EGEC occurs only when the rules from different runs are 
combined.  Although there may be some conflicts within 
the rules themselves, the reported behavior to the outside 
of this body is consistent (conflicts are resolved internally). 
 

2. Encoding the Chromosome 
 
2.1. Categorical Data 
 

Enumerating categorical data is not a problem.  We use 
a single bit for each possible value of an attribute to 



represent it.  For an attribute to take N possible values, we 
will have N bits representing it.  Consider the following 
representation of an attribute with 6 possible values in 
Figure 1 that matches the rule: if one of the enumerated 
values 2, 4 or 5 is true, then this attribute is satisfied.  This 
mechanism is exactly like GABIL [5].  The difference is 
that since our mechanism can cope with multi-classes 
besides binary classes, our representation for the ‘class’ is 
also same as the representation of the attributes.  This 
adds flexibility for further development and research. 

 

 
Figure 1. A sample encoding of an attribute having 6 

possible values 
 
For a whole chromosome representing a complete rule, 

consider the case shown in Figure 2.  Here we have a 
example with 3 attributes for which to be classified into 2 
classes.  Attribute 1 takes 4 possible value, attribute 2 
takes 2 and attribute 3 takes 4.  Let (a,b) denote the bth 
value of attribute a being set to true.  This rule means: if 
[(1,1) or (1,4)] and [(2,1)] and [(3,2) or (3,3)] then 
identify as class 2.  In Boolean terminology, our genetic 
represented rules are in conjunctive normal form (CNF). 

 

 
Figure 2. A sample chromosome representing a complete 

rule for classification 
 
Clearly, this mechanism also provides a compression 

of rules.  The rule shown in Figure 2 represents 4 separate 
rules itself, they are: 
• If (1,1) and (2,1) and (3,2) then Class 2 
• If (1,4) and (2,1) and (3,2) then Class 2 
• If (1,1) and (2,1) and (3,3) then Class 2 
• If (1,4) and (2,1) and (3,3) then Class 2 
This mechanism is an advantage.  We can merge 

similar rules into one rule and thus expand the classifying 
capability of a single rule. 

 
2.2. Micro Partitioning of Continuous Attributes 

 
For numerical attributes that are continuous over a 

range, directly enumerating each one of the possible 
values is impossible and impractical.  We use the 
approach proposed in GEC [12], with modification to 
apply micro partitioning.  We also obtain the following 
values: 

Nmax: The maximum value of the numerical 
attribute. 

 

Nmin: The minimum value of the numerical  

attribute. 
R: The range of the numerical attribute, i.e., Nmax - 

Nmin  
 

σ: The standard deviation of the gathered 
numerical values. 

 

µ: The mean of the gathered numerical values  

δ: Parameter tuning the partition size.  
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Partition is done with the mean µ as the center and the 
standard deviation σ/δ as an interval.  The new discrete 
intervals generated will look like (1) when assuming δ, 
and the total number of partition generated will be 
estimated to (2).  Nmax will lie in the last interval and Nmin 
will lie in the first interval.  This partitioning method is 
done under the assumption that many natural phenomena 
carry the normal distribution property. 

 

 
Figure 3. A sample chromosome representing a complete 

rule for classification 
 
Visualization of our partitioning method is shown in 

Figure 3.  During the classifying phase, if the numerical 
data lies out of the range, i.e., the R we acquired during 
the training phase, we consider it as an outlier and ignore 
it (this is possible because the training set may not contain 
the whole sampling range). 

 

 
Figure 4. A 3 class example with partitioning inadequate 

resolution 
 
The parameter δ decides the size (resolution) of each 

partition.  The larger δ is, the smaller each partition will 
be.  This approach is the micro partitioning mechanism.  



This is required for some data in which large partition size 
will not distinguish items of different class.  Only by 
cutting the partitions into smaller pieces can then the items 
be decided.  The tradeoff of this action is the complexity 
of search space.  Take Figure 4 as an example; there are 
three classes to distinguish from: circle, triangle and star.  
For the circle class, using this partitioning resolution is 
adequate, but for the triangle and star class, the 
partitioning resolution is not enough.  We must increase 
the resolution, i.e., the parameter δ.  Shown in Figure 5 is 
the example of increasing δ by 2 times.  Now we can see 
clearly that circle takes partitions 1 and 2, triangle takes 
partition 3 and star takes partition 4 and 5. 

 

 
Figure 5. Increasing the partitioning resolution of the 

example in Figure 4 
 
One special case of this encoding mechanism is that 

when all the bits of an attribute are set to 1, this attribute 
becomes a “don’t care” term. 

 

 
Figure 6. Outline of the EGEC 

 

3. The Extended Genetic Evolved Classifier  
 
The outline of our EGEC is shown in Figure 6.  We use 

a divide and conquer approach. Rules are evolved for 
each class separately and separate genetic algorithms 
(GAs) are executed in hope to discover rules to cover the 
whole domain.  The outline of the GA evolution is shown 
in Figure 7.  It is based GEC [12] with modifications of 
adding generalization and specialization mutation 
operators. 

 
Figure 7. Outline of the genetic algorithm for evolving 

classification rules 
 
The algorithm develops equal number of rules for each 

class in each trial.  These rules are expected to cover a 
certain domain of the whole sample space.  We run 
independent trials to produce rules in hope to obtain the 
maximum coverage of the sample space.  From all these 
independent trials, we merge the final rules from their 
output forming a complete classifier.  This approach is 
much like how a shotgun fires its bullets, it scatters around 
the target in which the probability of a critical hit will 
increase.  Final class of an instance is then decided by 
majority voting, that is, it receives votes from each rule 
(deciding which class the instance belongs to), and the 
class which gets the highest vote from the rules is taken. 

 
3.1. Fitness Evaluation 

 
The fitness value is evaluated from formula (3).  The 

ideas of this evaluation method are as follows: 
1. Maximize the number of matched correctly 

(correctly classified) data from the test set. 
2. Minimize the number of matched incorrectly 

(incorrectly classified) data from the test set. 
3. Maximize the number of data covered, i.e., 



number of data decided by this certain rule 
whether matched or mismatched (Unmatched = 
Total number of data minus both the number of 
data matched correctly and incorrectly). 

1#

##
Fitness

+
−=

Unmatched

MismatchedMatched  
(3) 

 
We can see that the more data matched, the less data 

mismatched, and the more data covered, the larger the 
fitness value will be.  If a rule matches the same number 
of times as it mismatches, it is considered useless, e.g., 
fifty-fifty chance is just like flipping a coin.  What we 
want is to let the rule match more often than mismatch.  
This is also reflected in formula (3). 

For rules in the final stage of the algorithm, if it still 
holds a negative fitness value, then we know that this rule 
does not work well.  It mismatches more than it matches.  
In this case, we drop this rule in our final classifier. 

 
3.2. Genetic Operators 

 
As usual, we do not wish the rule to be bias in any 

direction or to be dominated by a certain chromosome 
prematurely. Although uniform selection mechanism is 
very simple and straightforward, it does provide a fair 
chance for every member to develop in power.  Thus, in 
EGEC, we use the simplest approach out of all various 
types of selection mechanisms: uniform selection. 

Crossover is done by selecting a random spot on the 
chromosome and exchanging the two pieces as illustrated 
in Figure 8.  The bits representing the ‘class’ that the rule 
decides is not considered, i.e., crossover never occurs at 
these position.  This is because EGEC evolves rules for 
each class separately.  If crossover occurs at these points, 
it would ruin the rule for the certain class. 

 

 
Figure 8. An illustration on how the crossover is done 
 
The following mechanism is taken for simple mutation.  

For each bit in the chromosome, the mutation rate is set to 
0.5.  The reason for taking such a high mutation rate is 
that we get a more diverse set of new rules to exploit.  
Again, the bits representing the ‘class’ is not considered. 

The final stage to complete a generation of the GA is 
selection.  We merge the original population, i.e., the 

parents, and the newly created offsprings together and 
thus forming a large population pool (according to the 
outline of Figure 4, our pool size is now 4N).  We choose 
the most suitable N members (highest fitness) for the 
evolution of the next generation.  Notice that EGEC 
always preserve its elite members. 

 
3.3. Generalization and Specialization Mutation 

 
Two new operators have been introduced into the 

EGEC: generalization and specialization mutation.  These 
operators either expand the coverage of a rule or narrow 
the contents of a rule.  Our heuristic is as follows: If the 
fitness value of a rule, deciding class X, produced from 
crossover or mutation is below the average fitness of the 
set of rules deciding class X, then this rule will execute an 
generalize step, increasing the coverage in hoping of 
increasing the fitness.  Otherwise, it will execute a 
specialize step. 

 

 
Figure 9. The generalization mutation in EGEC 

 
During the generalization step, the rule randomly 

chooses 1 training case from the training data set which it 
is suppose to decide but did not and add it to itself, i.e., 
making itself deciding the rule.  This is shown in Figure 9.  
Assume the rule is to decide if a data belongs to class 2.  
The training data shown is not decided because the bit 
position 2 in attribute 1 does not match the rule 
(remember that the rule is actually a if-then rule in CNF).  
The original rule then absorbs this piece of data because it 
also belong to class 2 and the result is setting bit position 
2 in attribute 1 of the original rule to 1.  It is a simple 
bitwise OR operation. 

The specialization step is similar to the generalization 
step in the reverse way.  The rule randomly chooses a 
training data that it decides but which it should not and 
extracts it out of itself, i.e., decreasing the number of false 
votes in the final decision of the whole EGEC.  This 
process is shown in Figure 10.  Using the same rule which 
decides class 2, it matches the training data and says that 
this piece of data belongs to class 2.  But the accurate 
class of the training data is suppose to be class 1.  The rule 
casts a false vote.  It now spits this data out of itself by 
executing a bitwise XOR operation.  The final rule 
produced after spitting will not match the training data 
then. 



 

 
Figure 10. The specialization mutation in EGEC 

 
One special case of the generalization mutation 

operation is that when there is no rules to generalize, i.e., 
the coverage of the rule covers every correct data belong 
to a specific class, it executes a specialization step then.  
The attempt here is to remove the parts of the rule that 
misclassifies data. 

 

4. Experiment Results 
 

4.1. Parameter Settings 
 
For an instance containing n attributes with ai 

representing the number of possible values for attribute I 
(continuous attributes are converted into discrete 
partitions by now), if it is to be classified into x classes, 
then the length of the chromosome is (4). 

∑
=

+
n

i
iax

1

 (4) 

The total number of possible rules is (5).  Although 
some of the rules are contained within others 
(compression of rules mentioned in Section 2), this 
provides a rough estimate on how large our search space 
is.  In this formula, δ represents the size of each partition, 
A’ represents number of attributes which are continuous. 

∑
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+
′

n

i
iax

A 12δ  
(5) 

With these numbers in mind, we decided to keep our 
population size as small as possible to speed up the search 
process.  We have used the following parameters in our 
experiment: 

1. Population size is set equivalent to the number 
of attributes, i.e., for the adult census database, 
there are 15 attributes (including the ‘class’) 
and so the population size is set to 15. 

2. Maximum number of generations per trial is set 
to 100.  The sampling of the result is done 
every 10 generations. 

3. Crossover and mutation is always done with 
uniform selection described above. 

4. Experiments were done by setting δ to 1, 4, 16 
and 32. 

Experiments are carried out on 6 databases and are to 
be compared with past results: they are the adult census 

database from [13], yeast classification database from [11], 
iris and wine database from [3].  Results are averaged 
from 20 independent executions.  The legend of the 
following Figures 11-16 represents the partition size taken, 
i.e., the δ in formula (1).  The x-axis of these tables 
represents the number of trials combined to form the 
whole classifier and the y-axis represents the accuracy rate. 

Each test case receives a vote from each rule saying 
that in which class the test case belongs to.  The final 
decision is made by using majority voting, i.e., deciding in 
which class the test case has the most votes.  In case of a 
tie, we consider this test case as undecidable. 

 
4.2. Experiment Results 

 
Experiment has been conducted on 6 different 

databases.  These data has been acquired from the UCI 
(University of California at Irvine ) – Machine Learning 
Repository [1].  The properties of these databases have 
been listed in Table 1.  By this simple listing, we can 
show that our EGEC can handle not only continuous 
attributes, but also multi-class classification tasks.  
Besides, it can handle classification tasks containing 
purely of continuous/nominal attributes or a mixture of 
both types of attributes.  In order to make comparisons, 
three-fold cross validation is used (except for the adult 
census, which the training and testing set is already 
provided).  Each trail uses a different training and testing 
set, i.e., a new three-fold set is produced each time. 

 
Table 1. Summarization of the databases used for our 

experiment 

Database Name 
Nomial 

Attributes 
Continuous 
Attributes 

Instances 
Number 

of Classes 
Adult 8 6 48842 2 
Yeast 0 8 1484 10 
Wine 0 13 178 3 
Iris 0 4 150 3 

Dematology 33 1 366 6 
Breast Cancer 9 0 286 2 

 
We can see in Figures 11, 12, 14 and 15 that as we 

decreased the partition size, we get better results.  Taking 
Figure 11 (the adult census database) as an example, we 
can see that when δ changes from 1 to 4 or from 4 to 16, 
the result curve changes dramatically.  EGEC using micro 
partitioning technique is able to classify more data 
correctly leading to an increase of accuracy.  This proves 
that when we shrink the partition size, some classes 
originally lying in the same unshrunked partition can be 
split apart.  For Figures 13 and 15, especially Figure 13, 
we did not see too much improvement on average (the 
curves at the end nearly coincide), but using the micro 
partitioning mechanism, we were able to achieve 
perfection in some occasions during the experiment trials, 



i.e., 100% classification rate.  For Figure 15 (the breast 
cancer database), there is no change.  This is because it 
contains no continuous attributes and thus no matter what 
δ is, the number of partitions for it is always the same.  
This is due to that micro partitioning is for continuous 
attributes only.  To increase the accuracy of this test case, 
using other partitioning techniques is required. 

Generally, as we increase the number of generations, 
decrease the size of partitions and the number of rulesets 
to combined, i.e., the number of trials executed in total, 
the capability of EGEC increases.  This phenomenon, as 
expected, exists in all of the results. 
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Figure 11. Result of EGEC on the adult census 

database 
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Figure 12. Result of EGEC on the yeast database 
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Figure 13. Result of EGEC on the wine database 

Iris
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Figure 14. Result of EGEC on the iris database 

 

Dermatology
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Figure 15. Result of EGEC on the dermatology 

database 
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Figure 16. Result of EGEC on the breast cancer 

database 
 
Comparasion of the EGEC to other methods are listed 

in Table 2.  Abbreviations used are as follows: 
• NB: Naïve-Bayesian classifiers. 
• APM: The Ad Hoc Structured Probability 

Model.  Experiment results are directly 
obtained from Horton [11]. 

• F-ID3: Fuzzy ID3, decision tree method.  
Results directly obtained from Chen [3].  F-
ID3(Best) represents the best result obtained 
using the F-ID3. 

• Fidel.: A GA based method which evolves IF-
THEN comprehensible classification rules 



proposed by Fidelis [8]. 
• Cest.: A knowledge-elicitation tool proposed by 

Cestnik [2]. 
• GEC: The Genetic Evolved Classifier model by 

Hsu [12].  GEC(Best) represents the best result 
obtained using GEC. 

• EGEC: Our method proposed in this work. 
 

Table 2. Comparasion of various works 

 Adult Yeast Wine Iris 
Dermat-

ology 
Breast 
Cancer 

C4.5 84.86% N/A 94.50% 95.00% N/A N/A 
NB 83.88% N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 

APM N/A 55.00% N/A N/A N/A N/A 
F-ID3 N/A N/A 92.30% 96.00% N/A N/A 
F-ID3 
(Best) 

N/A N/A 96.50% 98.00% N/A N/A 

Fidel. N/A N/A N/A N/A 95.00% 67.00% 
Cest. N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 78.00% 
GEC 81.60% 61.79% 94.69% 92.00% N/A N/A 
GEC 
(Best) 

82.30% 62.94% 97.17% 92.00% N/A N/A 

EGEC 81.99% 66.32% 99.41% 98.00% 99.65% 77.80% 
EGEC 
(Best) 

82.33% 69.61% 100.0% 98.67% 100.0% 80.51% 

 
We can see that EGEC performed well in all of the 

databases listed.  For the adult census database, EGEC 
and GEC performed nearly the same.  Both EGEC and 
GEC are quite comparable with C4.5 and NB.  For the 
yeast database, EGEC outperformed GEC 4.53% on 
average.  In the best-case analysis, EGEC outperformed 
APM and GEC by 6.67% and 14.61% respectively.  
EGEC is excellent on the iris, wine and dermatology 
database; average cases are 99.41%, 98% and 99.65% 
respectively.  Considering the best case, EGEC has 100% 
accuracy appearing on the wine and dermatology 
databases.  On the wine database, EGEC outperformed 
C4.5, F-ID3 and GEC in the wine database by 5.5%, 3.5% 
and 2.83% respectively.  Looking at the iris database, 
EGEC outperformed C4.5, F-ID3, and GEC by 3.67%, 
0.67% an 6.67% respectively.  Finally yet importantly, on 
the breast cancer database, EGEC has major performance 
of 13.51% increase compared to Fidelis [8] 13.51% and a 
small increase of 2.51% compared to Cestnik [2].  In 
general, the performance of EGEC is acceptable when 
compared to previous works done. 

 

5. Conclusion 
 
EGEC is a model based on GEC, which each rule 

within is considered as an single entity and joins up to 
form a metabiosis body.  This is just as how simple 
organisms join to form a colony.  In a microscopic point 
of view, there may be conflicts within rules, but from the 

macro view the whole body reports an consistent result.  
This decision is done by using majority voting. 

Like the GEC, EGEC is a general framework.  Besides 
being able to handle multiclass classification tasks that is 
confirmed in [12], the newly introduced generalization 
and specialization mutation operators has increased the 
power of GEC into EGEC.  By using generation, the 
evolution process can be speeded up towards an objective.  
By using specialization, helping the search process to 
jump out of local extremes is possible because undesired 
results can be removed. 

Change the partition size can affect classification 
accuracy if continuous attributes are present.  This is an 
exchange between time and accuracy.  By using small 
partitions, the search space increases exponentially.  A 
compromise between time and accuracy must be made 
here. 

A trivial phenomenon of the EGEC model is that it 
produces many rules.  Although a large proportion of 
these rules are the same in some way (identical of subsets 
of one another), experiments done to purge them leads to 
a worse performance.  This is because the whole classifier 
is now an independent body containing many rules in it.  
Although we can reverse the encoding of the chromosome 
into a human readable IF-THEN rule format, we do not 
know how each of the rules interact within the whole body.  
Since this relation is unknown, we may not remove rules 
from the body.  Further research on the refinement of 
these rules is required. 
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Abstract 
 
 

  To forecast association rules is a time-consuming 
work when the number of items becomes very huge and an 
exhaustive search is employed to build a learning model. 
In this paper, a heuristic model for improving the 
performance of the forecast is proposed by synthesizing 
active components and then utilizing grammar-base 
genetic programming (GP) making it evolutionary to 
eventually control their physical properties. In our 
research, these activity components are called as virtual 
lattice (VL) that satisfies partial definitions of lattice in 
discrete mathematics. The VL not only simulates a 
behavior of polymers but also acts as an individual in GP. 
Based on the physical properties of VL It is possible to find 
out the forecast directions or guide the future VLs for 
mining association rules. By selecting activity components, 
our algorithm can deal with the transactions of on-online 
database in multivariate time series divided into many 
segments. The segments of transactions can induce large 
itemsets by Apriori algorithm. These large itemsets form 
some streams with different quantities and are treated as 
the initial population of GP. The fitness function is for 
finding out the best large itemsets that are defined as some 
itemsets owning to the longest time laxity between two 
large itemset streams (LISs). Our analytic results indicate 
that the proposed algorithm is better than the Apriori 
algorithm in terms of time complexity, although it faces 
losing some accuracy due to using a heuristic model. This 
research will become very interesting on solving some 
time-consuming problems according to biochemistry 
theorem in the future. 

 
Key words: data mining, association rules, genetic 
programming, lattice, incremental 
 

1. Introduction 

1.1. Problem 

Recently, the techniques of data mining have been 
widely applied to new applications of enormous database. 
Many studies have dedicated to improve the performance 
and accuracy of data mining continuously.  Meanwhile 
they have tried to make a new application of data mining, 
especially on the interested and comprehensive models.  

Suppose a merchant promotes some combination of 
sales items. He hopes to know what kind of combinations 
having more opportunity to sale. In this case, it is very 
easy to obtain such rules by a veteran. It is worthless to 
spend too much computational resource for finding some 
trivial rules on a huge database by data mining.  
Furthermore, The mined rules may become out-of-date in 
Multivariate Time Series (MTS) [2]. In fact, the final 
purpose of data mining is how to improve the operational 
environment for a salesman, then to make a gain by 
competing against the other trades. The major objective of 
our research is to discover a heuristic and sound method to 
solve both high dimension and NP-complete problems.   

There are three requirements as follows. 1) Avoiding 
to consume considerable quantities but to find a lot of low 
interested rules. 2) The prediction of finding large itemset 
in association rules is still workable as well during 
multivariate time series. It may speedup search large 
itemset by a known direction of distribution. 3) How to 
decide a pattern of the parameter to improve the 
performance under the reasonable cost. If the assumption 
of which a material bounds to own properties itself is 
satisfied, then the physical properties of a material bound 
to be predicted, vice versa. We now employ the concept of 
one virtual lattice (VL) to represent a basis of those 
materials of own properties itself. In this study, a VL is an 
overlapping representation for a group of large item sets. 
In other words, it is a truly feature of a dynamic database 
for mining association rules.  

1.2. Association rules 

Within the area of data mining, the problem of deriving 
associations from data has recently received a great deal of 
attention. In general, the algorithm of searching a set of 
association rules decreases exponentially its performance 
on processing an enormous datasets of which have too 
many transactions, items, and large itemsets. In particular, 
it is so complex and becomes infeasible after involving the 
factor of time. About the scope of association rules, there 
were many improvements on the basis of Apriori 
algorithm in most literatures. The main procedure is to 
count a large itemset Lk-1 and to join their Lk-1* Lk-1 in 
order to generate next candidate itemset Ck, where k is the 
size of a large itemset. It seems easy to implement but 



suffer a low performance if the k is very large, such as 
10,000. The improvement of Apriori algorithm was 
proposed such as the method of dynamic itemsets counting 
(DIC) [1]. It may decrease many passes of scanning 
database by counting different sizes of itemsets 
simultaneously under the assumption of homogenous data 
distribution. The other method concentrates the 
improvement of saving memory, computing quickly, and 
rule pruning with greater than the threshold of support and 
confidence. In theorem, a time complexity of the 
exhaustive search algorithm for association rules is O(2n) 
mostly if not to consider a distribution of dataset. 
However, if this problem involves a MTS [2] requirement 
then it will incur an increasing complexity in incremental 
mining, which makes the problem into NP-complete 
category.  Other related improvements about finding 
association rules were first formulated by Agrawal et al., 
[3][4][5][6][7][8][9]. On the other hand, Some literatures 
were proposed by the basis of  heuristic algorithms  
[4][10][11].Generally speaking, these algorithms first 
generate a candidate set of large itemsets based on some 
heuristics, and then discover the subset that indeed 
contains large itemsets. This process can be done 
iteratively. Those large item sets will be used as the basis 
to generate the candidate set for the next iteration. For 
example, in [10], a heuristic function is used to expand 
some large k-itemsets into an (k + 1)-itemset, if certain 
constraints are satisfied.  

1.3. Genetic algorithms (GA) and genetic 
programming (GP) 

Genetic algorithms were developed by John Holland of 
the University of the Michigan beginning in the early 
1960s. The basic genetic algorithm’s key steps in the 
selective breeding of a population of individuals. The 
process of fitness proportionate selection chooses parents 
from the population on the basis of their fitness. Fitness is 
a problem specific property that describes an individual’s 
performance quantitatively. Genetic recombination, or 
crossover, combines traits from pairs of parents to create 
offspring, which enter a new population, forming the next 
generation of individuals. 

1.4. The concept of Bio-Chemistry Synthesis 
(BCS) 

In this section, we state how a biochemistry synthesis 
principle can be applied to ameliorate the performance of 
evolution in GP. Firstly, we construct an object in a 
representative model for association rules.   These objects 
are designed to simulate an active individual called 
protoplasm in biochemistry. Those individuals conform to 
a mechanism of activities as a basis of life, such as 
reproduction, crossover, and mutation. On the other hand, 
these objects simulate certain organism called polymers. 

For a process of synthesis of the organism, it is critical to 
understand the outside property of which an interaction of 
molecules shows up with tuning environment parameter. 
For instance, many properties of mechanism and rheology 
may be predicted if the configuration of molecular chains 
is known. Therefore, we develop an overlapping algorithm 
to simulate a structure of molecules in stereochemistry in 
order to construct a virtual lattice. The detail definitions 
for virtual lattice will be made later. These virtual lattices   
are endowed with a measure called a general characteristic 
value, which it is equivalent to an average molecular 
weight of polymers. These general characteristic value Mw 

will be used to as fitness of GP for selecting a better 
individual. We utilize a reasonable assumption of which a 
‘good’ large itemset indicates that this occurrences of a 
large itemset appears frequently and its variation is relative 
lower within nearby past in a neighbors of LISs. In other 
words, a large itemset should be stably presented at LISs. 
Once one stable feature Fi is evolved through a synthesis of 
feature F1..Fn , then the last feature Fσ will be generated 
finally. These good individual are selected, in which their 
fitness is better in a GP part, depending on during the 
synthesis environment parameter¥. Hence, fitness of GP 
of the best simple formula is shown as the following: 

Fitness =  (Mw+¥) 
To conclude that the following five requirements may 

not be satisfied simultaneously if only traditional 
algorithms are used for association rules: 

I. A huge web-like database of which has numerous 
and dynamic online transactions. It must 
efficiently process a small itemset into a large 
itemset during incremental update without 
scanning overall database. 

II. The model can predict the distribution of large 
itemsets in the future. 

III. The model can learn the feature of database 
through several passes of incremental data 
mining. 

IV. The distribution of large itemsets depends on a 
transition of time. 

V. The effective factor must be found for a 
distribution of large itemsets. 

2. Design framework 

Hence, we design a model which can satisfy five 
requirements in above section.。As shown in Figure 1, we 
combine Genetic Programming (GP) and Biochemical 
Synthetic (BCS) principle to be the kernel of the system. 
Firstly, the transactions were processed into many different 
sets of large itemsets called as large itemsets streams 
(LISs) S1~Sk by means of an algorithm of association rules 
segment by segment during different time slices. The LISs 
are arranged for the overlapping algorithm as initial 
population of GP. Any efficient algorithms of association 
rules such as Apriori algorithm should be applied to 



generate those LISs. Next, these n passes of GP will 
separately evolve into generating a delegated feature 
primary feature F1~Fn for that population. Finally, The 
distribution of large itemsets within the database will be 
predicted by Fσ of which through several passes of 
synthesis process. Next, we observe whether r our 
algorithm is feasible. Suppose the transactions are divided 
into segments with the average size m and then input into 
the system in MTS. Each population needs average k times 
of evolutions, so the total needs k*m time quantity. In fact, 
a genetic algorithm can set a terminated condition such as 
running k cycles, where k is constant. As a whole, the time 
complexity of our algorithm is O(m). It is independent of 
the number of items. 

3. Modeling VL as stereochemistry structure 

For the sake of representation of space complexity in a 
NP-Complete problem, we design a virtual lattice that has   
four varied forms: Lisp, tree, reading (3-dimensions), and 

vector, where form is a representation of problem 
solutions. These virtual lattices will own the resembling 
physical properties of polymers and activities of 
organisms. In this paper, a VL is an overlapping 
representation of a set of large item sets. It substantially 
represents a set of association rules on a certain dynamic 
database, too. Here, the overlapping algorithm ignores any 
1-itemset. As shown in figure 2, these VLs take the 2-
itemset of large itemsets ‘I’ as a kernel K by mean of 
overlapping algorithm. Next, the overlapping algorithm 
groups the others itemset except for 2-itemset into 
peripheral itemsets P that is a part of VL. The K�P or 
P�P links are connected after removing the redundant 
items from itemsets of each ‘I’. Iteratively, these kernels of 
k-itemsets are separately formed for other VLs until 
overall k except for k=1 is processed. Since a kernel K of 
these VLs might appear onto P’ linked by K’ of another 
VL, so the virtual links of these K�P’ or P�P’ are similar 
to the structure of stereochemistry for polymers or 
organisms in the nature. 
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Figure 1.  The architecture of finding the feature of association rules on huge database in multivariate time series

Stereochemistry is a branch of chemistry for analyzing 
the relationship of space among atoms of molecules.  It is a 
basis of theory of a synthesis of polymers. The stereo 
structure is hold by hydrogen bond and van der Waals 
forces. As -mentioned above, the K of VLs simulates to be 
as a cell nucleus or an atomic nucleus. Single VL 
simulates to be as protoplasm or an organic molecule. The 
whole set of VLs simulate to be as a cell or polymer. 
These internal links K�P and P�P of VL simulate to be 
as a hydrogen bond. These external links K�P’ and P�P’ 
of VL simulate to be as a Van der Waals forces. In next 
section, a virtual lattice will be formally defined. 

Specially, DNA is one natural organic polymer, too. 
The encoding of DNA can be applied to GP for 
evolutionary computation. In this study, The VLs simulate 
activities of owning a mechanism inheritance and 
evolution of genes to be as a cell if the handle of VL is an 
evolutionary process. However, the VLs simulate physical 
properties of owning a mechanism of kinetics of molecules 
to be as a polymer if the handle of VL is a synthesized 
process.  

The overlapping grouping algorithm 
Input: W (Weight of items), L (Large itemsets) 



Output: VL (The lisp forms of VL) 
Initialize empty sorted sets S order by K (Size of L) 
Occurrence = 0 
For each transaction 
  Compute K 
  If L exists in S then add 1 to Occurrence 
  Add L to S 
End For 
While S has next L 
  Create an empty vector V 
  Set current = get next L as gamma node 
  Set nucleon = current 
  Add current to vector V 
  While S has next L 
    Add current – nucleon to vector V 
    Set current = get next L 
  End While 
  Set n = Size of V 
  For z=1 to n-1 
    If V(z+1) contains V(z) Then 
      If V(z+1).K – V(z).K = 1 then generate beta node 
      If V(z+1).K – V(z).K > 1 Then 
        Generate alpha node 
        Set V(z+1) = V(z+1) – V(z) 

      End If 
    End If 
    If V(z+1) not contains V(z) then generate delta node 
  End For 
Generate VL according to W and get V from n-1 to 1 
S removed the first element set 
End While 

3.1.1. Definition of a virtual lattice 
To obtain the optimal solution for a problem, the 

problem must be encoded into a representation of 
individual for genetic algorithm at firstly step. In this 
paper, the problem is to process enormous database for the 
variant of prediction of association rules in multivariate 
time series effectively and efficiently. Speaking 
alternatively, we detect the distribution of association rules 
beforehand for a huge database. Therefore, the solution of 
problem is association rules. In general, the basic solution 
is a derivative of Apriori algorithm mostly. Our system 
utilizes Apriori algorithm to be as a preprocessor for 
searching a set large itemsets among some segments of 
transactions. 
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Figure 2. The diagram of simulated stereochemistry for virtual lattices

The items are arranged as shown in figure 3. It needs 
total 2m –1 of item sets are evaluated. In the example, m=4, 
the dotted line represents a lattice path 1, 2, 3 and 0. It is 

called lattice subpath if a subset of lattice path exists. The 
definition of a virtual lattice is a set of lattice subpaths 
including some intermittent segments.  

E x a m p le  o f  la ttic e  p a th

{} -> {1 } -> {1 ,2 } -> {1 ,2 ,3 } -> {0 ,1 ,2 ,3 }

1 2 3 0

0 1 2 3

0 1 2 0 1 3 0 2 3 1 2 3

0 1 0 2 1 20 3 1 3 2 3

0 1 2 3

{ }  

Figure 3.  The diagram of itemsets use a lattice representation



3.1.2. The data structure of a virtual lattice 
    To process with programming effectively, the 

following four kinds of data structure is used for reading 
easily and modeling explanatorily. For example, suppose 
there are items: 0,1,2,3,4,5, to be rearranged as 1,0,2,3,4,5 
by the order of important weight. There are 5 large 
itemsets as flowing: 

{1 0}, {1 0 2}, {10 4 5}, {1 0 2 3 4}, {1 0 2 3 4 5} 
As shown in figure 4, a binary tree form is utilized as the 
data structure of an encoded individual with grammar base 
genetic programming [12] for the problem of association 
rules. The external nodes are arranged and attached to 
internal node with overlapping from left to right. The 
external nodes called items have a unique number and 
form some leaves of a tree. The design of overlapping 
arrangement is for saving the storage of genes. But the 
internal nodes are generated from left to right and then 
from top to bottom. However, the internal nodes are not 
overlapped. These encoded internal nodes �,�,�,� have 
been mathematically defined in section 3.1.1.  The � node 
stands for the recombination of these large itemsets, which 
cannot to be selected to execute during crossover of GP. 
However, for the sake of jumping outside a local maximal 
point, the mutation of GP might be still recombined. The � 
node expresses that a � node plus a single item although it 
is not like a � node tightly combined, but it is still a 
continuous arrangement of genes. 
 

Tree form：
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Figure 4.  Example of a tree form for one virtual lattice 

On the other hand, the � node will express a set of items 
that skips over two items above and forms another lattice 
subpath, so it may be loosely combined and conforms to a 
definition of lattice. However, The � node expresses a 
lattice subpath that does not conform to a definition of 
lattice. There is no joined point between two subpaths, so 
it conforms to the definition of a virtual lattice. This is a 
feature of polymers that no certain form such as random 
coil model. A lattice plus the property of � node is called a 
virtual lattice.  

    As shown in figure 5, an expression of Lisp language 
is helpful and is convenient to code as initial population of 
GP in programming. The most inner pair of parentheses is 
executed first; next executions from inside to outside, and 

then finish the whole evaluation of a Lisp expression 
ultimately. 

Lisp form： 

(α (δ (δ (β (γ 4 5)3)(γ 0 2))(γ 1 0))(γ 2 3))
 

Figure 5. Example of a Lisp form for one virtual lattice 
 
As shown in figure 6, reading from the gray circle � 

node along with the arrowed path to the end with δ node or 
null node. This case has three diverse virtual lattice 
subpaths: (1) {1 0 2}, (2){10 4 5}, and (3){1 0 2 3 4 5}. 
The dotted lines of lattice subpaths (2) and (3) express that 
they have the same kernel node but splitting into two 
subpaths by δ node. Since the two lattice subpaths depart 
from a joint of lattice subpath (1), it brings a crystal of 
lattice to a no certain form of virtual lattice. A degree of 
the phenomenon will affect physical property of VL. For 
programming, the data structure of internal operation of an 
overlapping algorithm is shown as below: 

 Vector form: {1 0}�{2}�{4 5}�{2 3 4}�{5} 
In contrast to the solid line in figure 6 and the internal 
nodes in figure 4, it clearly shows an order of internal 
nodes γ, β, δ, γ, δ, γ, γ, and β. The result is produced by a 
preorder search of tree within recursive programming. 

 

Reading Form：
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Figure 6.  Example of a reading form for one virtual lattice 

As shown in figure 7, the example of an overlapping 
grouping algorithm is presented below by a set of test data. 

4. A comparison of GP plus BCS and the 
other methods 

Our approach outperforms other traditional exhaustive 
search on the problem of incremental mining. The reasons 
are addressed as below. 
I. For the exhaustive algorithm, if its space complexity is 

O(2n), then the approach will certainly and quickly 
find an infeasible boundary for space complexity so 
that the exhaustive algorithm is unavailable while a 
space growth beyond the infeasible boundary. But 
there is no infeasible boundary for heuristic algorithm 
such as a genetic programming. 

II. Since multiple search of GP will be facile to find out a 
group of sub-optimal solutions, an adaptive BCS 
model can  stably converge on a tolerant region for an 
error of prediction. Hence, the sampling time and the 
number of large itemsets in unit time will substantially 
reduce if the most number of large itemsets are 



recognized on dynamic database with little change on 
the distribution of large item sets. So, the time 
complexity O(m) of our algorithm is within the 
feasible boundary during a reasonable the number of 
large itemsets. 

III. Owing to that the exhaustive algorithm must search 
overall database for counting small itemsets to became 
a large itemset so that make incremental mining 
infeasible. Therefore, Our algorithm would be a 
feasible approach for solving the problem of 
incremental mining. 

 

Figure 7.   Examples of generating three groups by an overlapping grouping algorithm, (a) Many different sizes of LISs are combined as 
input, (b) List only 2-itemset kernel in this case, (c) Results of the algorithm written in Lisp as an initial population of GP for evolution. 

5. Conclusion and future work 

We have presented functionality analysis for association 
rules based on the principle of biochemistry evidences, 
which we believe it is a useful and intuitive measure than 
other association rule’s finding algorithm in multivariate 
time series. Consequently, a new approach to implement 
incremental data mining for association rules for dynamic 
database is proposed in this work. The experimental data is 
collecting currently Meanwhile, there are still some issues 
not been discussed in this paper yet, and it is very worthy 
to further study at the scope of data mining such as its 
meaning of α, β, γ, and δ node in biochemistry. Especially, 
it is critical to investigate a synthesizer, which can affect 
the growth of the BCS theorem. In the future, our research 
will concentrate on how to effectively synthesize a feature 
of domain knowledge in real world and show it is a useful 
and feasible predicted model. 
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                          Abstract 
        Deregulation within the financial service industries 
and the widespread acceptance of new technologies is 
increasing competition in the finance marketplace. Cen-
tral to the business strategy of every financial service 
company is the ability to retain existing customer and 
reach new prospective customers.  Data mining is 
adopted to play an important role in these efforts.  In 
this paper, we present a data mining approach for ana-
lyzing retailing bank customer attrition. We discuss the 
challenging issues such as highly skewed data, time se-
ries data unrolling, leaker field detection etc, and the 
procedure of a data mining project for the attrition 
analysis for retailing bank. We explain the advantages 
of lift as s proper measure for attrition analysis and 
compare the lift of data mining models of decision tree, 
boosted naïve Bayesian network, selective Bayesian 
network, neural network and the ensemble of classifiers 
of the above methods.  Some interesting findings are re-
ported. Our research work demonstrates the effective-
ness and efficiency of data mining in attrition analysis 
for retailing bank.  
 
 

1. Introduction 
Deregulation within the financial service industries and 
the widespread acceptance of new technologies is in-
creasing competition in the finance marketplace. Central 
to the business strategy of every financial service com-
pany is the ability to retain existing customer and reach 
new prospective customers.  Data mining is adopted to 
play an important role in these efforts. Data mining is an 
iterative process that combines business knowledge, 
mathematical methods and tools and large amounts of 
accurate and relevant information to enable the discov-

ery of non-intuitive insights hidden in the organization’s 
corporate data. This information can refine existing 
processes, uncover trends and help formulate policies 
regarding the company’s relation to its customers and 
employees. In the financial area, data mining has been 
applied successfully in determining: 

• Who are your future attriters? 
• Who are likely to be your profitable customers? 
• What is your profitable customers’ economic 

behavior? 
• What products are different segments likely to 

buy? 
• What value propositions service different 

groups? 
• What attributes characterize your different 

segments and how does each play in the per-
son’s profile? 

In this paper, our focus is on applying data mining tech-
niques to help retailing banks for the attrition analysis. 
In data mining based direct marketing campaign, it is 
well understood that targeting every customer is unprof-
itable and ineffective.  With limited marketing budget 
and staff, data mining models are used to rank the cus-
tomers and only certain percentage of customers are 
contacted via mail, phone etc. The goal of attrition 
analysis is to identify a group of customers who have a 
high probability to attrite, and then the company can 
conduct marketing campaigns to change the behavior in 
the desired direction (change their behavior, reduce the 
attrition rate). If the data mining model is good enough 
and target criteria are well defined, the company can 
contact a much small group of people with a high con-
centration of potential attriters [7]. The paper represents 
the initial findings report on the data mining phase for a 
retailing bank attrition analysis. The purpose is the iden-
tification of rules, trends, patterns and groups that can 



serve as potential indicators of attrition. These results, in 
conjunction with existing business, risk, profitability 
and segmentation data available form the basis for the 
future deployment of a retention unit. The paper is or-
ganized as follow:  we first define the problem and for-
mulation of business problems in the area of customer 
retention, data review and initial, then data gathering, 
cataloging and formatting, data unfolding and time-
sensitive variable definition. Then we discuss sensitivity 
analysis, feature selection and leaker detection. Next we 
describe data modeling via decision trees, neural net-
works, Bayesian networks, selective Bayesian network 
and an ensemble of classifier with the above four meth-
ods. Finally we conclude with our findings and next 
steps. 
 

2. Business problem 
2.1 Brief explanation of the problem: 
Our client is one of the leading retailing banks in the 
US. It offers many type of financial retail products to 
various customers.  The product we discussed in this 
paper belongs to certain type of loan service. Over 
750,000 customers currently use this service with $1.5 
billion in outstanding, the product has had significant 
losses. Revenue is constantly challenged by a high attri-
tion rate: every month, the call centers receive over 
4500 calls from customers wishing to close their ac-
counts. This, in addition to approximately 1,200 write-
ins, "slow" attriters (no balance shown over 12 consecu-
tive months) and pirated accounts constitutes a serious 
challenge to the profitability of the product, which totals 
about 5,700/month mostly due to rate, credit line, and 
fees. In addition to that, many customers will use the 
product as long as the introductory or "teaser" rate (cur-
rently at 4.9%) is in effect and lapse thereafter.  There 
are customer management program costs and acquisition 
costs for each account: mailing costs $1/customer and 
telemarketing costs $5/customer.  Cost of incentives (i.e. 
lowering rates to retain customer) needs to be consid-
ered and is dependent upon the offer. Currently, our cli-
ent doesn't have a proactive or reactive retention effort. 
However, the situation described above has motivated 
the business and technology executives of our client to 
review the possibility of setting a knowledge based re-
tention effort through a combination of effective seg-
mentation, customer profiling, data mining and credit 
scoring that can retain more customers, while maximiz-
ing revenue. The result of this initiative was the launch-
ing of the project described in this paper. 

2.2 Problem Definition 

There are different types of attriters in the product line: 

• Slow attriters: Customers who slowly pay 
down their outstanding balance until they be-
come inactive. Attrition here is understood 
comprehensively, where voluntary attrition can 
show more than one behavior. 

• Fast attriters: Customers who quickly pay 
down their balance and either lapse it or close it 
via phone call or write in.   

• Cross selling: Identify customers who are 
likely to purchase alternative products offered 
to existing loan customers such as life insur-
ance and the like. The increase in relationships 
is believed to serve as a deterrent to attrition. 

• High risk: Customers who are likely to become 
high risk. 

• Pirating:  Identify customers likely to transfer 
their relationship to competing products and 
away from our client. 

These patterns are not unidimensional: a customer can 
display a subset of these behaviors over the life of the 
loan. At the same time, he/she can be influenced to 
change the behavior through the effective use of policies 
and incentives. Given this, the customer can be thought 
of operating within a state diagram such as the one de-
picted in Figure 1: 
As the figure shows, a customer, through his actions, 
can migrate between activity and attrition where each 
state is defined in terms of a grouping of attributes. 
Based on this diagram, we decided to concentrate on 
two attrition problems, namely: 
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 Figure 1 :  Customer's Attrition State Diagram 
1. Utilizing data on accounts that remained con-

tinuously open in the last 4 months, predict, 
with 60 days advance notice, the likelihood that 
a particular customer will opt to voluntarily 
close his/her account either by phone or write-
in. 



2. Utilizing data on accounts that remained con-
tinuously open in the last 4 months, predict, 
with 60 days advance notice, the likelihood that 
a particular customer will have his account 
transferred to a competing institution. The ac-
count may or may not remain open. 

The focus of the modeling process, and subsequent 
campaigns, will revolve around the resolution of the two 
classes of business problems related to improving cus-
tomer retention and activation for the product line as 
identified by the business: 
Problem Class #1:  Retention of Existing 
Customers 
The problem requires the stratification of customer seg-
ments by leveraging current segmentation model in or-
der to: 

• Develop models that predict the customers who 
are likely to attrite within 30 to 60 days on an 
ongoing basis. 

• Identify the characteristics of the most profit-
able/desirable customer segments in order to 
develop policies to ensure their continued sup-
port, to grow the group, and to acquire more 
customers with similar characteristics. 

Problem Class #2:  Customer Activation Policies 
Identify customer groups whose characteristics lend 
them to migrating from unprofitable/dormant to profit-
able. Once identified, the characteristics can enable the 
development of risk, maintenance and opportunity poli-
cies tailored to a successful migration. 

2.3 Data Selection 
Like in all data mining exercises, the identification of 
relevant data in the right quantity and over a significant 
period of time is critical for the development of mean-
ingful models. Given this and worked with the domain 
expert, we proceeded to identify the necessary data 
sources available and those readily accessible for initial 
review. 

2.4 Data Preprocessing Goals 
The data preprocessing state consists of the series of ac-
tivities necessary to create a compacted file that: 

• Reflects data changes over time. 
• Recognizes and removes statistically insignifi-

cant fields 
• Defines and introduces the "target" field 
• Allows for second stage preprocessing and sta-

tistical analysis. 
This was accomplished through three steps, detailed in 
the sections below: 

• Time series "unrolling" 
• Target value definition 
• First stage statistical analysis 

Table 1: Description of Identified (Potential) 
Data sources for related data 
 
Data 
Sourc
e 

Description Relevance to Retention 
Modeling 

DDS 
Ware
house 

Credit Card Data Warehouse 
containing about 200 product 
specific fields. Originating at 
various points. The data is 
compacted according to a set of 
operational rules that reduce 
size for non-changing fields. 
The Warehouse contains 6 
months of data and is rotated 
on a monthly basis. In some 
cases, additional attributes al-
low for data to cover up to 18 
months. For the current exer-
cise, the period includes 4 
month history information 

Primary source of data 
for retention modeling 
problems. 

Third 
Party 
Data 

A set of account related demo-
graphic and credit bureau in-
formation. The data is available 
from an external provider. 

Linked to DDS Ware-
house data to provide 
additional predictive 
data 

Seg-
men-
tation 
files 

Set of account related segmen-
tation values based on our cli-
ent's segmentation scheme 
which combines Risk, Profit-
ability and External potential 

Combine with DDS 
data extract to overlay 
with results of models. 

 

2.4.1 Time Series "Unrolling" 

In our application, historical customers records are used 
to group customers into two classes – those who are at-
triters and those who are not. In order to save space, 
every month a query checks every field against the pre-
vious month. If there is no change, no rows are added 
and the value of Effective Start Date (EFF_START_DT) 
remains as that during which a change was last recorded 
(which is the same as "a new row was inserted"). If any 
attribute changes, a whole new row is added with the 
corresponding EFF_START_DT updated. Therefore, it 
is very likely that some of the accounts will have less 
than the corresponding number of months in cases 
where no activity is recorded. For example, if an ac-
count has had no activity since December '2001, the last 
row will be the one for that month and it is up to the 



user to extrapolate it all the way to the current month. In 
this example, it would mean that the particular customer 
has not used his account in 4 months. If we wanted to 
understand the activity for the last 16 months we would 
have to add the number of zero corresponding to the last 
4 months and merge them with those for the previous 
12. Understanding this when arranging the files is criti-
cal to developing the attrition model. 
The data format used required for the implicit data to be 
made explicit and the time periods to be itemized into 
individual fields. To accomplish this, the time sensitive 
variables were assigned a time prefix. So, for example, 
the variable CURRENT_BALANCE for the period of 
December 2001 to March 2002 is redefined as: 

Table 2: Naming Convention for Time Sensitive 
DDS Data for the 4 months Period 

Period Nomenclature 
Current Month 
(March 2002) 

T0_CURRENT_BALANCE 

One Month Back 
(Feb 2002) 

T1_CURRENT_BALANCE 

Two Month 
Back (Jan 2002) 

T2_CURRENT_BALANCE 

Three Month 
Back (Dec 2001) 

T3_CURRENT_BALANCE 

Given this, the next task consisted of generating the ad-
ditional fields on the "clean" formatted files and adding 
them to the resulting file. The program was careful not 
to replicate data whose value is not likely to change over 
time or, if it changes, is not likely to influence the result. 
Examples of this are: Account Number, Mother's 
Maiden name, Address, and the like. 

2.4.2 Target value definition 

Like many real data mining applications, normally there 
is no data mining target field defined directly in the data 
warehouse. It is part of the data mining procedure to de-
fine the proper target field based on the business objec-
tive for the data mining analysis. With the help of the 
business domain experts, we define the target value in 
terms of existing data and, with these, define the value 
of the target variable, i.e., the variable that determines 
the voluntary attriters, hereby defined as VA_ACCTS. 
It is defined in terms of: 

1. Status code (NON_CRD_ST_CD) 
2. Status change date 

(NON_CRD_STATUS_CHANGE_DATE) 
3. Closed reason code 

(NON_CRD_CLS_REA_CD) 
The formula for definition is:  

     NON_CRD_ST_CD = C (Closed)  && 
     NON_CRD_STATUS_CHANGE_DATE  
     Between beginning_time_period        and                                             
                    ending_time_period      && 
     NON_CRD_CLS_REA_CD (reason code) in  
   [0 1 23 25 26 28 29 30 35 36 40 41 42 80 81 82 83 84 
97 98 31 32 33 34]   
The reason codes for a voluntary attriter (customer re-
quested) are: "0 1 23 25 26 28 29 30 35 36 40 41 42 ", 
the reason codes for a voluntary attriter (customer re-
quested) related to pricing issues are: "31 32 33 34". 
According to this definition, the average attrition rate for 
the section of the data received is 2.2% of all customers. 
2.4.3 First stage statistical analysis 
The statistical analysis, the first in a series, is done in 
order to obtain an initial understanding of the data qual-
ity: number of unknown fields, relative frequency, early 
indicators, averages and target data distribution. As an 
initial field discrimination step, the fields where a single 
value appeared in more than 99.8% of all records was 
deemed statistically insignificant and removed from the 
set of attributes. These fields are removed from both the 
data and metadata files to ensure their removal from the 
modeling process, thus reducing the computing time re-
quired. 

2.5 Data premodeling 
The data premodeling stage is the next critical step in 
the generation of the files used for modeling. This stage 
consists of three main steps, namely: (1) field sensitivity 
analysis to filter fields with low correlation to target the 
field and detect data "leakers”, (2) field reduction to 
create a compacted file with highly relevant fields, (3) 
file set generation of all balanced and unbalanced sets 
required for training, testing and iterative verification of 
results and model refinement. 

2.5.1 Field Sensitivity Analysis 

The field sensitivity analysis is used to determine each 
attribute's "contribution" to the modeling process. Using 
a customized program, each field can be used to predict 
the target value in order to determine its impact on the 
predicted value. When the relative value is low, the field 
can conceivably be removed from the set. On the other 
hand, a field whose accuracy is very high, it is consid-
ered to be a potential leaker.  Leakers are fields that 
“leak” information on the target.  For example, a field 
with a value representing account closure could leak in-
formation on attrition, and would confound modeling ef-
forts. 
While some leakers are readily explained, many times 
they are included in business rules whose relation to the 
target is not apparent. In this case, the best way to de-
termine if a field is indeed a leaker is to discuss the find-
ings with those familiar with the data schema and the 



business problem.  In many circumstances, field names 
and values are not always representative of their func-
tion, and need clarification. One the other hand, fields 
that are suspected but turn out not to be leakers consti-
tute potential predictors in the model. 
2.5.2 Field Reduction 
Using our homegrown feature selection component, re-
sults from the field sensitivity analysis can be used to 
discard fields that provide very little contribution to the 
prediction of the target field.  Contribution is defined by 
the accuracy of the single field prediction.  A threshold 
accuracy of 45% was used to discard fields (i.e.: fields 
with a predicted error rate greater than 45% were dis-
carded).  In some cases, the values for a field are con-
stant (i.e.: have a standard deviation of zero) and thus 
have no predictive value.  These fields should be re-
moved in order to improve data mining processing 
speed and to generate better models. For example, 
through this effort, the initial set of 309 attributes in the 
data set was reduced to 142 after processing. 
2.5.3 Files Set Generation 
Our sample file comprises of 468000 records, based on 
the historical data of the recent 4 months, the attrition 
rate is around 2%. In order to build a good model from 
this highly skewed data set, we need to build a more 
balanced representation of attriters and non-attriters in 
the training data set. The reason is that in the original 
data file, we have high non-attriters percentage (98%) 
vs. a very low attriter rate (2%); a learning model can 
achieve high accuracy by always predicting every cus-
tomer to be a non-attriters. Obviously, such a high accu-
rate model is useless for our attrition analysis. We cre-
ated a random sample file where we include about 938 
attriters and then we add enough non-attriters into it to 
make it a dataset with 50-50 percentage of each class 
category (attriters vs non-attriters), then file was divided 
into balanced, train and test files as well as raw (i.e., 
unbalanced) test and held aside files for verification 
purpose. The balanced train file consisted of 50% of the 
records containing target values, i.e., for whom 
VA_ACCTs=1.  The balanced test, raw test, and raw 
held aside files consisted of approximately 1/6 of the 
targets each.  As defined earlier in Section 2.4.2, targets 
in the raw files represent 2% of the total number of re-
cords for the files being reviewed. These files were 
handed over to the data mining component for further 
statistical analysis, data mining and clustering work. 

3. Model Development Process 
In attrition analysis, our goal is to use history informa-
tion to build an effective data mining model and then 
use the data mining model to predict the most likely at-
triters and then take proactive action to prevent the cus-
tomer attrition. The goal of the attrition analysis is not to 
predict the behavior of every customer, but find a good 

subset of customers where the percentage of attriter is 
high. As pointed in [5,6,7], prediction accuracy, which 
was used to evaluate the machine learning algorithm, 
cannot be used as a suitable evaluation criterion for the 
data mining application such as attrition analysis. The 
main reason is that classification errors (false negative, 
false positive) must be dealt with differently. So it is re-
quired that learning algorithms need to classify with a 
confidence measurement, such as a probability estima-
tion factor or certainty factor (also called scores in attri-
tion analysis). The scores will allow us to rank custom-
ers for promotion or targeting marketing.  Lift instead of 
the predictive accuracy is used as an evaluation crite-
rion. As pointed in [5], if the data mining model is good 
enough, we should find a high concentration of attriters 
at the top of the list and this higher proportion of attrit-
ers can be measured in terms of “lift” to see how much 
better than random the model-based targeting is. Gener-
ally, lift can be calculated by looking at the cumulative 
targets captured up to p% as a percentage of all targets 
and dividing by p% [6].  For example, the top 10% of 
the sorted list may contain 35% of likely attriters, then 
the model has a lift of 35/10=3.5. A lift reflects the re-
distribution of responders in the testing set after the test-
ing examples are ranked.  After the learning algorithm 
ranks all testing examples from most likely responders 
to least likely responders, we divide the ranked list into 
some deciles (the top 10 % is finer partitioned in our test 
experiments: we measure the lift in each percentage), 
and see how the original responders distributed in these 
deciles.   
Lift measures the increased accuracy for a target subset 
based on a model-scored ranked list.  Using past infor-
mation collected over several months on usage of the fi-
nancial service, our task is to build a model for predict-
ing the customer class in the next two months and apply 
it to the whole customers. The prediction model is used 
to rank the customers based on their likelihood of attri-
tion. As shown in section, the attrition rate for our cli-
ents is low (2%) and it is difficult or impossible to pre-
dict with high accuracy for all customers, and usually it 
is not necessary to predict all the customers because in 
practice, for attrition analysis, it is a good practice to 
contact a small percentage of customers and hope this 
small percentage of customers contains a high concen-
trated percentage of attriters than random sample. We 
are interested in models that maximize lift. A good 
model in our analysis should concentrate the likely at-
triters near the top in the sorted list based on the attrition 
scores generated by the model. We need to use learning 
algorithms that can produce scores in order to rank the 
testing examples. Algorithms such as Naïve Bayesian, 
decision tree, neural network satisfy our requirement. 
We performed several data mining analyses using four 



different data mining algorithms and an ensemble of 
classifiers. These are:   

1. Boosted Naïve Bayesian (BNB) 
2. NeuralWare Predict  (a commercial neural 

network from NeuralWare Inc) 
3. Decision Tree (based on C4.5 with some modi-

fication) 
4. Selective Naïve Bayesian (SNB). 
5. An ensemble of classifier of the above four 

methods 

3.1 Bootstrapped Naïve Bayesian Networks 
The BNB data mining method combines boosting and 
naive Bayesian learning [2].  Boosting is a general 
method of improving the predictive accuracy of any 
two-class learning algorithm, which works in successive 
stages.  In the first stage, all the training examples are 
weighted equally and the two-class learning algorithm is 
used to acquire a classifier.  In the second stage, the ex-
amples that are misclassified by this first classifier are 
upweighted, and a second classifier is learned that fo-
cuses on these examples.  In the third stage, the exam-
ples misclassified by the second classifier are up-
weighted, and a third classifier is learned. The boosting 
process can be repeated for as many stages as desired. 
Applied with naive Bayesian learning, generally five to 
twenty stages are beneficial.  The results described here 
use just five stages.  
Like other software, our BNB software identifies which 
attributes are most predictive of an example being a tar-
get.  Unlike most other software, BNB reports which 
values (or numerical ranges) of an attribute are most 
predictive.  For example, BNB automatically identifies 
that the value 2 of the attribute 
T1_NON_CRD_ACCOUNT_FORMAT is an important 
predictor.  According to the supplied documentation, 
this value 2 signifies "account which has been active but 
is currently not active."  Also unlike other software, 
BNB evaluates the statistical significance of the predic-
tors that it reports.  The significance of a predictor de-
pends on both its lift (i.e. predictive benefit) and of its 
coverage (i.e. number of examples to which it applies).  
BNB does not report predictors that may be spurious, 
because they have low coverage or low lift. 
Results 
Pct cases Hits 

boosted 
BN 

% hits lift Hits 
no model 

1 70 3 4.3% 1.9 1.5 
2 141 11 7.8% 3.5 3.1 
3 212 15 7.1% 3.2 4.7 
4 283 24 8.5% 3.9 6.2 
5 354 33 9.3% 4.2 7.8 

6 425 41 9.6% 4.4 9.3 
7 496 47 9.5% 4.3 10.9 
8 567 51 9.0% 4.1 12.5 
9 638 55 8.6% 3.9 14.0 
10 709 62 8.7% 4.0 15.6 
15 1063 71 6.7% 3.0 23.4 
20 1418 78 5.5% 2.5 31.2 
25 1772 93 5.2% 2.4 39.0 
30 2127 100 4.7% 2.1 46.8 
35 2481 106 4.3% 1.9 54.6 
40 2836 115 4.1% 1.8 62.4 
45 3190 121 3.8% 1.7 70.2 
50 3545 134 3.8% 1.7 78.0 
 55 3900 138 3.5% 1.6 85.8 
60 4254 144 3.4% 1.5 93.6 
65 4609 145 3.1% 1.4 101.4 
70 4963 147 3.0% 1.3 109.2 
75 5318 150 2.8% 1.3 117.0 
80 5672 152 2.7% 1.2 124.8 
85 6027 154 2.6% 1.2 132.6 
90 6381 155 2.4% 1.1 140.4 
95 6736 155 2.3% 1.0 148.2 
100 7091 156 2.2% 1.0 156.0 
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        Figure 2: Boosted Naïve Bayes Model Lift Chart 

Variables of Interest 
There are 14 most significant positive predictors of the 
target class picked up by BNB. The top 4 attributes are 
listed as below in order. Each predictor is a certain value 
(or numerical range) of a certain attribute.  A value of 
"z" means zero in the original dataset.  "counts" is the 
number of targets versus non-targets with this value of 
the attribute.  "zscore" is the measure of statistical sig-
nificance.  

• Attribute 84 T0_CURRENT_BALANCE 
{Current Balance carried in hundreds of cents}  



between -1840.52 and 1277.62:  counts 209/86, 
odds 2.43418, zscore 7.17529 

• Attribute 119  
T1_CRD_ACCOUNT_FORMAT {Record 
Format of the Account. Values are: 1 = Never-
Active  Account, 2 = Account which has been 
active but is not currently active, 3 = Currently 
Active Account, 4 = Delinquent Account} be-
tween 1.9 and 2.2 : counts 281/154, odds 
1.82764, zscore 6.10613 

• Attribute 56 T0_NON_CF_LS_MIN_PY_DUE 
value z {This figure corresponds to the mini-
mum payment due on the last statement. it is 
used in conjunction with accrued arrears and 
the number of cycles delinquent to permit 
automatic delinquency adjustment.} counts 
353/214, odds 1.65221, zscore 5.8568  

• Attribute 40 T0_NON_CF_LS_OS_BAL {The 
actual ending balance as it appeared on the 
cardholder's last statement. this field is not af-
fected by adjustments.} between -1840.52 and 
1277.62 : counts 189/98, odds 1.93171, zscore 
5.38532 

3.2 Decision Trees  
Decision tree methods build a collection of rules for use 
as a predictive model [9].  The advantage of this ap-
proach is that the rules are easy to understand, and they 
are frequently useful for discovering underlying busi-
ness processes.  The disadvantage of decision tree ap-
proaches is that these models usually do not perform as 
well as other models. We have developed a proprietary 
modification for standard decision tree algorithms for 
use in “lift” problems where, for example, we want to 
minimize performance in the top 25% of the predicted 
data (and care less about performance elsewhere).  This 
is the situation for common problems, such as attrition 
and targeted mailings. 
Result 
PCT lines Hits deci-

sion tree 
% hits lift Hits 

no model 
1 70 6 8.6% 3.9% 1.5 
4 283 25 8.8% 4.0% 6.2 
8 567 47 8.3% 3.8% 12.5 
9 638 56 8.8% 4.0% 14.0 
10 709 60 8.5% 3.8% 15.6 
20 1418 95 6.7% 3.0% 31.2 
25 1772 101 5.7% 2.6% 39.0 
Some of the rules are: 

Rule 8: (Lift=5.347, 1-Cover=0.029) 
        T0_CF_HD_ACT_MNTHS <= 2 
        T3_CRD_SGMNT_CD = A1 
        ->  class 1  [0.889] 

Rule 12: (Lift=4.102, 1-Cover=0.162) 
        T0_CF_CURRENT_BALANCE <= 
407.06 
        T2_CF_DATE_LAST_STATEMENT <= 
1998.055 
        T3_CRD_SGMNT_CD = A2 
        ->  class 1  [0.859] 
Rule 14: (Lift=3.927, 1-Cover=0.318) 
        T2_CRD_ANN_CHRG_DT <= 1998.164 
        T0_CF_YTD_NET_NO_PURCHASE <= 
0 
        T0_CF_CURRENT_BALANCE <= 
407.06 
        T3_CRD_SGMNT_CD = A1 
        ->  class 1  [0.812] 
Rule 9: (Lift=3.868, 1-Cover=0.385) 
        T0_CF_CURRENT_BALANCE <= 
407.06 
        T3_CRD_CR_BUR_SCR > 606 
        T3_CRD_SGMNT_CD = A3 
        T3_CRD_BKRPCY_REA_CD_3 > 9260 
        ->  class 1  [0.889] 
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Figure 3: Decision Tree Model Lift Chart 
 
3.3 Neural Networks 
Neural networks are a well-established approach for 
modeling data.  The advantage of this approach is that 
neural network models tend to be among the most pre-
dictive models.  The disadvantage of neural network 
models is that it can be harder to understand their out-
put. For our work we have used a commercial package 
(NeuralWare Predict) that: 

• selects appropriate input transfer functions for 
fields 

• selects subsets of the variables to model the 
data, and 

• builds “constructive” neural network models. 



Results 
PCT Cases Hits 

Neural Net 
% hits lift Hits 

no model 
1 70 9 12.9% 5.8 1.5 
2 141 16 11.3% 5.2 3.1 
3 212 23 10.8% 4.9 4.7 
4 283 41 14.5% 6.6 6.2 
5 354 41 11.6% 5.3 7.8 
6 425 42 9.9% 4.5 9.3 
7 496 44 8.9% 4.0 10.9 
8 567 48 8.5% 3.8 12.5 
9 638 48 7.5% 3.4 14.0 
10 709 53 7.5% 3.4 15.6 
15 1063 73 6.9% 3.1 23.4 
20 1418 86 6.1% 2.8 31.2 
25 1772 105 5.9% 2.7 39.0 
30 2127 116 5.5% 2.5 46.8 
35 2481 120 4.8% 2.2 54.6 
40 2836 125 4.4% 2.0 62.4 
45 3190 131 4.1% 1.9 70.2 
50 3545 134 3.8% 1.7 78.0 
55 3900 138 3.5% 1.6 85.8 
60 4254 140 3.3% 1.5 93.6 
65 4609 144 3.1% 1.4 101.4 
70 4963 144 2.9% 1.3 109.2 
75 5318 147 2.8% 1.3 117.0 
80 5672 150 2.6% 1.2 124.8 
85 6027 154 2.6% 1.2 132.6 
90 6381 156 2.4% 1.1 140.4 
95 6736 156 2.3% 1.1 148.2 
100 7091 156 2.2% 1.0 156.0 
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Figure 4: Neural Net Model Lift Chart 

3.4 Selective Naïve Bayesian Networks 
The naive Bayesian classifier is a probabilistic, predic-
tive model that assumes that all attributes are condition-
ally independent of each other given the target variable 
i.e. within each class, the attributes are unrelated. The 
naïve Bayesian classifier is simple, inherently robust 
with respect to noise, and scales well to domains that in-
volve many irrelevant features. Moreover, despite its 
simplicity and the strong assumption that attributes are 
independent within each class, it has been shown to give 
remarkably high accuracies in many natural domains. 
The selective naive Bayesian classifier that we used is 
an extension to the naive Bayesian classifier designed to 
perform better in domains with highly correlated (re-
dundant) features. The intuition is that, if highly corre-
lated features are not selected, the classifier should per-
form better given its feature independence assumptions. 
Attributes are selected by starting with an empty set of 
attributes, and then incrementally adding that single at-
tribute (from the set of unselected attributes) the attrib-
ute that most improves the accuracy of the resultant 
classifier on the test set. Attributes are selected until the 
addition of any other attribute results in a fall in accu-
racy of the classifier. 
Results 
PCT Cases Hits 

SelectiveBN 
% hits lift Hits 

no model 
1 70 5 7.1% 3.2 1.5 
2 141 13 9.2% 4.2 3.1 
3 212 24 11.3% 5.1 4.7 
4 283 27 9.5% 4.3 6.2 
5 354 34 9.6% 4.4 7.8 
6 425 44 10.4% 4.7 9.3 
7 496 49 9.9% 4.5 10.9 
8 567 53 9.3% 4.2 12.5 
9 638 60 9.4% 4.3 14.0 
10 709 69 9.7% 4.4 15.6 
15 1063 83 7.8% 3.5 23.4 
20 1418 92 6.5% 2.9 31.2 
25 1772 105 5.9% 2.7 39.0 
30 2127 112 5.3% 2.4 46.8 
35 2481 114 4.6% 2.1 54.6 
40 2836 118 4.2% 1.9 62.4 
45 3190 124 3.9% 1.8 70.2 
50 3545 125 3.5% 1.6 78.0 
55 3900 129 3.3% 1.5 85.8 
60 4254 136 3.2% 1.5 93.6 
65 4609 140 3.0% 1.4 101.4 
70 4963 145 2.9% 1.3 109.2 
75 5318 150 2.8% 1.3 117.0 
80 5672 153 2.7% 1.2 124.8 
85 6027 154 2.6% 1.2 132.6 
90 6381 156 2.4% 1.1 140.4 
95 6736 156 2.3% 1.1 148.2 
100 7091 156 2.2% 1.0 156.0 
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Figure 5: Selective Naïve Bayesian Network Model 
Lift Chart 
3.5 A hybrid approach: An ensemble of classifiers 
An ensemble of classifiers is to generate a set of classi-
fiers instead of one classifier for the classification of 
new object, hoping that the combination of answers of 
multiple classifiers result in better accuracy. Ensemble 
of classifiers has been proved to be a very effective way 
to improve classification accuracy because uncorrelated 
errors made by the individual classifier can be removed 
by voting. A classifier, which utilizes a single minimal 
set of classification rules to classify future examples, 
may lead to mistakes. An ensemble of classifiers is a set 
of classifiers whose individual decisions are combined 
in some way to classify new examples. Many methods 
for constructing ensembles of classifiers have been de-
veloped, some are general and some are specific to par-
ticular algorithms [3].  We adopted a hybrid approach:  
we first built 4 classifiers using Boosted Naïve Bayesian 
(BNB), NeuralWare predict, Decision Tree, Selective 
Naïve Bayesian (SNB), then we ensemble an classifier 
based on the majority vote of these 4 classifiers.  
Results 
Pct case

s 
Hits  
Ensemble 
of classi-
fier 

% 
hits 

lift Hits 
no model 

1 70 4 5.7% 2.6 1.5 
2 141 12 8.8% 3.8 3.1 
3 212 16 7.8% 3.5 4.7 
4 283 25 8.9% 4.0 6.2 
5 354 36 10.3% 4.6 7.8 
6 425 42 9.9% 4.5 9.3 
7 496 48 9.7% 4.4 10.9 
8 567 52 9.3% 4.2 12.5 
9 638 61 9.6% 4.4 14.0 
10 709 63 8.9% 4.0 15.6 

15 1063 81 7.7% 3.5 23.4 
20 1418 96 6.5% 3.0 31.2 
25 1772 104 5.9% 2.6 39.0 
30 2127 121 5.7% 2.6 46.8 
35 2481 131 5.3% 2.4 54.6 
40 2836 144 5.1% 2.3 62.4 
45 3190 153 4.8% 2.1 70.2 
50 3545 154 4.4% 2.0 78.0 
 55 3900 155 4.0% 1.8 85.8 
60 4254 156 3.6% 1.7 93.6 
65 4609 156 3.3% 1.5 101.4 
70 4963 156 3.1% 1.4 109.2 
75 5318 156 2.9% 1.3 117.0 
80 5672 156 2.7% 1.2 124.8 
85 6027 156 2.5 % 1.1 132.6 
90 6381 156 2.4% 1.1 140.4 
95 6736 156 2.3% 1.0 148.2 
100 7091 156 2.2% 1.0 156.0 

4. Data Mining Findings  
The initial studies unveiled a number of relationships 
between variables as well as threshold values that justify 
further discussion and analysis. Following is a summary 
of the more salient points and their possible meaning: 
Var Results Method Implication 
Most 
recent 
Current 
Balance 
(CUR-
RENT_
BAL-
ANCE) 

The most recent 
current balance 
showed a strong 
predictive value 
when the amount 
fell below ap-
proximately 
$1000.00 
A small but sig-
nificant segment 
was of those with 
negative balances, 
i.e., of customers 
who overpay. 

DTtree 
NNet 
BNet 

Review of ac-
counts whose 
previous bal-
ance falls be-
low the thresh-
old may be 
candidates for 
proactive ac-
tion. 
Such candi-
dates can also 
be "Possibili-
ties" subjects 
during inbound 
calls. 
It can also be 
an indicator of 
"Balance At-
triters" in the 
case of negative 
balances. 

Current 
Balance 
with 
con-
stant 
values 
(CUR-

The accounts with 
values of $12.00 
and $15.00 dlls. 
Showed promi-
nently among the 
results for attri-
tion. 

Stat If these are in-
terest charges 
or related to 
annual charges, 
it could hint at 
policies for re-
tention/exiting/ 



RENT_
BAL-
ANCE
=12 
NON_
CF_CU
R-
RENT_
BAL-
ANCE
=15) 

win back of 
customers. 

Seg-
ment 
(CRD_
SGMN
T_CD) 

The association of 
a group to a spe-
cific segment (as 
defined in the 
DDS Data Ware-
house) was a sig-
nificant value for 
segments A1-A4. 

DTree With a larger 
sample group, 
we intends to 
allocate groups 
to segments (as 
defined by the 
Marketing 
group) in order 
to run more fo-
cused models 

Annual 
charge 
date 
(CRD_
ANN_C
HRG_
DT) 

The billing period 
within the first 
trimester of the 
year is predictive 
of impending at-
trition for cus-
tomers with re-
duced balance 
(CUR-
RENT_BALANCE
<407) 

DTree 
NNet 
BNet 

The results 
point an attri-
tion pattern for 
lagging users of 
"zero balance" 
users who take 
the charge as a 
disincentive to 
maintain the 
product. 

Num-
ber of 
pay-
ments 
 
(NO_P
Y) 

Accounts with a 
number of pay-
ments made over 
the same billing 
period or pay-
ments made to 
cover low bal-
ances over a con-
tinuous period 
(YTD_NET_PUR
CHASE_AMT 
<=62.0) can be 
predictive of attri-
tion 

DTree A request for 
Payoff could 
indicate, for 
some accounts, 
a likelihood of 
closing (due to 
a recent annual 
charge or com-
petitor's bid) 
which could be 
averted 

Incen-
tive In-
terest 
 
(IN-
CENT_
PRI_A
NN_M
RCH_R
) 

Incentive pricing 
appeared to be 
somewhat predic-
tive at the value 
of 4.9% 

DTree This result may 
warrant a more 
in-depth study 
of segment-
based review of 
"rate chaser" 
population 

 

The table above shows that several specific values (or 
ranges of numerical values) of several attributes are use-
ful predictors of retention and/or attrition. These expla-
nations increase our confidence that these values of 
these attributes will continue to be predictors in the fu-
ture. 
Field Test: To test the effectiveness of the data mining 
models, our client conducted a field test on their cus-
tomers. The test wanted to show two points: (1) the top 
percentage of the customer attrition list does contain 
concentrated attriters, (2) the data mining based market-
ing approach is effective for retention purpose. They ran 
the model generated from the ensemble of classifiers 
approach on the current customers and then sorted the 
customers based on the attrition scores.  They decided to 
contact the top 5% customers from the list, which has 
around 20000 customers.  They divided the customers 
into 2 groups randomly, each with 10000 customers and 
took different proactive actions to each group: for 
group1, the marketing department contacted each cus-
tomers and offered some incentive packages to encour-
age the customers to stay with the company, for group 2, 
there is no contact.  After two months later, they exam-
ined the list and found out, for group 1, there attrition 
rate is very low (0.8%), for group two, the attrition rate 
is very high, almost 10.6%, while the average attrition 
rate is 2.2%, thus achieved a lift of 4.8 (consistent with 
the list of 4.6 in the test data set). The lower attrition 
rate among group 1 did indicate, if the proactive action 
is in time and proper, it does have an impact on the cus-
tomers’ behavior, the high attrition rate among group 2 
demonstrate that our data mining model is accurate and 
the top 5% captured a high concentrated proportion of 
attriters. 

5. Conclusion  
In this paper, we present a data mining approach for re-
tailing bank customer attrition analysis. We discuss the 
challenging issues such as highly skewed data, time se-
ries data unrolling, leaker field detection etc, and proce-
dure of a data mining task for the attrition analysis for 
retailing bank. We discuss the use of lift as a proper 
measure for attrition analysis and compare the lift of 
data mining model of decision tree, boosted naïve 
Bayesian network, selective Bayesian network, neural 
network and the ensemble of class of the above meth-
ods. Our initial findings show some interesting results. 
Next step, based on above results and new source files 
available on segmentation, we will review the voluntary 
attrition trends on a segment-by-segment basis. A thor-
ough clustering study is planned for the data to review 
the natural grouping of the data and how it lines up with 
the segmentation in terms of incidence, variables and 
number of groups. 
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Abstract 
Association rules ϕ ≈ ψ are introduced. The association 
rule ϕ ≈ ψ means that Boolean attributes ϕ and ψ are 
associated in the way given by the symbol ≈. This symbol 
is called 4ft quantifier. A condition concerning a four-fold 
contingency table of ϕ and ψ is associated to each 4ft 
quantifier. Various types of implication or equivalency of 
ϕ and ψ can be expressed.  It is also possible to express 
relations corresponding to statistical hypotheses tests.  
Conditional association rules ϕ ≈ ψ /χ are also 
introduced. Conditional association rule ϕ ≈ ψ / χ means 
that when the condition χ is satisfied then the Boolean 
attributes ϕ and ψ are associated in the way given by 4ft 
quantifier ≈. The procedure 4ft-Miner mining for 
association rules ϕ ≈ ψ and ϕ ≈ ψ /χ is described. 
Logical properties of association rules are further 
discussed. A definition of multi-relational association 
rules is suggested. 
 
 
1. Introduction  

The goal of this paper is to contribute to the 
discussion concerning definition of valid novel, 
potentially useful, and ultimately understandable pattern. 
Data mining is the process of identifying such patterns 
from data. We deal with association rules. We are not 
interesting in “classical” association rules of the form 
X→Y where X and Y are sets of items [1]. The intuitive 
meaning of X→Y is that transactions (e.g. supermarket 
baskets) containing set X of items tend to contain set Y of 
items. Two measures of intensity of association rule are 
used, confidence and support.  The A-priori algorithm is a 
tool for mining association rules of this form.  

The association rule is here understood as an 
expression ϕ ≈ ψ where ϕ and ψ are derived Boolean 
attributes. The intuitive meaning of association rule ϕ ≈ ψ 
is that Boolean attributes ϕ and ψ are associated in the 
way corresponding to the condition given by the symbol 
≈. Symbol ≈ is called 4ft-quantifier. It denotes a condition 
concerning a four-fold contingency table of ϕ and ψ. 

Various types of implication or equivalency of X and Y 
can be expressed. It is also possible to express relations 
corresponding to statistical hypotheses tests (e.g. χ2-test 
or Fisher’s test).  

We use the following ideas formulated in connection 
with GUHA method [2]:  

• The Boolean attributes ϕ and ψ can be derived from 
columns of analysed data matrix There are clear 
syntactical rules describing how ϕ and ψ can be 
derived. These rules ensure that association rules ϕ ≈ 
ψ are ultimately understandable pattern . 

• It is possible to define a very large set of potentially 
useful association rules by several parameters. We 
call them interesting association rules.  

• There is a data mining procedure (GUHA procedure in 
the sense of [2]) input of which consists of the 
analysed data matrix and of a simply definition of the 
set of potentially interesting association rules. 

• Output of the mining procedure consists of all prime 
association rules. The association rule is prime if (i) it 
is valid in the analysed data matrix and (ii) it does 
not follow immediately from other more simple 
output association rules.  

• There is software enabling us to find really novel 
association rules among the output valid association 
rules.  

We describe main features of the procedure 4ft-Miner 
mining for the association rules of the form ϕ ≈ ψ. 4ft-
Miner is the GUHA procedure in the sense of  [2]. The 
procedure 4ft-Miner mines for more general association 
rules than the GUHA procedure PC-GUHA [4] and also 
for conditional association rules of the form ϕ ≈ ψ /χ. The 
procedure 4ft-Miner is a part of the academic software 
system LiSp-Miner for support of research and teaching 
of knowledge discoverz in databases. For more details see 
http://lispminer.vse.cz/. 



   

Association rules and conditional association rules are 
introduced in section 2. Possibilities of a definition of the 
set of interesting (i.e. potentially useful) association rules 
are outlined in section 3. An example of application of 
4ft-Miner is given in the section 4.  

The procedure 4ft-Miner does not use the A-priori 
algorithm [1]. The main principles applied in the 
procedure 4ft-Miner are briefly introduced in the section 
5. These principles were used already in the early 
implementations of the GUHA method [6]. Logical 
properties of association rules are used to optimise the 
4ft-Miner algorithm. Some of them are mentioned in the 
section 6.   

The last goal of this paper is to outline a possibility to 
define multi-relational association rules see section 7. 

Multi-relational association rules can be also understood 
as formulae of special many sorted calculi see section 7.  
 
2 Association rules  

The association rule is the expression ϕ ≈ ψ.  The 
intuitive meaning of ϕ ≈ ψ is that Boolean attributes ϕ 
and ψ are associated in the way corresponding to the 
condition given by the 4ft-quantifier ≈. Association rule 
concerns the analysed data matrix. Boolean attributes ϕ 
and ψ are derived from columns of analysed data matrix. 
An example of the analysed data matrix is the data matrix 
Loans in Fig. 1.  

 

Clients Loans  Client 
Age Sex Salary District Amount Payment Years Quality 

1 45 M high  Prague 48 000   1 000 4 good 
2 32 F low  Plzen 120 000 10 000 1 bad 
... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 

6180 54 M avg Kolin 10 000  1 000 1 bad 
6181 24 F high Brod 36 000  2 000 2 good 

Figure 1. – Data matrix Loans 

 
Each row of the matrix describes a loan of a client of 

a bank. There are 6 181 loans. Attributes Age, Sex, 
Salary and District correspond to clients, attributes 
Amount, Payment Duration and Quality correspond to 
loans of clients. The first row describes a loan that get a 
45 years old man. This man has a high salary and lives 
in the district Prague. He borrowed 48 000 Czech 
crowns. He repays 1 000 Czech crowns and he will pay 
4 years. The quality of his loan is good.  

Association rule ϕ ≈ ψ is verified on the basis of 
four-fold table of ϕ and ψ in the analysed data matrix M 
see Tab. 1.  

 

M ψ ¬ψ  

ϕ a b r 

¬ϕ c d s 

 k l n 

Table 1. –  Four-fold table 4ft(ϕ, ψ, M) of ϕ, ψ in M 

 
Here a is the number of objects satisfying both ϕ and ψ, 
b is the number of objects satisfying ϕ and not satisfying 
ψ, c is the number of objects not satisfying ϕ and 

satisfying ψ, and d is the number of objects satisfying 
neither ϕ nor ψ. Further r = a + b is the number of 
objects satisfying ϕ, similarly for s, k , and l, n is the 
number of all objects.  The quadruple < a,b,c,d > is 
called four-fold table of attributes ϕ and ψ in data 
matrix M, symbolically 4ft(ϕ, ψ, M). 

Association rule ϕ ≈ ψ can be true or false in the 
given data matrix M. If the condition associated to 4ft 
quantifier ≈ is satisfied for four-fold table 4ft(ϕ, ψ, M) 
then association rule ϕ ≈ ψ is true in M.  If this 
condition is not satisfied for four-fold table 4ft(ϕ, ψ, M) 
then association rule ϕ ≈ ψ is false in M. Various 4ft 
quantifiers are defined in [2], [3] and [8], some 
examples follows: 

• Founded implication ⇒p;Base with parameters 

0 < p ≤ 1 and Base > 0. The condition 

Basep   a
b  a

a ≥∧≥
+

 is associated to 4ft 

quantifier ⇒p;Base. Association rule 

ϕ ⇒p;Base ψ can be interpreted as “100p per 

cent of objects satisfying ϕ  satisfy also  ψ” or  
“ϕ implies ψ on the level 100p per cent“.  



   

• Lower critical implication ⇒!
p;∝;Base with 

parameters 0 < p ≤ 1, Base > 0 and 0 < ∝ ≤ 0.5. 
The condition 

Basepp ii ≥∧≤− −

=
−∑ ab+a

b+a

ai
ib+ai

b)+(a α)1(**)!(!

!  

is associated to 4ft quantifier ⇒!
p;∝;Base. The 

association rule ϕ ⇒!
p;∝;Base ψ corresponds to 

a test (on the level α) of a null hypothesis 
H0: P(ϕ|ψ ) ≤ p against the alternative one H1: 
P(ϕ|ψ) > p. If association rule ϕ ⇒!

p;∝;Base ψ  
is true in data matrix M then the alternative 
hypothesis is accepted.   

• Double founded implication ⇔p;Base with 

parameters 0 < p ≤ 1 and Base > 0. The 
condition Basep   a

c  b  a
a

≥∧≥
++

 is 

associated to 4ft quantifier ⇔p;Base. The 

association rule ϕ ⇔p;Base ψ can be interpreted 

as “100p per cent of objects satisfying ϕ or ψ 
satisfy both ϕ and ψ” or “ϕ ∧  ψ implies ϕ ∨  ψ 
on the level 100p per cent“. 

• Founded equivalence ≡p;Base with parameters 

0 < p ≤ 1 and Base > 0. The condition 

Basep   a
d c  b  a

d  a ≥∧≥
+++

+  is associated to 

4ft quantifier ≡p;Base. The association rule 

ϕ ≡p;Base ψ can be interpreted as “100p per 

cent of objects have the same value for ϕ and 
ψ”.  

• Fisher´s quantifier ~α,Base with parameters 

0 < ∝ ≤ 0.5 and Base > 0. The condition 

Baseabcad ≥∧≤∧> ∑
++

=
−−−−− α

),(

)!()!()!(!!
!!!!

c  ab  amin

ai
ikrnikirin

lksr  

is associated to 4ft quantifier  ~α,Base. The 

association rule ϕ ~α,Base ψ corresponds to a 

test (on the level α) of the null hypothesis of 
independence of ϕ and ψ against the alternative 
one of the positive dependence.  

Let us give two remarks: 

• The “classical” associational rule can be also 
understood as a 4ft quantifier →

C;S  with the 

condition SC ≥
+++

∧≥
+ d c b  a

a
b  a

a  

associated to it. Here C is support and S is 
confidence. 

 

• A further relation of two Boolean attributes is 
defined in [13]. It can be understood as a 

generalised quantifier with ≈δ
E

 with the 

condition b
a b+

< δ ∧ c
c d+

< δ  

associated to it. 
 

Procedure 4ft-Miner mines not only for association 
rules of the form ϕ ≈ ψ but also for conditional 
association rules of the form ϕ ≈ ψ / χ. Here ϕ, ψ and χ 
are derived Boolean attributes. The intuitive meaning of 
association rule ϕ ≈ ψ / χ is that Boolean attributes ϕ 
and ψ are associated in the way given by the 4ft-
quantifier ≈ when the condition χ is satisfied. 

Conditional association rule ϕ ≈ ψ / χ is true in 
analysed data matrix M if association rule ϕ ≈ ψ is true 
in a data matrix M / χ. The data matrix M /χ is data 
matrix consisting from rows of data matrix M satisfying 
Boolean attribute χ. We suppose that at least one row of 
M satisfy χ. 

3.  Set of Interesting Association Rules 
 

The procedure 4ft-Miner mines for association rules 
Ant ≈ Suc and for conditional association rules Ant ≈ 
Suc / Cond. Here Ant, Suc and Cond are automatically 
generated conjunctions of literals. Ant is called 
antecedent, Suc is called succedent and Cond is called 
condition.  An example of association rule is  

District(Prague, Plzen) ∧  Salary(low) ⇒0.7;30 

Quality(bad). 

Here District(Prague, Plzen),  Salary(low) and 
Quality(bad) are literals. Literal District(Prague, Plzen) 
is true in a row of data matrix Loans (see Fig. 1) if there 
are values Prague or Plzen in this row.  

The set of interesting association rules to be 
automatically generated and tested on the given data 
matrix is given by:  

• Simple definition of all antecedents. It consists of:  

 A list of attributes from which literals of 
antecedent will be generated,  

 Simple definition of the set of all literals to be 
generated from each attribute, 

 Minimal and maximal number of literals in 
antecedent.  

• Analogous definition of all succedents.  



   

• Analogous definition of all conditions (in the case 
of conditional association rules only).  

• 4ft quantifier – there are 17 types of 4ft quantifiers. 

Literal can be positive or negative:  

• positive literal is the expression 
A(subset_of_categories);  

• negative literal is the expression 
¬A(subset_of_categories).  

Here A is the attribute and subset_of_categories is 
an own subset of the set of categories of attribute A. The 
category of the attribute A is one of its possible values. 
The set of categories of attribute Salary is the set {low, 
awg, high}. The set subset_of_categories is a coefficient 
of literal A(subset_of_categories). There are various 
types of coefficient.  

The literal A(subset_of_categories) is the Boolean 
attribute that is true in the row of analysed data matrix if 
the value of the attribute A in this row belongs to the set 
subset_of_categories. Otherwise the literal 
A(subset_of_categories) is false in the this row. A 
negative literal ¬A(subset_of_categories) is a Boolean 
negation of positive literal A(subset_of_categories).  

District(Prague), District(Prague, Plzen) and 
¬District(Prague) are examples of literals derived from 
the attribute  District. Further, Prague is the coefficient 
of literals District(Prague) and ¬District(Prague). 
Prague, Plzen is the coefficient of the literal 
District(Prague, Plzen). Examples of values of these 
literals are in Table 2 (true= 1 and false= 0):  

 
Client District District(Prague) District(Prague, Plzen) ¬District(Prague) 

1 Prague 1 1 0 
2 Plzen 0 1 1 
3 Brno 0 0 1 

... ... ... ... ... 
6180 Prague 1 1 0 
6181 Brod 0 0 1 

Table 2 –  Examples of values of literals  

 

The set of all literals to be generated from the  
particular attribute is given by:  

• A type of the coefficient, there are five types of 
coefficients: subsets, intervals, left cuts, right cuts, 
and cuts.  

• Minimal and maximal number of categories in the 
coefficient.  

• Positive/negative literal option:  
 only positive literals are generated,  
 only negative literals are generated,  
 both posit ive and negative literals are 

generated.  

We show examples of literals with coefficients of 
particular types. We use an attribute A with the set of  
categories {1,2,3,4,5}. We suppose that only positive 
literals are generated. Examples of coefficients of 
particular types follow: 

• Subsets:  definition subsets with 2-3 categories 
defines literals A(1,2), A(1,3), A(1,4), A(1,5), 
A(2,3), …, A(3,4), ..., A(4,5), A(1,2,3), A(1,2,4), 
A(1,2,5), A(2,3,4), …, A(3,4,5).  

• Intervals: definition intervals with 2-3 categories 
defines literals A(1,2), A(2,3), A(3,4), A(4,5), 
A(1,2,3), A(2,3,4) and A(3,4,5).  

• Left cuts: definition left cuts with maximally 3 
categories defines literals A(1), A(1,2,3) and 
A(1,2,3).  

• Right cuts: definition right cuts with maximally 4 
categories defines literals A(5), A(5,4), A(5,4,3) 
and A(5,4,3,2).  

• Cuts means both left cuts and right cuts.  

Output of the procedure 4ft-Miner consists of all 
prime association rules. The association rule is prime if 
both it is true in the analysed data matrix and it does not 
follow immediately from other more simple output 
association rules. The question is what does it mean that 
the association rule Ant ≈ Suc immediately follows from 
more simple association rule Ant1 ≈ Suc1.  

The definition of prime association rule depends on 
properties 4ft-quantifier. If we use the 4ft-quantifier 
⇔p;Base of double founded implication then the 



   

association rule Ant ⇔p;Base Suc is prime if and only if 

it is true. There is not any reasonable more simple 
association rule Ant1 ⇔p;Base Suc1 such that 

Ant ⇔p;Base Suc follow immediately follow from 

Ant1 ⇔p;Base Suc1.  

The definition of prime association rule for the 4ft 
quantifier ⇒p;Base must take into that e.g if association 

rule Sex(M) ⇒p;Base District(Prague) is true then  the 

association rule Sex(M)⇒p;BaseDistrict(Prague,Plzen) 

is also true. Thus the association rule Sex(M) ⇒p;Base 

District(Prague, Plzen) immediately follow from more 
simple association Sex(M) ⇒p;Base District(Prague). 

The precise definition of the prime association rules is 
out of the range of this paper.  
 
4.  4ft-Miner – an example 

 
Our example concerns data matrix Loans see Figure 

1. We search for interesting segments of clients and 
types of loans. Segments of clients are defined by 
attributes Age, Sex, Salary and District. An example 
of segment of client is segment of all men in the age of 
31 – 35 years with high salary. It is defined by the 
conjunction Sex(M) ∧  Age(31,…,35) ∧  Salary(high). 
An other example is segment of all clients with low 
salary living in Prague or in Plzen. It is defined by 
conjunction  Salary(low) ∧  District(Prague, Plzen).  

Types of loans are defined by attributes Amount and 
Payment. Two steps are used. In the first step new 
attributes Amount and Payment are defined.  The new 
attribute Amount has categories < 20, <20, 50), <50, 
100), <100, 250), <250, 500) > 500. These categories 
are intervals of thousands of Czech crowns. Thus 
Amount<20, 50) is true if the value of the “old” 
attribute Amount is in the interval <20 000, 50 000). 
The new attribute Payment has categories (0,1>, (1,2>, 
…, (9,10>. These categories are again intervals of 
thousands of Czech crowns. These transformations can 
be done the module DataSource. The module 
DataSource as well as the procedure 4ft-Miner is 
involved in the system LISp-Miner see 
http://lispminer.vse.cz/. 

We are interested in all segments SEGMENT of 
clients such that „to be a member of the SEGMENT“ is 
nearly equivalent to "the loan is bad" when we consider 
loans of particular types. We accept that „to be a 
member of the SEGMENT“ is nearly equivalent to " the 
loan is bad " for the loans of type TYPE if the condition 

30  a
c  b  a

a
≥∧≥

++
95.0 is satisfied. Here a, b and 

c are frequencies from the four-fold table 
4ft(SEGMENT, Quality(bad), Loans/TYPE) of Boolean 
attributes SEGMENT and Quality(bad) in data matrix 
Loans / TYPE see Table 3. 

 

Loans / TYPE Quality(bad) ¬ Quality(bad) 

SEGMENT a b 

¬ SEGMENT c d 

Table 3 - Four-fold table 4ft(SEGMENT, Quality(bad), 
Loans / TYPE) 

 
It means that a is the number of loans of the type 

TYPE satisfying both SEGMENT and Quality(bad). 
Similarly b a is the number of loans of the type TYPE 
satisfying SEGMENT and not satisfying Quality(bad). 
Further c a is the number of loans of the type TYPE not 
satisfying SEGMENT and satisfying Quality(bad).  

The condition 30  a
c  b  a

a
≥∧≥

++
95.0  means 

that at least 95 per cent of of loans of the type TYPE 
satisfying SEGMENT or Quality(bad) satisfy both 
SEGMENT and Quality(bad). If this condition is 
satisfied then the association rule  

SEGMENT ⇔0.95;30 Quality(bad) / TYPE  

is true in data matrix Loans. The symbol ⇔0.95;30 is 

4ft quantifier of double founded implication see section 
2.  

We are interested in all SEGMENTs and all TYPEs 
such that „to be a member of the SEGMENT“ is nearly 
equivalent to " the loan is  bad " when we consider loans 
of particular TYPE. We use the procedure 4ft Miner. 
Thus we have to define the set of all interesting 
association rules SEGMENT ⇔0.95;30 Quality(bad) / 

TYPE. Segments of clients are defined as literals or as 
conjunctions of literals. Further examples of segments 
follow.  

• Age<21,30> - segment of all clients in the age 21-
30 years.  

• Age <31,40> ∧  Sex(M) - segment of all clients - 
men in the age 21-30 years.  

• Sex(M) ∧  Salary(high) - segment of all clients - 
men with high salary.  

• Sex(M) ∧  Salary(high) ∧  District(Prague, Plzen) - 
segment of all men with high salary living in Prague 
or in Plzen.  



   

 All segments - literals or conjunctions of literals can 
be coded in this way (the symbol ? stands for 
coefficient):  

• Age(?), Sex(?), Salary(?), District(?).  

• Age(?) ∧  Sex(?),  Age(?) ∧  Salary(?),        
Age(?) ∧  District(?),  Sex(?) ∧  Salary(?),  
Sex(?) ∧  District(?), Salary(?) ∧  District(?).  

• Age(?) ∧  Sex(?) ∧  Salary(?),                      
Age(?) ∧  Sex(?) ∧  District(?), 
Sex(?) ∧  Salary(?) ∧  District(?).  

• Age(?) ∧  Sex(?) ∧  Salary(?) ∧  District(?).  

We define the set of all interesting coefficients for 
each of literals Age(?), Sex(?), Salary(?) and  
District(?).  Further we show only one of many 
possibilities:   

• We use intervals of length 10 (i.e. sliding window 
of the length 10) for the attribute Age. The attribute 
Age has categories 21 – 67 thus 38 literals Age(?) 
are defined this way. All these literals are 
symbolically denoted by Age(int), 10 - 10. 

• We use all single categories (subsets consisting of 
one category) for the attribute Sex, symbolically 
Sex(*), 1 – 1. Two literals are defined this way. 

• We use all single categories for the attribute 
Salary, symbolically Salary(*), 1 – 1. Three literals 
are defined this way (there are categories low, awg 
and high). 

• We use all single categories and all pairs of 
categories (subsets with 1 - 2 categories) for the 
attribute District, symbolically District(*), 1 – 2. 
The attribute District has 77 categories thus 3 003 
literals District (?) are defined this way. 

We define all SEGMENT as antecedents - conjunctions 
of 1 – 4 literals. The total number of SEGMENTs 
defined this way is 1 060 477. 

Similarly we define the set of all TYPEs as all 
conjunction of 1 – 2 literals derived from attributes 
Amount and Payment. 

• We use all single categories (subsets consisting of 
one category) for the attribute Amount, 
symbolically Amount(*), 1 – 1. The attribute 
Amount has 6 categories (see above) thus 6 literals 
are defined this way. 

• We use all single categories for the attribute 
Payment, symbolically Payment(*), 1 – 1. The 
attribute Payment has 10 categories ((0,1>, (1,2>, 
…, (9,10>) thus 10 literals are defined this way. 

The total number of TYPEs  defined this way is 76. 
There are more about 80.5 millions of association rules 
SEGMENT ⇔0.95;30 Quality(bad) / TYPE defined 

this way. The overview of the input parameters of 4ft-
Miner is in Figure 2.  

 
Figure 2. – Overview of input parameters of  4ft-Miner 



   

 

The procedure generates and verifies all these 
association rules in about 13 minutes (Pentium III with 
128 MB). The result consists of 4 association rules   true 
in the data matrix Loans. An example of output                                                                                 
association rule is in Figure 3. It is the association rule  

District(Havlickuv Brod) ⇔1.0;30 Quality(bad) /  

Amount(100, 250) ∧  Payment (1,2) . 

 

 
Figure 3. –  Example of the output association rule 

 

5. Implementation of the 4ft-Miner  
 

Let us remember that the procedure 4ft-Miner mines 
for association rules Ant ≈ Suc and for conditional 
association rules Ant ≈ Suc / Cond. The Boolean 
attributes Ant, Suc and Cond are automatically generated 
conjunctions of literals. Ant is called antecedent, Suc is 
called succedent and Cond is called condition.  We will 
use the notion cedent to denote any of Boolean attributes 
antecedent, succedent or condition.   

A huge number of interesting association rules is 
usually defined by input parameters of 4ft-Miner. E.g. 
there are about 80.5 millions of the interesting association 
rules defined by parameters of 4ft-Miner in Fig. 2; see 
section 4.  The fast algorithm generating and verifying the 
huge number of association rules is crucial for reasonable 
work with 4ft-Miner. 

Two main principles are applied in 4ft-Miner: 

• Analysed data matrices are represented by suitable 
strings of bits; see section 5.1.  

• Various optimisation tools are applied in the depth 
first search for the prime association rules used see 
section 5.2. 

Let us remark that these principles were used already 
in the early implementations of the GUHA method [6].  

 
5.1. Applying strings of bits 

We use very simple example to show how the strings 
of bits are used to represent analysed data matrix and to 
compute four-fold tables in a very fast way. Let us 
suppose that we have data matrix MA with five objects 
and two attributes A and B see Table 4.  

OBJECT ID ATTRIBUTE A ATTRIBUTE B 
1 x p 
2 z p 
3 y q 
4 z p 
5 x q 

Table 4 - Data matrix MA with attributes A , B 



   

The attribute A has three possible values x, y and z. 
Thus the attribute A is represented by three literals (see 
section 3) A(x), A(y) and A(z)  in the way shown in the 
Table 5. Similarly the attribute B is represented by two 
literals B(p) and B(q).  

OBJEKT ID A B A(x) A(y) A(z) B(p) B(q) 
1 x p 1 0 0 1 0 
2 z p 0 0 1 1 0 
3 y q 0 1 0 0 1 
4 z p 0 0 1 1 0 
5 x q 1 0 0 0 1 

Table 5 – Representation of the attributes A, B by literals  
 

 Literals A(x), A(y), A(z) , B(p) and B(q) are Boolean 
attributes and thus they can be represented  by strings of 
bits. This representation makes possible to apply very fast 
bit operations AND and OR to compute strings of bits 
representing particular cedents Ant, Suc and Cond in 
association rules Ant ≈ Suc and Ant ≈ Suc / Cond . It is 
done in the way given by the following examples: 

• String of bits representing the literal A(x, y) is 
computed as disjunction A(x) OR A(y) of strings 
representing literals A(x) and A(y).  

• String of bits representing the cedent A(x, y) ∧  B(p) 
is computed as the conjunction A(x, y) AND B(p) of 
strings representing literals A(x, y) and B(p). 

The representation of cedents by strings of bits makes 
possible to compute frequencies of four-fold table. The 
operation Count(α) returns number of values 1 in the 
string α. We show how the frequencies a,b,c,d from the 
four-fold table 4ft(Ant, Suc, M) of Ant, Suc in the data 
matrix M  (see Table 6) are computed. This table is used 
in the verification of association rule Ant ≈ Suc in the 
data matrix M .  

 

M Suc ¬ Suc 

Ant a b 

¬ Ant c d 

Table 5 –  Four-fold table 4ft(Ant, Suc, M) of Ant, Suc in 
the data matrix M   

Let us suppose that the string of bits Ant represents the 
antecedent Ant and that the string of bits Suc represents 
the succedent Suc. Then the  particular frequencies are 
computed in the following way:  

 

• a = Count(Ant AND Suc) 
• b = Count(Suc) – a 
• c = Count(¬ Ant AND Suc) 
• d = n – a – b – c 

where n is the total number of rows in the data matrix M.  

The total size of memory required representing all the 
attributes by strings of bits if acceptable. There are eight 
attributes in the data matrix Loans see Figure 1. Particular 
attributes have various numbers of categories. The total 
size of memory necessary to represent all categories by 
corresponding strings of bits is shown in the Table 6. 
Several data matrices with various numbers of rows are 
considered.  
 

number of rows in data matrix Loans Atttribute # of 
ctg. 6 181 105 106 107 

Sex 2 2 KB 19 KB 190 KB 1.9 MB 
Salary 3 2 KB 38 KB 380 KB 3.8 MB 
Months 5 4 KB 63 KB 630 KB 6.3 MB 
Age 6 5 KB 75 KB 750 KB 7.5 MB 
Amount 6 5 KB 75 KB 750 KB 7.5 MB 
Payment 10 8 KB 128 KB 1.3 MB 12 MB 
District 77 60 KB 963 KB 9.6 MB 96 MB 

Total 109 84 KB 1.4 MB 14 MB 140 MB 

Table 6. – Memory necessary to represent particular    
attributes and the whole data matrix  

 
5.1. Search for Prime Association Rules 

 
The algorithm of generating and testing of association 

rules Ant ≈ Suc is outlined in Figure 4. The algorithm for 
conditional association rules Ant ≈ Suc / Cond is similar.  
 
ANTECEDENT := First_Relevant_Antecedent  
while not End_of_Antecedents  
  SUCCEDENT := First_Relevant_Succedent(ANTECEDENT) 
  while not End_of_Succedents(ANTECEDENT) 
   if True_Association_Rule(ANTECEDENT,SUCCEDENT)  
        then if Prime_Association_Rule(ANTECEDENT,SUCCEDENT)  
                then Output(ANTECEDENT,SUCCEDENT)  
    SUCCEDENT := Next_Succedent(ANTECEDENT,SUCCEDENT) 
  end while  
 ANTECEDENT := Next_Antecedent(ANTECEDENT) 
end while  

Figure 4. –  The algorithm of generating and 
testing of association rules 



   

The particular cedents (Ant, Suc and Cond) are 
generated “depth first”. Let us suppose that the set of 
interesting association rules is given according to the 
Figure 2., see section 4. It means e.g. that the procedure 
First_Relevant_Antecedent returns the antecedent 
Age<21,30>. The procedure Next_Antecedent then 
generates the sequence of antecedents outlined in the 
Figure 6.   

Age<21,30> ∧ Sex(M ) 
Age<21,30> ∧ Sex(M ) ∧ Salary(low) 
Age<21,30> ∧ Sex(M ) ∧ Salary(low)  
                                            ∧ District(Benesov, Brno) 
… 
Age<21,30> ∧ Sex(M ) ∧ Salary(low) ∧ District(Benesov,Zlin) 
… 
Age<21,30> ∧ Sex(M ) ∧ Salary(low)  
                                                    ∧ District(Brno, Chomutov) 
… 
Age<21,30> ∧ Sex(M ) ∧ Salary(low) ∧ District(Brno, Zlin ) 

…     … 

 
Figure 6. –  The sequence of antecedents generated by the 
procedure Next_Antecedent 

 
This way generation of cedents makes possible to use 

very effectively strings of bits representing literals and  
cedents. Further various ways of optimisations are used. 
We show two examples: 

 
• Let us suppose that we use the quantifier ⇔p;Base of 

double founded implication and that the number of 
rows in the analysed data matrix satisfying Ant is 
smaller than Base (Count(Ant) < Base). Then it has 
no sense to generate and verify any of association 
rules Ant ⇔p;Base Suc because it will be also 

a = Count(Ant AND Suc) < Base. Thus the condition 

Basep   a
c  b  a

a ≥∧≥
++

corresponding to 

⇔p;Base cannot be satisfied.    

• Let us suppose that we use the quantifier ⇒p;Base of 

founded implication and that the association rule 
Sex(M) ⇒p;Base District(Prague) is true. Then it 

has no sense to generate any of association rules 
Sex(M) ⇒p;Base District(Prague, *) because of 

each of these association rules will be true but it 
cannot be prime. Here * stands for any value of the 
attribute District. For example the association rule 
Sex(M) ⇒p;Base District(Prague, Plzen) is true but 

not prime, see the end of the section 3.  

6. Logical Properties of Association Rules  
 

The procedure 4ft – Miner deals with association rules 
defined in section 2. The definition of association rule can 
be done in very precise way such that the association rules 
can be understood as formulae of special logical calculus. 

Mathematical logic studies formal languages and 
formal data structures as their models. It is defined what 
does it mean that a sentence of formal language is 
true/false in a model. A very known example is first-order 
predicate calculus. There are lot of interesting results 
concerning universally valid formulas, deduction rules, an 
axiomatization, a decidability, etc. see e.g. [5], [12].  

Logical calculi formulae of which correspond to 
association rules were defined and studied e.g. in [2], [7], 
[8] and [9]. These logical calculi can be understood as 
modifications of classical predicate calculi. They differ 
from the classical predicate calculi in two features: (i) 
only finite models are allowed and (ii) 4ft-quantifiers are 
used.  

Important results concerning correct deduction rules 

of the form 
'' ψϕ

ψϕ
≈
≈

 were achieved. The deduction rule 

'' ψϕ
ψϕ

≈
≈

is correct if the following is satisfied for each 

data matrix M : If the association rule ϕ ≈ ψ is true in M 
then also the association rule ϕ’ ≈ ψ’ is true in M .  

An example of very simple correct deduction rule is 

deduction rule 
χψϕ

ψϕ
∨⇒

⇒

Basep

Basep

,

, . It says:  If the 

association rule ϕ ⇒p;Base ψ is true in M then also the 

association rule ϕ ⇒p;Base ψ ∨  χ is true in M .  

Correct deduction rules of the form 
'' ψϕ

ψϕ
≈
≈

 are used 

in procedure 4ft-Miner in two ways: 

• If it is known that the association rule ϕ ≈ ψ is true 
than it is not necessary to generate and test the 
association rules ϕ’ ≈ ψ’ because of they are sure 
true.  

• If it is known that ϕ ≈ ψ is true than it is not 
necessary to put into the output association rule ϕ’ ≈ 
ψ’ because of it is sure true. This approach but 
requires only transparent deduction rules.  



   

Let us remark that deduction rules not only of the 

form 
'' ψϕ

ψϕ
≈
≈

 are used in the procedure 4ft-Miner.  

Various classes of 4ft-quantifiers can be defined e.g. 
implication 4ft-quantifiers, double implication 4ft-
quantifiers and equivalency 4ft-quantifiers.  

For all quantifiers used in the procedure 4ft-Miner 
there is a relatively simple condition equivalent to the fact 

that the deduction rule 
'' ψϕ

ψϕ
≈
≈

is correct [8]. This 

condition depends on the class the quantifier ≈ belongs to. 
The condition concerns a propositional formula Φ(ϕ, ψ, 
ϕ’, ψ’) derived from Boolean attributes ϕ, ψ, ϕ’, ψ’. 

Deduction rule 
'' ψϕ

ψϕ
≈
≈

is correct if and only if the 

formula Φ(ϕ, ψ , ϕ’, ψ’) is a tautology of propositional 
calculus. A more detailed description of properties of 
deduction rules concerning association rules is out of 
range of this paper. 
 
7. Multi-relational association rules 

We outline a definition of multi-relational association 
rules. We use two simple relations (i.e. data matrices):  
Loans (see Fig. 1) and Transactions (see Fig. 4).  

Trans. Client T_Amount Type Bank Account Date 
1 1 1 500 TX A  A17  20001231 
2 1 300 TY B B21 20010102 
... ... ... ... ... ... ... 

199 1 875 TZ A A31 20020210 
200 1 349 TY D D12 20010227 
201 2 1 200 TU A A17 20001231 
202 2 680 TX E E23 20010102 
... ... ... ... ... ... ... 

299 2 240 TW  B B14 ... 
300 2 5440 TY A A17 20010227 
... ... ... ... ... ... ... 
... ... ... ... ... ... ... 
... ... ... ... ... ... ... 

500 001 6181 2 400 TZ F F54 20000324 
500 002 6181  760 TU F F54 20000401 
500 003 6181 5 430 TV Z Z19 20000419 

... ... ... ... ... ... ... 
500 149 6181 4 540 TY A A23 20020211 
500 150 6181 2 400 TZ C C12 20020214 

               Figure 4 – Data matrix Transactions 

Each client having a row in the data matrix Loans (see 
Figure 1) has several dozens of transactions described in 
the data matrix Transactions. The client number 1 has 200 
transactions:  1, …, 200. The client number 2 has 100 
transactions:  201, …, 300 and the client number 6181 has 
150 transactions 500 002 – 500 150. Let us remark that 
the data matrices are related by the attribute Client. The 
attribute Client can be understood as a function from data 
matrix Transaction to data matrix Loans. It assigns a row 
from data matrix Loans to each row of data matrix 
Transactions.  

Each transaction is described by 5 attributes. The 
attribute T_Amount describes amount of transferred 
money (in CZK).   The attribute Type describes the type 
of transaction. There are 6 types of transactions. The 
attribute Bank describes the bank from/to the transaction 
goes; there are 26 particular banks A, …, Z. The attribute 
Account describes the account of the bank from/to the 
transaction goes. There are several dozens of accounts in 
each bank. The attribute Date gives the date of the 
transaction in the format YYYYMMDD.  

Various attributes concerning particular clients can be 
derived from transactions. An example is the attribute 
Average[Client; T_Amount; Bank(A)]. The value of the 
attribute Average[Client; T_Amount; Bank(A)])] for the 
client 1 is the average of values of the attribute 
T_Amount for all transactions concerning the client 1 
(i.e. transactions 1, … 200) such that the value of the 
attribute Bank is A. The value of the attribute 
Average[Client; T_Amount; Bank(A)])] for other clients 
is defined analogously.  

The attribute Average[Client; T_Amount; Bank(A)])]  
can be used in the tasks similar to the task solved in 
section 4. We can define new categories small, average, 
high and very high e.g. as intervals <0,1 000), <1000, 
5000), <5000, 10000), <10 000, inf.). These 
transformations can be done by the module DataSource, 
see section 4.  

 The attribute Average[Client; T_Amount; Bank(A)] 
is defined using two relations (i.e. data matrices) Loans 
and Transaction connected by the function Client (see 
above). Thus the association rule  

District(Prague) ∧  Average[Client; T_Amount; 
Bank(A)](small) ⇒

0.95;30
 Quality(bad) 

concerning data matrix Loans can be understood as a 
multi-relational association rule. It means that at least 95 
per cent of clients living in Prague and having small 
average amount of transactions with bank A have bad 
quality of loans and that there are at least 30 such clients. 



   

Let us remark that there are 26 banks A, B, …, Z. 
Thus we can define further 25 analogous attributes 
Average[Client; T_Amount; Bank(B)] ,…, 
Average[Client; T_Amount; Bank(Z)].   The set of all 26 
such defined attributes can be coded by Average[Client; 
T_Amount; Bank(?)]. This set is called a family of 
attributes (at data matrix Loans) defined by the function. 
There are various ways how to define further families of 
attributes:  

We can use more attributes instead of the attribute 
Bank. An example is the attribute  

Average[Client; T_Amount; TYPE(TX), Bank(A)]. 
The value of the attribute  

Average[Client; T_Amount; TYPE(TX), Bank(A)] 
for the client 1 is the average of values of the attribute 
T_Amount for all transactions concerning the client 1 
(i.e. transactions 1, … 200) such that the value of the 
attribute Bank is A and the value of the attribute TYPE is 
TX. There are 26 particular banks and 6 particular types 
of transactions. Thus the family of attributes 
Average[Client; T_Amount; TYPE(?), Bank(?)] has  
156 members. 

We can also use further functions e.g. Sum, Min etc. 
to define further families of attributes   
Sum[Client; T_Amount; TYPE(?), Bank(?)], 
Min[Client; T_Amount; TYPE(?), Bank(?)] etc. 

We can also use 4ft-quantifier to define family of 
attributes. We show only very simple example. Let us 
start with the conditional association rule  

Bank(A)  ⇒
0.8;10 Account(A17) / Client(1). 

This conditional association rule concerns the data 
matrix Transactions. It is true if the association rule 
Bank(A) ⇒

0.8;10 Account(A17) is true in the data matrix 

Transactions / Client(1) (see the end of section 2). In 
other words the association rule  

Bank(A)  ⇒
0.8;10 Account(A17) / Client(1) 

is true if at least 80 per cent of transactions of the client 1 
with the bank A concerns account A17 and if there are at 
least 10 such transactions.  

Let us emphasize that the association rule  
Bank(A)  ⇒

0.8;10 Account(A17) / Client(1) 

defines a Boolean value  for the client 1. Thus this way 
we can define a Boolean attribute 
Bank(A) ⇒

0.8;10 Account(A17) on the data matrix Loans. 

The value of the attribute Bank(A)⇒
0.8;10

Account(A17) 

for the object – client C is the value of the conditional 
association rule Bank(A)⇒

0.8;10
Account(A17) /Client(C) 

in the data matrix Transactions. 

Let us suppose that we defined the set SET_IR of 
interesting association rules (not conditional) on the data 
matrix Transactions by means of 4ft-Miner (see section 
3). Each association rule α ∈ SET_IR defines a Boolean 
attribute B_α on data matrix Loans. The value of Boolean 
attribute B_α for the client C is equal to the value of 
conditional association rule α / Client(C) on the data 
matrix Transactions. The set of all Boolean attributes B_α 
is called family of attributes (at data matrix Loans) 
defined by the 4ft-quantifier. 

Attributes that are members of families of attributes 
defined by the function and of families of attributes 
defined by the 4ft-quantifier are called multi-relational 
attributes. We can define the set of interesting multi-
relational association rules by modification of the 
definition of the set of interesting association rules given 
in section 3. The precise definition is out of range of this 
paper. We only outline main features of such definition: 

• Two data matrices are given: parent data matrix (e.g. 
Loans) and child data matrix (e.g. Transactions). 
There is a function assigning a row from the child 
data matrix to each row of the parent data matrix. 
(The attribute Client realizes this function for the 
matrices Transactions and Loans.) 

• At least one family of attributes at the parent data 
matrix is defined using the child data matrix.  

• Definition of all antecedents to be generated consists 
of: 

 A list of attributes and families of attributes from 
which literals of antecedent will be generated,  

 Simple definition of the set of all literals to be 
generated from each attribute and from each 
family of attributes.  

 Minimal and maximal number of literals in 
antecedent.  

• Definitions of all succedents and of all conditions be 
automatically generated are analogous. 

There are some activities concerning modification of 
the procedure 4ft-Miner such that the modified procedure 
will mine for multi relational association rules. It is 
important that main tools used in the original 4ft-Miner 
can be applied (namely representation of analysed data by 
suitable strings of bits).  

Let us also mention that multi-relational association 
rules can be understood as formulae of special logical 
calculus. The association rules can be understood as 
formulae of modified predicate calculi (see previous 



   

section).  The multi-relational association rules can be 
understood as formulae of modified many – sorted 
predicate calculi. There are also interesting logical 
properties of calculi of multi-relational association rules 
analogous to logical properties of association rules [7], [8] 
and [9]. 
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Abstract 
This paper provides a tutorial about the numerous methods which have been developed and used for sampling in statistics.    
The main focus of this paper is to provide basic definitions or procedures for each sampling technique, to determine the 
sample sizes required by each of the various techniques, and to give some important statistical features, particularly the 
sample mean and variance, that can characterize the properties of the population and help us to make decisions.  Most of 
the material included in this paper is abstracted out from standard graduate texts and rewritten for tutorial purposes.  The 
paper is not only intended as a tutorial of sampling techniques, but also as an introduction into the basic elements of 
sampling theory. 
 
1. Introduction 
Data mining is a set of methods or procedures for 
extracting and processing previously unknown, 
incomprehensible, and un-actionable information from a 
large database to make certain critical business decisions.  
Data mining is often used in the knowledge discovery 
process to distinguish previously unknown relationships 
and patterns within a data set.  Specially, it is applied to a 
large database and used to make important decisions.  

Data mining techniques have been widely used in the 
business, industry, government agencies, and other 
organizations for sampling and processing data, and 
making decisions.  In business, a marketing company may 
use them to develop a model to determine how many 
customers will respond to telephone solicitation based on 
previous information found in their database.  In industry, 
a manufacturer may analyze a set of sensor data to isolate 
conditions that lead to termination of a non-profitable 
production.  In a government agency, law enforcement 
agents can sift through the records of financial transactions 
looking for patterns that can indicate money laundering, 
drug smuggling, or other criminal activity.  A nonprofit 
organization can use its previous donation records to 
predict the incoming year’s fund raising. 

The goals of data mining are to create a model, a set of 
executable codes that can be used to score a database, to 
perform some classification and estimation for prediction.  
In addition, we will obtain a more complete understanding 
by uncovering patterns and relationships for descriptive 
purposes.  In order to achieve this properly, efficiently, and 
accurately, we need to select data correctly, effectively, 
and exactly.  Therefore, various sampling techniques 
techniques should be used.  In order to do these correctly, 
sampling techniques should be applied properly.   

This paper addresses various sampling techniques that are 
commonly used in data mining.  We will begin by 
generally introducing sampling techniques including the 
purpose and procedures of each.  Next, we will review two 
basic sampling techniques, simple random sampling and 
sampling proportions and percentages. After we study 
estimations of sampling sizes, we then investigate more 
advanced sampling techniques such as stratified random 
sampling, systematic sampling, and cluster sampling. 
 
2.  Sampling Techniques 
The importance of sampling and data mining is widely 
recognized and has been very widely adopted with a long 
history of application in business, industry, government 
agencies, and nonprofit organizations.   

In the last thirty years the most important feature in 
sampling has been the rapid increase in the number and 
types of surveys taken by sampling. For example, the 
Statistical Office of the United Nations publishes reports 
from time to time on "Sample Surveys of Current Interest" 
conducted by member countries.  The 1968 report lists 
surveys from 46 countries. Many of these surveys seek 
information of obvious importance to national planning on 
topics such as agricultural production and the use of land, 
percentage of unemployment and the potential size of the 
labor force, industrial production, retail and wholesale 
prices, health status of people, and family incomes and 
expenditures.  But more specialized inquiries can also be 
found over time such as: annual leave arrangements, 
causes of divorce, rural debt and investment, household 
water consumption, holiday spending, age structure of 
cows, and job vacancies for various countries.   

2.1 Advantages of sampling 

Sampling has become to play a prominent part in national 
decennial census.  In the United States a 5% sampling was 



introduced in the 1940 National Census by asking persons 
or about one person from 1240.  Surveys used to provide 
facts bearing on sales and advertising policy in market 
research may employ samples of only a few thousand.  For 
the same reason, the data can be collected and summarized 
more quickly with a sample than with a complete count. 
This is a vital consideration when the information is 
urgently needed. 

Sampling, when properly conducted, can provide 
numerous advantages over a complete census.  However, 
in the most cases, it is necessary to study a number of 
samples of information that we collect.  The advantages of 
sampling as compared with complete census are given as 
follows: 

Lower cost 
If information is extracted from a small fraction of all 
census data, the cost will be much smaller than the cost of 
conducting of entire complete census.  In the U.S., the 
most important recurrent survey, the decennial census, 
usually samples one person out of 1,240.  In business, a 
marketing research firm could use samples sizes of only a 
few thousand. 

Higher speed 
Using sampling techniques, data can be collected and 
analyzed much faster than with a complete census.  This is 
a particularly necessary consideration when the 
information is urgently needed.  

Wider scope 
In many cases, a complete census is not possible to 
implement.  The remaining selection lies between 
obtaining the information by sampling or not at all.  Thus, 
sampling surveys have more scope and flexibility 
regarding the types of information that can be obtained.  
On the other hand, if accurate information is desired for 
many subdivisions of the population, the sample size 
needed to do the job is sometimes so large that a complete 
enumeration offers the best solution. 

Better accuracy  
Because personnel of higher quality can be employed and 
given intensive training and because more careful 
supervision of the field work and processing of results 
becomes feasible when the volume of work is reduced, a 
sample may produce more accurate results than the results 
of a complete enumeration.  
Sampling procedures differ greatly in their complexity.  To 
take a sample from 10,000 records, neatly arranged and 
numbered in a file, is an easy task.  It is another matter to 
sample international refugee community residences with 
many different spoken languages and dialects, which are 
very suspicious of an inquisitive stranger.  This makes the 
sampling survey very difficult. The principal steps in a 
conducting a sample is discussed in the following headings. 

2.2 Objectives of the sampling 

A precise statement of the objectives is greatly helpful for 
sampling.  Otherwise, it is easy to forget the objectives in a 
complex survey when engaged in the details of planning 
work.  It can cause the decision making at variance with 
the original objectives.  Other objective includes: 

Population to be sampled 
The word population is used to denote the aggregate from 
which the sample is chosen, usually stored in a file in a 
given database.  The definition of the population may 
present no problem; for example, when a sampling a batch 
of electronic parts in order to estimate the average lifespan 
of the parts.  In sampling a population of factories, on the 
other hand, one needs a definition for a factory, and 
borderline cases may arise. The definition must be usable 
in practice: in particular, in data mining issues that will 
determine which database and files should be sampled 
without any hesitation.  The file to be sampled should 
coincide with the population about which we want 
information.   Sometimes, for reasons of practicability or 
convenience, the sampled population is more restricted 
than the target population. Therefore, any supplementary 
information from some other files that can be gathered 
about the nature of the differences between sampled and 
target population may be helpful. 

Data to be collected 
In general, collecting data can be done in two ways: one 
sampling from data file of a database and the other from 
the returning questionnaires of a survey sampling.  In both 
cases, it is necessary to verify that all the data are relevant 
to the purposes of the sampling and that no essential data 
are omitted.  In a survey sampling, if a conductor asks too 
many and overlong questions that will lower the quality of 
the answers to important as well as unimportant questions.  

Degree of precision desired 
Sometime the results of data mining and sample surveys 
are subject to some uncertainty because only part of the 
file and population has been measured and because of 
errors of measurement.  This uncertainty can be reduced 
by taking larger samples and by using superior instruments 
of measurement.  To accomplish this, it usually costs more 
money and time.  Therefore, the specification of the degree 
of precision that we want in the final results is a crucial 
step. 

The purpose of this paper is to give a briefly discuss 
various sampling techniques that may be suitable for use in 
data mining.  We will begin with simple random sampling 
that generates a sample of n units out of N such that every 
one in the sample has an equal chance of being drawn.   
We then will study sampling proportions and percentages, 
estimations of sample size, stratified random sampling, 
systematic sampling, and finally we will study cluster 
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sampling; it use the available information that could 
achieve a greater precision. 
 

(2) ,XE =  the xN  is an unbiased estimate of the 
population total X. 

3.  Simple Random Sampling 
The simple random sampling is a method of selecting n 
units out of the N such that each of the C distinct 
samples has an equal chance of being drawn.  In the actual 
practice a simple random sample is drawn unit by unit.  
The units in the population are numbered from 1 to N.  A 
series of random numbers between 1 and N is then 
generated by means of a computer program called random 
number generator that produces such a list.  At any draw 
the process used must give an equal chance of selection to 
any number in the population not already drawn.  The units 
that associate these n numbers constitute the sample.  
Hence all distinct samples have an equal chance of 
being selected by this method. 
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3.1 Some basic estimates (5)  Unbaised estimates of variances of x  and N x  are 
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3.3 Random sampling with replacement 
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(5) The variance of the in a finite population is usually 
defined as  
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4. Sampling Proportions and Percentages 
In many cases, we wish to estimate the total number of a 
proportion or the percentage of units in the population that 
have some special properties of our interested.   Many of 
the results from survey and censuses are interested in these 
measures.  Consider a population consists of two groups G 

the is used by those who approach sampling theory 
by means of the analysis of variance. 

2S

3.2 Properties 



and G’ or defect and non-defect D and D’, respectively.  
Let A be the number of units in G and let a be the number 
of units in the sample.  Proportions of units in population 
and sample are P = A/N and p = a / n, respectively. 
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4.2 Properties 
(1) The sample proportion p = a/n is an unbiased estimate 

of the population proportion P = A/N. The sample estimate of P is p, and the sample estimate of 
A is Np.  Parameters of binomial distribution is often used 
to estimates a and p.  For a finite population, the exact 
distribution for this category data objects is a hyper-
geometric distribution. 

(2)  If p and P are the sample and population percentages, 
respectively, for the group G.  The variance of p is 
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==       (4.7) 4.1 Some basic Estimates  

(1)   Population and sample means Two important distributions, the binomial and the hyper-
geometric distributions can characterize the properties of 
sampling proportions and percentages. 

For a given unit x in the sample or population, we 
define   

i

4.3 The binomial distribution 
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Let consider a sampling of n number of units we want to 
be selected from the population of size N, and satisfies the 
following four conditions: 

Thus, the population mean and the sample mean are 
given 

(1) Each selection unit must belong to either G or G’. 
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(2) The probability that a unit is selected from G is the 

same at each selection. 
(3) There are n selections and n is a constant. 
(4) All these n selections are independent.   (2) Population and sample standard errors  

        The probability function satisfies above conditions is 
called the binomial distribution.  
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 where the a is the number of units in the sample and were 
in the group G. = .1,
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The mean and the variance of the binomial distribution 
random variable X are E(X) = np and V(X) = npq, 
respectively. 
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     (4.3) 4.4 The hypergeometric distribution 

Another important discrete probability distribution 
function is the hypergeometric distribution.  Both the 
binomial and hypergeometric distributions have 
applications in the manufacture quality control.   

 

where q          
   

.1 p−=

(3) The variance of p Let us consider a sampling from finite population of N 
objects which can be classified according to some 
characteristic into M of one group and N – M of another.  
For example, we might partition manufactured items as 
defective and non-defective items.  Consider n be the 
number of sample size; the total number of possible 
samples of size is given by .  The number of samples 

which will contain exactly x defectives is C  
which is the product of the number of ways x defectives 
can be selected from the M defectives present and the 
number of ways in which the remaining (n – x) non-
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(4) The variance of in the group G Np
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(5) An unbiased estimate of the variance of p from the 
sample. 



defective can be chosen from (N – M) non-defective items.  
Then the probability that the selection of x defective items 
out of sample size is defined by the following probability 
mass function: 
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where x = 0, 1, 2,…, n. 

The mean of a hypergeometric random variable X is  
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Similarly, the variance of X can be shown to be 
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Consider a special case, we set n = N, we have 
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For a special case, if the sampling is done with 
replacement, then X would be a binomial random variable 
with parameters n and p = M/N, then the mean E(X) = np = 
nM/N and the variance  
 

V(X) = npq = n (M / N)(N - M) / N.        (4.13)
  

5. The Estimation of Sampling Size 
In a sampling plan, it is necessary to determine the size of 
the sample.  This decision is very important.  If the sample 
is too large that may wastes the resources; if the sample is 
too small that will decrease the accuracy of information.  
To estimate the sample size, we may consider the criteria 
in selection of sample size and then start to process then to 
do the sampling. 

(1)  There must have a clear statement that states the 
expectation of the sample.  The statement should 
include the desired precisions of some parameters.  

(2)   An equation that characterize the sample size n and    
the desired precision of certain parameters.  The 
equation may contain some other parameters of the 
population.  

5.1 Examples 

(1)  A simple example 
A public school teacher is preparing a study of 
percentage of students taking breakfast before come to 

school in his school district.  In this case, it is feasible 
that the teacher may take a simple random sample for 
his study.  How large should the sample be?  If the 
percentage of having breakfast is corrected within 
±5%, it is feasible for his study.   In this situation, if 
the sample shows 48% to have breakfast, the 
percentage for the whole school district is sure to lie 
between 43% and 53%. 
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If we assume that σ(p) = 5/2, then n = 4PQ/25.  For 
any value of P between 40 and 60, the product PQ is 
about 2400, the n = 384.  For more conservative we 
may take n = 400.  

(2) The formula for n in sampling for proportions 
Consider units are classified into two classes, G and 
G’, some maximum error d in estimated proportion p 
of units in class G has been assigned, and there is a 
small risk probability α that the actual error is larger 
than d, thus we have the probability 

α=≥− )( dPpPr     (5.2) 

For simple random sampling and p is taken as 
normally distributed.  From the last section we have  
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Hence, the formula that connects n with the desired 
degree of precision is  

n
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where t is the abscissa of the normal curve that cuts 
off the α at the tail end.  Solve for n and we have 
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For practical use, we may take p of P substituted in 
the above formula.  If N is large, let  
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and this is called initial estimate.  Hence, 



Example:  Evergreen Nursery is producing southern pines 
for sale.  It is often to estimate its healthy products in the 
late winter in order to accept orders.  The data were 
obtained from a bed of southern pine seedlings 1 foot wide 
and 400 feet long.  The sampling unit was 1 foot of the 
length of the bed, so that N = 400.  By completion the 
observation of the bed, it is found that =X 19, 

86.3.  With simple random sampling, how many 
units must be taken to estimate 

=2S
X  within 10% apart from 

a chance of 1 in 20?  By the formulas above , we have   
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Consider a similar example as in (1), let  
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If the population of students in the school distract is 
4000, then  
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Hence,  (3) The formula for n in with continuous data In the 
continuous case, we want to control the relative error r 
in the estimated population total or mean.  For a 
simple random sample having mean ,x  we wish 
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6. Stratified Random Sampling ( α=≥−=
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A stratified sampling of population size of N units is first 
divided it into subpopulations of N units 
respectively. These subpopulations are non-overlapping, 
and together they compose of the whole population, so that 

LNN ,...,, 21to be a small probability.  We assume that x is 
normally distributed, from Section 3, we have 
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The subpopulations are called strata and each of these 
subpopulations is called a stratum. To obtain the full 
benefit from stratification, the values of the N  must be 
known.  When the strata have been determined, a sample is 
drawn from each stratum, the drawings being made 
independently in different strata.  The sample sizes within 
each stratum are denoted by n respectively.  If 
a simple random sample is taken in each stratum, the 
whole procedure is as stratified random sampling.  
Stratified random sampling is a common sampling 
technique.  There are many reasons for this; the principal 
ones are the following. 
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Hence, solving for n, we have 
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(1)  If the precision of known data are wanted for certain                       
subdivisions of the population, it is advisable to treat 
each subdivision as a population in its own right. For the first approximation we take  

 (2)   For some administrative convenience, it may dictate 
the use of stratification; for example, the agency 
conducting the survey may have regional offices, each 
of which can supervise the survey for a part of its own 
population. 
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Hence,  
(3)  Sampling problems may differ from different parts of 

the population.  In exampling human populations, 
people living in institutions (e.g., dormitory, hotels, 
hospitals, prisons) are often placed in a different 
stratum from people living in ordinary homes because 
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a different approach to the sampling is appropriate for 
the two situations. In sampling businesses we may 
possess a list of the large firms, which are placed in a 
separate stratum from ordinary smaller firms.  Some 
type of area sampling may have to be used for the 
smaller firms. 
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where )( ixV is the variance of ix over repeated samples 
from all stratum. 

Theorem 6.3. The variance of the estimate stx  is 
(4)  Stratified random sampling may produce a better 

precision in the estimates of characteristics of the 
whole population. It may possible to divide the whole 
heterogeneous population into subpopulations, each of 
which is internally homogeneous. 
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6.1 Properties of estimates 

The population mean of all units, the estimate in stratified 
sampling is 6.2 The estimated variance and confidence limits 

If a simple random sample is taken within each strata over 
the population, an unbiased estimate of is 2
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where 
N
N i

i =W is called self-weight sample.   
Therefore, we have the theorem 
 

The sample mean is Theorem 6.4. An unbiased estimate of the variance of 
stx is 
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or  
and in every stratum the correct weight   
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 Theorem 6.1. If the sample estimate ix of every 
stratum is unbiased estimate, then stx is an unbiased 
estimate of the population mean X . 

The confidence intervals for population mean and for 
population total are given 
 

( stststst xtNsxNandxtsx )±± )( ,  respectively. (6.11) Proof. 
  In these two formulas, we assume that the stx is normally 

distributed, )( stxs is the standard error of stx , and t is the 
standard score of the normal distribution. 
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6.3 Estimating sample size with continuous data The population mean X  is 
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Formulas for estimated sample sizes can be considered by 
two different cases, one from the estimation of population 
mean and the other from the estimation of the total 
population. 

  (1) Sample size from the estimation of the population 
mean Theorem 6.2. If the samples are drawn independently 

in different strata,  
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Consider be the estimate of and let is iS .nnii =w   From 
the Theorem 6.3 
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From this equation we may solve for n and obtain the 
following formula: 

The sample size 
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The department of education in a southern state is planning 
to estimate the total enrollments for the next academic year 
in order to determine the number of new teachers need.  
The state has six school districts each of them naturally 
forms a stratum.  Each district has various numbers of 
schools from the smallest 13 to the largest 72.  The data for 
estimating sample size are given. 
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Stratum                    s                           iN i ii sN in

1 14 325 4550 9 
2 17 190 3230 7 
3 25 190 4750 10 
4 26 189 4914 10 
5 42 83 3486 9 
6 73 85 6205 13 

For more convenient, consider presumed optimum 
allocation with fixed n:  iii sWw ∝
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n          (6.14)    Total    197                                27135          58 
 
The target is a coefficient of variation of 5%in estimated 
total enrollment.  The current enrollment is 56,500 pupils.  
Thus the desired standard error is For proportional allocation with fixed .NNWw iii ==  

The initial approximation proportion (0.05)(56500) = 2825 
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First, we estimate the initial approximation . 0n
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(2) Sample size from the estimation of the population 
total 

The general formula; 
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Hence,   
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For fixed n  
A sample size of 58 is chosen.  The sample of each stratum 



3. The systematic sample is spread more evenly over the 
population, and this fact has sometimes made 
systematic sampling considerably more precise than 
stratified random sampling.  Sometimes, we may take 
the sample at the center element of each stratum.  We 
consider that that the data at the central location is 
often better representing its group that a random 
selected one.  

is provided in the tale above. 

(3) What are problems that suitable use stratified 
random sampling?  

Examples that suitable using stratified random sampling 
are schools in surveys in the number of students, 
supermarkets in surveys of number of employees, hospitals 
in surveys of number of beds, income tax in surveys of the 
among of taxable incomes, and farms surveys in the size of 
acreages or gross incomes. 7.1 Estimated mean and its variance 

Let syx be the mean of a systematic sample, k be the 
number of clusters each containing n elements and N = nk.  
It is easy to verify that syx is an unbiased estimate of X .   

(4)   Conditions that give large gains in precision 

It is natural to ask a question like under what conditions 
that can give large gains in precision for the stratified 
random sampling.  The following three conditions are 
probably the answer for this question.  (1) The variance of the mean of a systematic sample 

The variance of the mean of a systematic sample is 1. The population is composed of institution varying 
widely in size. 
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the size of institutions. 

where  3. A good measure of size is available for setting up the 
strata. 
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7.   Systematic Sampling 

and ix is called the mean of the mean of the i-th sample. This method of sampling is quite different from a simple 
random sampling.  We may consider the N units in the 
population are numbered 1 to N in some order. To select a 
sample of n units, we take a unit at random from the first k 
units and every k-th unit thereafter.  For instance, if k is 20 
and if the first unit drawn is number 7, the subsequent 
units are numbers 27, 47, 67, and so on. The selection of 
the first unit determines the whole sample. This type is 
called an every k-th systematic sample.  Actually, a 
systematic sample is a simple random sample of one 
cluster unit from a population of k cluster units.  The 
advantages of this method over simple random sampling 
are as follows. 

(2) Relation between the mean of systematic sample 
and the mean of a simple random sample  

The mean of systematic sample is more precise than the 
mean of a simple random sample if and only if 

22 SS wsy >   

This is an important result and it applies to general cluster 
sampling. The proof of this result can be found in a 
standard graduate textbook.   

7.2  Relation with other samplings 
1.  It is easier to draw a sample without mistakes and 

substantial saving in time.   
We like to use the example from Cochran’s Sampling 
Techniques, third edition pages 210-211, to compare the 
variances of the three sampling techniques, simple random 
sampling, stratified sampling, and systematic sampling.  
The data are from a small population with steady rising 
trend with N = 40, k = 10, and n = 4. 

2.  The systematic sampling seems likely to be more 
precise than simple random sampling. In effect, it 
stratifies the population into n strata, the sample 
consists of the first k units, the second k units, and so 
on.  Systematic sample numbers             

Strata  1     2    3     4     5     6     7     8    9   10   Means We might therefore expect the systematic sample to be 
about as precise as the corresponding stratified 
random sample with one unit per stratum. The 
difference is that with the systematic sample the units 
occur at the same relative position in the stratum.   

 1  0     1     1     2     5     4     7     7     8     6      4.1 
 2       6     8     9   10   13   12   15   16    16   17   12.1 
 3     18   19   20   20   24   23   25   28   29   27   23.3 
 4     26   30   31   31   33   32   35   37   38   38   33.1 
 Total 50   58   61   63   75   71   82   88   91   88   72.7 



Analysis Variances df   ss   ms where NXX /=  is the population mean per cluster unit. 

Between rows   3   4828.3   8.2 Simple random sample of clusters-ratio to size 
estimate  

Within strata         36     485.5         13.49 =  2
wstS

Let  be the total number of elements in the 

population.  Consider a ratio estimate , the 
sample mean per element and the population ratio 
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≈   (8.4) These results indicate that both systematic random 
sampling and stratified sample are much more effective 
than simple random sampling. 

8.3 Sampling with probability proportional to size  
8. Cluster Sampling In a cluster sampling, usually to select the units with 

probabilities proportional to their sizes , this method 
can be illustrated by the following. 

iMThe cluster sampling is to study some of numerous 
methods of sample selection and estimation that have been 
produced for cluster units of unequal size. Unit   Size M        Range i ∑ iM
8.1 Simple random sample of clusters-unbiased 
estimate     1      10      10   1-10 

   2        5      15   11-15 
   3      13      28   16-28 Let be the number of elements in the i-th unit.  We 

want to estimate the population total X of that is an 
unbiased estimate of X 

iM

ijx
   4      20      48   29-48 

To select a unit is to draw a random number between 1 and 
48.  If a random number 20 is drawn, it falls in the unit 3, 
which covers from numbers 16 to 28, inclusive.  With this 
method, the probability that any unit is selected is 
proportional to its unit size. 
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 where is the item total for the ith cluster unit. ix
9. Conclusion  

For a simple random sample of size n of N population units, 
an unbiased estimate of X is given In this tutorial paper, we have briefly introduced various 

sampling techniques that are often used in the data mining 
for processing data objects and making business decisions.  
Our focus was to provide basic definitions or procedures 
for each sampling technique, to determine the sample sizes 
of various techniques, and to give some important 
statistical features, particularly the sample mean and 
variance that can characterize the properties of the 
population.  
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    (8.3) Statistical sampling theory is probably one of the oldest 
branches of statistics.  In the last century, there has been 



much progress in its application and theory.  In the early 
twentieth century, much new theory was developed and 
applied in the survey of social, economic, , and agricultural 
data for conducting statistical analysis and making 
decisions.  In the second half of the twentieth century, 
survey sampling techniques have been used to solve 
quality control problems and in clinical trial studies of new 
medicines.  During the last ten years, sampling techniques 
have been widely used in the data mining and 
bioinformatics areas.  

Due to the page limitations, we are not able to cover all 
currently available sampling techniques for this tutorial. 
For those interested audiences, please reference some of 
the standard graduate level textbooks on sampling theory.  
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ë�îµæ�õ³õ�ã�ñ�ò¿à.óhá�ë�ã)�*æ
ètú�îñIà.äÎã)�*ó"õÀæ�ë8ëûà\ë�çoè�õÀæ7ä8é�à!çoî)æ7é�à\ë ü�+aá
ó"ãMèOë�çoëûá8ëã)�Añ�ã7á�ø �M¢²Å ��± �± �³�J���h¤ Ì ±��7�f¤¦�7� êOâCøOçoó�ø�í�à á�à ä8îµç³èOà.ë
á�øOàó"õÀæ�ë8ë�à.ëCã)��á�ø�àã�ñ�ò¿à\óhá8ë�ã;�rçoèRá�à ä8à.ëûá.ê�æ7èOí ��¢¦Å �8± �C�³�\±��?�ª¤®¯
� �?�Q¤¦�?� ê�âCøOçoó�ø�çÀí�à èRá8ç¨öOà\ë!á8ø�à
ì�ãMë�ç¨á8ç³ãMèOëmã;�ræ7õoõÇá8ø�à�ãMñ�ò¿à.ó"á8ë
çoèÉá�ø�àÊõoæ�ä�éMà½çoî)æ7éMà.ë.ü 9 ø�çÀë�ìOä�ãMñ�õ³à.î çÀë�æ�õoë�ãcåtè�ã?âCèiæ�ë
¬W���ª�f¤¦± �³�?�8���M¢²Å ��± �C¥M�"�«��±"�Q¤¦�?� ü

� à ä��²ã�ä8îµæ�èOó"à ç³è ãMñ�ò¿à.ó"á îµçoè�çoè�é857í�à"á8à.óhá8ç³ãMè çÀë
îµà.æMëûú�ä8à.í ñ8� í�à"á8à.ó"á�çoã�èïä8æ7á�à æ7èOí �¦æ7õÀëûà æ�õoæ�ä�îôä�æ?á8à�ü
9 ø�à�í�à"á�à\óhá8ç³ãMèÍä�æ?á8à)çoë#á�ø�à�ètú�îñIà.ä�ã)�+ãMñ�ò¿à.ó"á8ë
ó ã�ä8ä�à\óhá�õ��
ä8à ì�ã�ä�á�à.í æMë æ,ìIà.ä8ó à èRá8æ�é�à�ã;�Éá�øOà�á�ã7á�æ7õ ètú�îñIà.äÏã)�
ä8à.æ7õNã�ñ�ò¿à.óhá�ë�æ7èOí �¦æ7õÀëûà,æ7õÀæ7ä8î ä8æ7á�à�çoë2á8ø�à,èRúOî�ñ�à ä
ã;�£èOã�è�%aã�ñ�ò¿à\óhá�ëcç³èIó"ã�ä8ä8à.óhá8õ-�yä8à ì�ã�ä�á�à.í æMë ãMñ�ò¿à.ó"á8ëZæMëZæ
ì�à ä�ó"à èRá�æ7é�àÐã;�#á�øOà£á�ã�á8æ�õmètú�îñIà.ädã)�
ä�à\æ7õ�ãMñ�ò¿à.ó"á8ë.ü 'Oã�ä
à&��æ�îWìOõ³àMêÎæÊîWçoè�çoè�é857í�à"á8à.ó"á�çoã�è�ë���ë¿á8à î}õoãtã�åtçoè�é �²ãMäµé�ä8à��
ë��MúIæ7ä8à.ëÍç³è '$çoé�ú�ä8à W T¦æKVÍî)æ*�Óä8à ì�ã�ä�ápá�øOæ7ácá�ø�à.ä�àÔæ�ä�à
�)��ü +N� b ã;�#á�øOà.ë�àÍæ�ä�àÐó ã�ä8ä�à\óhá�á8ø�àÊí�à"á�à\óhá8ç³ãMèvä�æ?á�àÐâCç³õoõ
ñ�à[T�b��8W��KV�� W \K\�� �)\! �ü 9 ø�àB�¦æ7õÀëûà½æ7õÀæ7ä8î ä�æ?á�à�âCç³õoõÎñ�à
T�W�"!��W�KV��:WQ\)\#�$�%�'& b� �ü +aáµçÀëçoîµìIãMäûá�æ7èRáWá�ãÐèOã7á�àdá�øIæ?á
îµç³èOç³è�é�5?í�à á�à\óhá�çoè�é#ãMñ�ò¿à.ó"á8ë�çoèµç³î)æ7éMà.ë�âCç³á�øµùMà ä4��ó"õoú�áûá8à ä8à.í
ñOæMó�åRéMä�ãMú�èOí�ë$çÀëræ7èµà��Rá8ä�à.îµà õ��í�ç-#�ó"ú�õ³á�ì�ä8ã�ñ�õoà î2æ7èOíá�øIæ?á
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îµãRë¿á
ä8à.ë�à.æ�ä8ó�øÊâCø�çoó�øÍøOæMë#ñIà.à ècí�ãMè�àµç³è
á�øOçoë�æ�ä�à\æ!ëûãe�¦æ7ä�à.ç¨á8ø�à ä�ã�èOõ-�#ì�ä8à.ë�à èRá�ëÇá8ø�àä�à\ëûú�õ³á8ë$ã)�Oã�ñ�ò¿à\óhá
ó"õÀæ�ë8ë�ç¨öIó.æ?á8ç³ãMè½âCøOà ä8à�æ7õoõÇá8ø�à�ãMñ�ò¿à.ó"á8ë!øIæJù�à#ñ�à à èÐì�ä�ãMìIà.ä�õ��
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á�ãÊæ£ëûçoè�éMõ³à�ó õoæMë�ë.ü 9 ø�à�ä8à.ë�ú�õ³á8ë#ì�ä8à.ë�à èRá8à.ípçoèpá�ø�çÀë�ìIæ7ì�à ä
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è�à.ú�ä8æ�õ�è�à á¿âÎãMä�å�ë

�²ãMäîµçoè�ç³èOéÐî�úOõ¨á8ç³ì�õoàdó õoæMë�ë�ã�ñ�ò¿à\óhá�ë�çoè õÀæ7ä8é�à)çoîµæ�é�à\ë�æ7èIí
á8ã�çoèRùMà.ëûá�çoéMæ7á�à
æ)âæ*��ã)�rç³èRá�à.ä�ìOä�à á�çoè�é)âÎà.ç³éMøRá8ë!çoè£õoà.æ�ä�è�à\í
è�à á¿âÎãMä�å�ë.üU+«èIë¿á8à.æ�í�ã;�*úOë�çoè�éë�ìIà\ó"ç³öIómç³î)æ7éMà��²à\æ?á�úOä�à\ë êRá�øOçoë
æ�ì�ì�ä8ãMæ�ó�ø�í�ç³ä8à.ó"á�õ�� úOë�à.ëWä�æJâ ç³î)æ�é�à½ì�ç���à.õoë)æMëçoè�ì�ú�á8ëWá�ã
è�à.ú�ä�æ7õ�èOà"á¿â+ã�ä8åtë.ü 9 ø�çÀë*æ�ì�ì�ä8ãMæMó�ø»çÀë*í�à"á8æ�ç³õoà.í
ç³è,+�à.óhá8ç³ãMè,d�ü
9 ø�çÀë�æ7ì�ìOä�ãRæ�ó�ø#âCçoõ³õtñ�àÎà���æ�îµç³è�à\í#ã�èæ�ë�à�Rú�à èIó"à+ã;��ã�ñ�ò¿à.óhá
îµçoè�ç³èOé85?í�à"á�à\óhá8ç³ãMè½ìOä�ãMñ�õ³à.î)ëÎã)�AçoèOó"ä8à.æMëûçoè�éµí�ç-#)ó ú�õ³á��[T¦ë�à à
+tà\óhá8ç³ãMèX��ü-W*Vhü-+tì�à.ó ç¨öIó.æ7õoõ-�Mê�â+à»çoètù�à\ë¿á8ç³éRæ?á�à/.
0 /içoõoõÆá�ø�çÀëdæ�ì�ì�ä8ãMæMó�øiâÎãMä�å �²ã�ä�æZë�à�Rú�à.èOó"àÊã;�
î�úOõ�%

á8çoó õoæMë�ë»ãMñ�ò¿à.ó"áÆîµçoè�çoè�édìOä�ãMñ�õ³à.î)ëmã)�ÎçoèOó"ä8à.æMëûçoè�é½í�ç�#$%
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æMëCá8ø�àí�à.é�ä8à à
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054 æ�è#á�øOà�â+à çoé�øRá8ë�çoè
õoà.æ�ä�è�à\íÆè�à"á¿â+ã�ä8å�ë�ñ�àrç³èRá8à ä8ì�ä�à á�à\í
çoèÉëûãMîWàdâ+æ*��ëWæ7èOí 1ûø�çÀí�í�à.èZìOæ7áûá8à ä8èOë�3Êñ�à½ë�úOó ó à.ë8ë�%
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á�ø�çÀë�ìOæ�ìIà.ä.ê»âÎàÊöOä�ë¿á�í�à\ë�ó ä�çoñIà
á8ø�à�çoî)æ7é�àmí�æ?á�æ7ñOæMëûà\ëræ7èOíµãMú�ä�èOà ú�ä�æ7õIè�à"á¿â+ã�ä8åæ�ì�ì�ä8ãMæ�ó�ø*ê
á8ø�à è�ì�ä8à.ë�à èRá�æ)ë�à"á�ã)��à&��ìIà.ä�çoîµà èRá8æ�õÇä8à.ë�ú�õ¨á�ë ü � �®á8à ä�î)æ�åK%
çoè�éÆæmí�à á8æ�ç³õoà.íæ7èOæ�õ-��ë�çoë$æ7èOí�ç³èRá8à ä8ì�ä�à á8æ7á�çoã�è
ã)��á�ø�àõoà.æ�ä�è�à\í
è�à á¿âÎãMä�åWâ+à çoé�øRá8ë.êMâ+àmó ã�èOó õ³úIí�à!á8ø�çoë+æ7ìOì�ä�ãRæ�ó�ø)æ7èIí)é�çoù�à�æ
ètú�îñIà.ä!ã;�U�²ú�á�ú�ä8à
í�çoä�à\óhá8ç³ãMèOë ü
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/ÍàúIëûà\í�á�øOä�à.àí�ç-<�à.ä�à.èRáÆí�æ7á8æ�ñOæ�ë�à.ë�ç³èÐá�ø�àWà&��ì�à ä8ç³îµà èRá�ë ü
]���æ�îµì�õ³à�çoî)æ7éMà.ë)æ7èIíÉå�à���ó�øOæ7ä�æ�ó"á�à ä8çÀë¿á8çoó.ë)æ7ä8à½éMç³ùMà èÉçoè
'$çoé�ú�ä8à W�ü 9 ø�àcçoî)æ7éMà.ë�â+à ä8àÍë�à õoà.ó"á�à.íGá8ãiì�ä�ã?ùtçÀí�àpã�ñ�%
ò¿à\óháCîµç³è�çoè�éWì�ä8ã�ñ�õoà î)ëÎã;�*çoèOó"ä8à.æMëûçoè�é�í�ç�#�ó"úOõ¨á��Mü � æ7á8æ7ñIæ�ë�à
W T�]Îæ�ë���V�âæ�ë½é�à.è�à ä�æ?á8à.íÔá�ãÉé�çoù�àÍâÎà.õ³õ
í�à"öOè�à\ívãMñ�ò¿à.ó"á8ë
æ�éMæ7çoèOëûáæ�ú�èOç��²ãMä�îïñOæ�ó�åtéMä�ãMú�èOí�ü 9 ø�à�ìOç���à õÀë
ã)�Cá�ø�àdã�ñ�%
ò¿à\óhá8ë�âÎà.ä�àWé�à.è�à ä�æ?á8à.íÊúOë�ç³è�é�æ.?Ææ�úOë�ë�çÀæ7èÍé�à èOà ä�æ?á�ãMämâCç³á�ø
í�ç-<Xà ä8à èRá½îµà\æ7èOë½æ7èOívù?æ7ä8çoæ�èOó"à\ë �²ã�ä½à.æMó�øvó"õÀæ�ë8ë.ü 9 ø�à.ä�à
æ�ä�àÍá�øOä�à.à ó"õÀæ�ë8ëûà\ë�ã;�Wë�î)æ7õoõ
ã�ñ�ò¿à.óhá�ë�ã;�µç³èRá8à ä8à.ëûá£ç³èðá�øOçoë
í�æ7á8æ�ñOæ�ë�à%.Cñ�õÀæ�ó�å�ó"çoä�ó"õoà.ë:T�PRQoI8A*AKWQV"êIéMä�à �½ë��RúOæ7ä8à.ë T�PRQoI�AQA*�KV
æ�èOí�âCø�ç³á�à�ó ç³ä�ó"õoà.ë T�PRQoI�AQAQd�Vhü 9 ø�àó ã�çoè�ç³î)æ�é�à.ë�T¦í�æ7á8æ7ñIæ�ë�à
�KVXâÎà.ä�à�çoèRá�à.èOí�à.í#á�ã!ñ�à�ë�ã�îµà âCøOæ7á*øOæ�ä8í�à.ä*æ7èIímâ+à ä8à�á�æ7å�à.è
âCç³á�øpæ 4S4 � ó.æ7îµà ä�æ)ã?ù�à.ämædètú�î�ñ�à ä»ã;�ÎíOæ*�tëmâCç³á�øÐä8à õÀæ�%
á8ç³ùMà õ��Êë�ç³îµçoõoæ�ä#ç³õoõ³úOîWçoèOæ7á�çoã�èÇüB+«èÍá8ø�à.ë�à)ç³î)æ�é�à.ë»á8ø�à)ñOæMó�åK%
éMä�ãMú�èOí�ùJæ�ä�çoà.ëµë�õ³çoé�øRá8õ-� çoèií�ç-<�à.ä�à.èMá�æ�ä�à\æ�ëã;�»á�ø�à�çoî)æ7éMà
æ�èOívñ�à"á¿â+à à.èvçoî)æ7é�à\ëdæ�èOívá�ø�àÍã�ñ�ò¿à\óhá�ë�á8ãÉñIàpí�à"á8à.ó"á�à.í
æ�ä�à£îµãMä�àÐó ã�îµì�õoà&��ê!ñ�ú�á½ëûá�çoõ³õ»ä�à.é�ú�õÀæ7ä\ü 9 ø�à.ä�àÍæ7ä8à��²ã�ú�ä
ãMñ�ò¿à.ó"á�ó"õÀæ�ë8ëûà\ëÎã)�$çoèRá�à.ä�à\ë¿á�.�á�ø�à#ø�à\æ�í�ë�çoí�à#ã)�c�µó à èRá�ó"ãMç³èOë
Tfó"õÀæ�ë8ëUTZL*I!V�\)\��)V"ê*á8ø�à�ø�à\æ�ícë�çoí�à�ã;�e�)\£ó"à.èRáó"ãMç³èOëOT¦ó õoæMë�ë
TZL*I!V�\K�)\KV"êAá8ø�àdá8æ7çoõCëûçÀí�àdã;�e�£ó à èRá)ó"ã�çoèOë0T¦ó"õÀæ�ë8ë,W�IKFXQo\)\K�KV
æ�èOípá�øOà�á8æ�ç³õ+ëûçÀí�à�ã)�e�;\�ó à èRáWó ã�çoèOë Tfó"õÀæ�ë8ëYW�I�FZQo\K�)\KVhü � õoõ
á8ø�àcã�ñ�ò¿à\óhá�ëdçoèðà.æ�ó�øðó"õÀæ�ë8ë½øOæJù�àpæ�ë�çoîWçoõÀæ7ä£ë�ç � à�ü 9 øOà��
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æ7ä8àÐõoã�ó æ7á�à.ívæ?á½æ�ä�ñOç¨á8ä8æ�ä��NìIãRëûç³á�çoã�èIëdæ�èOíiâCç³á�øGí�ç�<Xà ä8à èRá
ä8ã7á8æ7á�çoã�èOë.ü 9 ø�àµä8à"á�çoèOædç³î)æ�é�à.ë:T¦íOæ?á8æ�ñOæ�ë�à$dKVmâÎà.ä�à�á8æ�å�à è
ñ8�væNì�ä8ã;�²à.ë8ë�ç³ãMèOæ7õ»ì�ø�ã�á�ã�éMä8æ�ì�ø�à.ä½âCç³á�øVë�ìIà\ó"çÀæ7õ
æ7ìOìOæ7ä�æ�%
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W���/ yæ�èOí�d��tü}�/ 2ä8à.ë�ì�à.óhá8ç³ùMà õ���ü

4 ã�îµìOæ7ä8à.íÔâCç¨á8øÔá�øOàÊì�à ä��²ã�ä8î)æ7èOó à£ã;�
á8ø�àÍà.æ�ë��iæ7èOí
ó"ãMç³è�ç³î)æ7éMà.ë.êJá�ø�à+ä8à.ë�ú�õ¨á�ë*ã)��á�øOà�á¿â+ãmó õoæMë�ë�à.ë  ���� ¬ æ7èIí ¬¤®¯
± ��� çoè
á8ø�à+ù�à ä4�Æí�ç�#�ó ú�õ¨á�ä8à"á�çoèOæ�ç³î)æ7éMà.ë$æ7ä8à�í�çÀë�æ�ì�ì�ã�çoèMá8ç³èOéOü
� õoõrá8ø�à�ãMñ�ò¿à.ó"á8ë#ã)�ó õoæMë�ë ¬W¤¦± ��� â+à ä8à�ó"ã�ä8ä8à.óhá8õ-�Êí�à"á8à.óhá8à.í
T¦æ½í�à á�à.ó"á�çoã�èÊä8æ7á�à�ã)��W \K\! :VhêXø�ã?â+à ùMà ä\êOâCç³á�øpæ�ù�à.ä���ø�çoé�ø
�¦æ7õÀë�àæ�õoæ�ä�î ä�æ?á8à�ü 9 ø�àñIà\ë¿á�í�à á�à\óhá�çoã�èWä�æ?á�à^�²ãMä�ó õoæMë�ë  O��� ¬
âæ�ëÎã�è�õ��0��dOü b W7 �ü�]�ù�à.èdæ?áCæWí�à"á8à.óhá8ç³ãMèdä�æ?á8àmã)���;\� �êMá8ø�à
�¦æ7õÀë�àÆæ�õoæ�ä�î ä8æ7á�àÆâ+æMëë¿á8ç³õoõI�Rú�ç³á�à#ø�çoé�øÇü

9 ã#éMç³ùMà!æ7èµç³èRá8ú�ç¨á8ç³ùMà!ùtç³à.â#ê7á8ø�à!à&�tá8à èOí�à\í � � 4 ó ú�ä�ùMà.ë
T��!à.ó"à.ç³ùMà ä&5
�Cà.õoæ7á�çoù�à � ì�à ä�æ?á8ç³è�é 4 øOæ7ä�æ�ó"á�à ä8çÀë¿á8çoó)ó ú�ä�ùMà � ��ê
W"��uVe�²ãMä
ó"õÀæ�ë8ë ± �³�?�8� � çoèÍá�ø�à)à\æ�ë���ç³î)æ7éMà.ë.ê*ó"õÀæ�ë8ë  �����¥M¸ � ¸
çoè£á�øOàµó ã�çoè£çoîµæ�é�à\ëmæ�èOíÐó õoæMë�ë�à.ë  ��M�"¬ æ�èOí ¬W¤¦±"�8� çoè£á8ø�à
ä8à"á�çoèOæmç³î)æ�é�à.ë$æ7ä8à+ì�ä�à\ëûà.èRá�à.í
ç³è$'$ç³éMú�ä�à ":T¦æKV"ê�T²ñZV"êZTfó V$æ7èOí
T¦íZV+ä�à\ëûì�à.ó"á�çoù�à õ���ü
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ROC curve for "class2" in the easy pictures
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ROC curve for "head020" in the coin picturesTfæKV T²ñZV
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ROC curve for "haem" in the retina pictures
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ROC curve for "micro" in the retina picturesT¦ó V T¦í V
'$çoé�ú�ä8àU"'. � à"á�æ7çoõ³à\íÐä8à.ë�ú�õ³á8ë$T²à��tá�à èIí�à.í � � 4 ó"ú�ä8ù�à\ë4V��²ã�ä
ë�ã�îµà�1�í�ç-#�ó"ú�õ³á43)ó õoæMë�ë�à.ë+çoè½á�ø�àÆá8ø�ä�à.à#í�æ?á�æ7ñOæMëûà\ë

'�� � � �$� 
 Ú ���¦� Ü�� , Ù � ��
 �.�
� ëÐó æ�èVñIàZë�à à.è2�²ä�ãMî á8ø�àZí�à á�à.ó"á�çoã�èVä8à.ë�ú�õ¨á�ë�ã�ñ�á8æ7çoè�à\í
ø�à.ä�àMêmç³á£âæ�ë�æ7õoâ+æ*��ë�ìIãRë�ë�ç³ñOõ³àÍá�ãií�à á�à\óhá£æ7õoõ#ã�ñ�ò¿à\óhá�ëdã)�
çoèRá�à ä8à.ëûáÐçoèVá�ø�à�à.æMë�ðæ7èOíðá8ø�àZó"ãMç³è çoî)æ7éMà.ë.ü 9 ø�çÀë£ä8à&%
� à\óhá�ë)á�øOàX�¦æ�ó"á)á�øOæ7á�á�ø�àÐã�ñ�ò¿à\óhá8ë�ç³èÉá8ø�à�á¿â+ãpíOæ?á8æ�ñOæ�ë�à.ë
æ�ä�à�ëûçoîµì�õoà½ãMäµä�à.é�ú�õÀæ7äWæ7èOíZá�ø�à�ñOæMó�åté�ä8ã�ú�èOípçÀëµú�è�ç-�²ã�ä8î
ãMä�ä8à õÀæ?á�çoù�à.õ-�Íú�è�ç-�²ã�ä8î�ü /iø�çoõoà½í�à á�à\óhá�çoè�éÊã�ñ�ò¿à\óhá8ë�ç³èZá�ø�à
à\æ�ë��çoî)æ7é�à\ërãMè�õ-�µä8à.ë�ú�õ³á�à.í�ç³è�æ,�²à â �¦æ�õoë�àmæ�õoæ�ä�î)ë.êMí�à á�à.ó"á%
çoè�é�ã�ñ�ò¿à.óhá�ëÆç³èpá8ø�à�ó"ãMç³èÍçoîµæ�é�à\ëÆä�à\ëûú�õ³á�à\íÍç³ècæ½ä�à.õoæ7á�çoù�à.õ-�
ø�çoé�øOà ä0�¦æ7õÀëûàÐæ�õoæ�ä�î ä�æ?á�àMü 9 ø�çÀë�çÀë�î)æ�ç³è�õ��ÉñIà\ó æ�úOëûàÐá�ø�à
îµçoè�ç³èOé85?í�à"á�à\óhá8ç³ãMèì�ä8ã�ñOõ³à.îµë$çoè�á8ø�àCó"ãMç³èWç³î)æ�é�à.ë�æ�ä�à+îµã�ä8à
í�ç-#�ó"ú�õ³á!á8øOæ7è�çoè�á8ø�à#à.æMë��çoî)æ7éMà.ë.ü

� ú�à�á�ãpá8ø�à£ø�çoé�øií�à.é�ä8à à�ã)�Æí�ç-#�ó"ú�õ³á��Nã;�»á�ø�àÐí�à"á�à\ó6%
á8ç³ãMè�ì�ä8ã�ñ�õoà î)ë.ê�á8ø�à�ä8à.ë�ú�õ³á8ëY�²ãMärá8ø�à�ä8à"á8ç³èOæ�ç³î)æ�é�à.ë�æ7ä8à!è�ã7á
éMãRã�í�ü�'Oã�ä�ó õoæMë�ë ¬W¤¦± ��� ê�âCø�çoõ³à�æ�õ³õAã�ñ�ò¿à\óhá�ëCâÎà.ä�à
ó ã�ä8ä�à\óhá8õ-�
í�à á�à\óhá�à\í�êOæù�à.ä��µø�çoé�ødèRúOî�ñ�à äã;�U�¦æ7õÀëûàÆæ7õÀæ7ä8î)ë�â+à ä8à�ì�ä8ã;%



4 ã�çoè0+«î)æ7éMà.ë � ñ�ò¿à.ó"á 4 õoæMë�ë�à.ëøOà.æ�í \)\K� á�æ7çoõ�\K\K� ø�à\æ�í�\��;\ á�æ7çoõ�\��;\
� à á�à.ó"á�çoã�è �!æ7á�à T  :V WQ\)\ WQ\)\ WQ\)\ WQ\)\

'Oæ�õoë�à � õÀæ7ä8î �!æ?á8àBT  :V \ \ W��K� d���ü �
9 æ7ñ�õoà>d . � ñ�ò¿à\óháCîµç³èOç³è�é�5?í�à á�à\óhá�çoã�è�ä8à.ë�ú�õ³á8ë^�²ã�äá8ø�à
ó"ãMç³è½çoîµæ�é�à\ë ü

í�úOó à.í�ü 9 ø�çÀë�çÀërî)æ7çoè�õ���ñ�à.ó.æ7úOë�àá�ø�à\ëûà�ã�ñ�ò¿à\óhá8ë�æ7ä8à+çoä8ä�à.é�ú�%
õÀæ7ä*æ�èOíÆó"ã�îµì�õoà&�Ææ7èOí»á8ø�àrñOæMó�åté�ä8ã�ú�èOí�çoë*ø�çoé�ø�õ��mó õ³ú�á�á�à.ä�à\í�ü
'�ãMä�ó"õÀæ�ë8ë  O��� ¬ êtç³á�â+æMë�è�ã7áÎìIãRë�ë�ç³ñOõ³àCá8ã
í�à"á8à.ó"á+æ7õoõ�ãMñ�ò¿à.ó"á8ë
ã;��çoèRá�à.ä�à\ë¿á=T®á�øOàÎñ�à.ëûá�í�à"á�à\óhá8ç³ãMè�ä�æ?á�àÎâ+æMë��;d�ü b�W7 :V"ü 9 ø�çÀëAçÀë
î)æ7çoè�õ���í�ú�à
á8ã�á�øOàë�ç � à�ù?æ7ä8çoæ�èOó"à�ã;��á�øOà.ë�à�ã�ñ�ò¿à.óhá�ë T��²ä�ãMî
� 	 � á�ã ´�	 	 ´�	 ì�ç-��à õÀë4V"ü � è�ã�á�ø�à.ädä8à.æMëûãMèiá�øOæ7á½â+àÊí�çoí
è�ã�á�ãMñ�á8æ�ç³èðé�ãtã�íÔä8à.ë�ú�õ³á8ë�ãMèÔá�øOàcä�à á�çoèOæZçoî)æ7éMà.ë½çoë½á8ø�à
çoèOëûú�#)ó ç³à.èRáWètú�îñIà.äã)�!á�ä�æ7çoè�çoè�é£ã�ñ�ò¿à.óháµà&��æ�îWìOõ³à\ë0T¦ã�è�õ��
W")_Oê�ë�à à>'$ç³éMú�ä�à$W*Vhü

4 ã�îµìOæ7ä8çoè�é#á�øOàmä8à.ë�ú�õ³á8ërãMñ�á8æ�ç³èOà.í�çoè�ãMñ�ò¿à.ó"á+ó"õÀæ�ë8ë�ç¨öIó.æ�%
á�çoã�èdæ7èOí�ã�ñ�ò¿à\óháÎîµçoè�çoè�é857í�à"á8à.óhá8ç³ãMèÇêRç¨áCó æ�è�ñIàe�²ã�úOèOíµá�øIæ?á
ã�ñ�ò¿à.óhá#ó"õÀæ�ë8ë�ç¨öIó.æ?á8ç³ãMè£ä�à\ëûúOõ¨á�ë»æ�ä�àñIà áûá8à äÆá�øIæ7è£á8ø�àµã�ñ�ò¿à\óhá
îµç³èOç³è�édä�à\ëûúOõ¨á�ë��²ãMä»æ�õ³õ*á�ø�àá�ø�ä8à àWí�æ?á�æ7ñOæMëûà\ë ü	+«è�á�ø�àµó"ãMç³è
çoîµæ�é�à\ë ê �²ã�äÇà���æ7îµì�õoà�ê\á�ø�àrá�ä�æ7çoè�à.íÆè�à á¿âÎãMä�å�ë�æMó�ø�ç³à.ù�à\ímì�à ä�%
�²à.ó"árã�ñ�ò¿à\óháró"õÀæ�ë8ë�ç¨öIó.æ?á8ç³ãMè�ä8à.ë�ú�õ¨á�ë ê7á�øOæ7árçoë.ê�W \K\! ðæMó ó"úOä8æMó&�
ã�è½ó"õÀæ�ë8ëûç-���tç³èOéWæ�õ³õXá8ø�àÆã�ñ�ò¿à\óhá8ë+çoè�á8ø�à��²ã�ú�ä!ó õoæMë�ë�à.ë.ü�/iø�ç³õoà
îµç³èOç³è�é �£ó à èRáWó ã�çoèOëWæ�ó�ø�çoà ùMà.ípçÀí�à.æ�õ+ì�à ä��²ã�ä8î)æ7èOó à�ê$á�øIæ?á
çÀë êRæ7õoõ�ã�ñ�ò¿à\óhá�ë�ã;��á�ø�à!á¿âÎã
ó õoæMë�ë�à.ë�T  �����¥M¸�¸��?¼r�a�7¤®�³¸�¸�� VrâÎà.ä�à
ó"ãMä�ä8à.ó"á�õ���îµç³èOà.í�âCç³á�ø � à.ä�ã$�¦æ�õoë�à
æ7õÀæ7ä8î ä�æ?á�àMê�îµç³èOç³è�éµá8ø�à
á¿â+ã �)\pó"à èRá�ó ã�çoèNó õoæMë�ë�à.ëXT  �����¥M¸ � ¸?¼��a�7¤®�³¸ � ¸ V�ì�ä�ã�í�úIó"à.í
æÉètú�î�ñ�à äÊã;�:�¦æ7õÀëûàZìIãRëûç³á�çoù�àcãMñ�ò¿à.ó"á8ë.ü 9 ø�àZä�à\ëûú�õ³á8ëX�²ã�ä
á�øOàÊã�á�ø�à.ä½í�æ7á8æ�ñOæ�ë�à.ëdëûø�ã?â+à.íiæ�ëûçoîµç³õÀæ7ädìOæ?á�á�à.ä�èÇü 9 ø�çÀë
çÀëí�úOà�î)æ7çoè�õ��Êá8ã£á8ø�àB�¦æMóhá�á8øOæ?áWî�ú�õ³á�çÀó"õÀæ�ë8ëã�ñ�ò¿à\óhá�îµçoè�%
çoè�é857í�à"á8à.óhá8ç³ãMèÆá8æMëûåÆçÀëÇé�à.è�à ä�æ7õoõ��mîúOó�ø
îµã�ä8à�í�ç-#�ó"ú�õ³á*á8øOæ7è
ã�èOõ-�cá8ø�à£ó"õÀæ�ë8ë�ç¨öIó.æ?á8ç³ãMè á8æMëûåZã�è�á�ø�à£ë8æ7îµà�ì�ä8ã�ñ�õoà î í�ã;%
î)æ7çoèOë+ëûçoèOó"àmî�ú�õ³á�çÀó"õÀæ�ë8ëÎã�ñ�ò¿à\óháÎîµçoè�çoè�éçoèOó õ³úOí�à.ëÎñIã�á�ø�ãMñ�%
ò¿à.ó"á�ó"õÀæ�ë8ëûç³öIó.æ?á�çoã�è½æ7èOí½ãMñ�ò¿à.ó"áõoã�ó æ�õ³çÀë�æ7á�çoã�èÇü

� � � H8�=?�%� H!?U�����ÿ ?�ÿe� �iÿG?�%��=H8� H ���
� <J?c�OÿG<l�
	 <M��� ������ <U� A :�� H

9 ãÐæ7èOæ�õ-��ë�à)âCø8�Ðá8ø�çoëWæ7ìOì�ä�ãRæ�ó�øpó æ�ècñIàdúOëûà\í �²ã�äî�ú�õ³á�ç-%
ó"õÀæ�ë8ë�ãMñ�ò¿à.ó"ádîµçoè�ç³èOé85?í�à"á�à\óhá8ç³ãMèÇêCá�øOçoë½ëûà\óhá8ç³ãMèiç³èRá�à.ä�ìOä�à á8ë
á�øOà�è�à á¿âÎãMä�åWç³èRá8à ä8èOæ7õIñIà.øOæJùtç³ãMú�ärá8ø�ä�ãMú�é�ø)ùtçÀëûúIæ7õXæ7èOæ�õ-��ë�çoë
ã;�tá8ø�àrâ+à çoé�øRá8ë*ç³èÆá8ø�à�á�ä�æ7çoè�à\íÆè�à"á¿â+ã�ä8å�ë üa'Oã�ä*ìOä�à\ëûà.èMá�æ?á8ç³ãMè
ó"ãMètù�à èOç³à.èOó"àMêrâÎà�úOë�à½á�ø�à�á8ä8æ�ç³èOà.í�è�à"á¿â+ã�ä8å�ë��²ãMäµä�à.é�ú�õÀæ7ä
ã�ñ�ò¿à.óháWí�à"á8à.óhá8ç³ãMè çoècá�ø�à½ó"ãMç³è çoî)æ7éMà.ë.ü ��ãMëûá�ã7á8ø�à äè�à"á�%
â+ã�ä8åtëó ã�èRá8æ�ç³è�à\ídë�çoîWçoõÀæ7äCìOæ7áûá�à.ä�èIë ü

'Açoé�úOä�àO�½ë�ø�ã?â!ëÆá8ø�à�èOà"á¿â+ã�ä8åÐæ7ä�ó�ø�ç³á�à.ó"á�ú�ä8à.To��� ";%Nd;%h�KV
úOë�à.ípçoècá�øOàdó"ãMç³ècçoî)æ7éMà.ë.ü 9 øOà�â+à çoé�øRá�é�ä8ã�úOìOë#ñ�à"á¿â+à à è
á�øOà!ç³èOì�ú�áÎèOãtí�à.ë�æ�èOíWá�øOà!ø�çÀí�í�à è�è�ã�í�à.ëræ�èOíµñ�à"á¿â+à à èµá8ø�à
ø�çÀí�í�à.è�è�ã�í�à\ë+æ�èOíµá8ø�àmãMú�á�ìOú�á+èOãtí�à.ëæ7ä8à�æ7õÀë�ã�ì�ä8à.ë�à èRá�à\í�ü
9 ø�àpâ+à çoé�øRá�îµæ7á�ä8çoó à.ë T¦æ�Vhê T²ñ�Vhê T¦óQV�æ7èOí T¦í V�ë�ø�ã?âCèGç³è
'$ç³éMú�ä8à �)ó ã�ä8ä�à\ëûì�ã�èIí�á8ã)âÎà.ç³éMøMáCéMä�ãMú�ìOë>T¦æ�VhêlT¦ñZVhê�T¦óQVCæ7èOí
T¦íZV+ç³è½á�øOà#è�à"á¿â+ã�ä8å�æ7ä�ó�ø�ç³á�à.ó"á�ú�ä8àÆç³è½á8ø�çoëCöOé�ú�ä8à�ü

... ... ...    ... ... ... ... ...  ...

Hidden Nodes(3)

Output Nodes (5)

Input Nodes 

(24x24 = 576 )

Weight Group (c)

Weight Group (b)

Weight Group (a)

Weight Group (d)

'$çoé�ú�ä8à=�2.*Þ!à á¿âÎãMä�åÆæ7ä�ó�ø�ç³á�à.ó"á�ú�ä8à�âCç³á�ø,�²ãMú�ä$âÎà.ç³éMøMáAé�ä8ã�ú�ìOë
�²ãMäCã�ñ�ò¿à\óhá!îµç³èOç³è�é�5?í�à á�à\óhá�çoã�è½çoèdá8ø�à
ó"ãMç³è½çoîµæ�é�à\ë ü

'$ç³éMú�ä8à,��ëûøOã?â!ë!á8ø�àµâÎà.ç³éMøMá�ë��²ä8ã�î&æ�á8ä8æ�ç³è�à\í[��� "�%hd�%��
è�à á¿âÎãMä�åÆâCø�çÀó�ø�øIæ�ë$ñIà.à èWëûúOó.ó"à\ë�ë�²ú�õoõ-�
æ�ì�ì�õoç³à\í#á�ãmá�øOà+ó ã�çoè
çoî)æ7é�à\ë ü +«èpá�ø�çÀëÆöOéMú�ä�àµá8ø�à �²ú�õoõÎë��RúOæ7ä8à.ë»ä8à ì�ä8à.ë�à èRá#ì�ãMë�ç�%
á8ç³ùMà�â+à çoé�øRá8ëÎæ7èOíµá8ø�à»ã�ú�á8õ³çoè�àmë��RúOæ7ä8à.ërä�à.ì�ä�à\ëûà.èRá�è�à éRæ?á8ç³ùMà
â+à çoé�øRá8ë.ê�âCø�çoõoàÆá�ø�à
ë�ç � àÆã;�$á�ø�à�ë��RúOæ7ä8à»çoëCìOä�ãMìIãMäûá8ç³ãMèOæ7õ�á�ã
á8ø�àÐî)æ7éMè�ç³á�úOí�àÐã;�Æá�ø�àÐâÎà.ç³éMøMá\ü �£æ?á8ä�çÀó"à\ë.T¦æ�Vhê,T²ñ�V�æ7èIí
Tfó Vë�ø�ã?âiá�øOà»â+à çoé�øRá�ëR�²ä8ã�î á�ø�àÆçoè�ì�ú�á!è�ã�í�à\ë+á�ãWá�øOàmöIä8ëûá.ê
á8ø�à½ë�à.ó ã�èOícæ�èOípá8ø�à�á8ø�ç³ä�ícø�çÀí�í�à.è è�ã�í�à\ë ü 9 ø�à�â+à çoé�øRá8ë
æ�ä�àÍëûø�ã?âCèiçoèGæ � 	 	 � 	 îµæ7á�ä8ç�� Tfó"ã�ä8ä8à.ë�ìIãMèOí�çoè�épá�ã�á�ø�à
� 	 	 � 	 ç³èOì�ú�á�öIà õÀí VWá�ã �¦æMó"çoõ³ç³á8æ7á�à�ùtçÀëûúOæ�õ³çÀë8æ?á�çoã�è*ü '$ç³éMú�ä8à
�[T¦í VmëûøOã?â!ëCá�øOàâ+à çoé�øRá8ë��²ä�ãMî�á�ø�àWø�çÀí�í�à èÐè�ã�í�à.ë�á�ãdá�ø�à
ãMú�á�ì�ú�á$è�ã�í�à\ë*æ�èOíÆá�øOà�ñ�çÀæ�ë�à.ë�ã)��á�ø�à\ëûàÎã�ú�á8ì�ú�á$è�ã�í�à.ë.ü 9 ø�à
öOùMàCä�ã?â!ë$çoèWá�ø�çÀë�î)æ?á8ä�ç-�ó"ãMä�ä8à.ë�ì�ã�èOí�á�ã»á�øOà!ó"õÀæ�ë8ëûà\ë �?�² �� ��¼
�«�?¤®�³¸ � ¸?¼+ �����¥M¸ � ¸?¼��«�?¤®�³¸M¸�� æ7èOí  O����¥�¸M¸�� ü 9 ø�à
öOä�ëûá!á�ø�ä8à à
ã)�
á�ø�à �²ãMú�ä½ó ã�õoú�îµèOë�ó"ãMä�ä8à.ë�ìIãMèOíNá�ãNâ+à çoé�øRá8ë �²ä�ãMî á�ø�à
á8ø�ä�à.à£ø�çÀí�í�à.èÔè�ã�í�à.ë[T¦æMë�ë�ã�ó"çÀæ?á�à\íNâCç¨á8øÔâÎà.ç³éMøRá�î)æ?á�ä8çÀó"à.ë
TfæKVhê T²ñ�V)æ7èOí2T¦óQVVá8ãÊá8ø�à�öOùMà½ãMú�á�ìOú�á�è�ã�í�à.ë.ü 9 ø�à�õoæMë¿á
ó ã�õoú�îµèGó"ãMä�ä8à.ë�ì�ã�èOí�ë�á�ã�á�ø�àpñ�çÀæ�ë�à.ëdã;��á�ø�àÊöOù�àÊã�ú�á8ì�ú�á
è�ã�í�à\ë ü

+«èOë�ìIà\óhá8ç³ãMè�ã;�Oá�ø�à+öOä�ë¿á�ó"ãMõ³úOîWèWã;��'Açoé�úOä�à � Tfí VAä�à.ù�à\æ7õÀë
á8øOæ?á$âÎà.ç³éMøMáAîµæ7á�ä8ç��BTfæKVXøOæMëAæ!ìIãRëûç³á�çoù�àrçoè � úOà èOó à�ã�è:�Có"à.èMá
ó ã�çoèOë�æ7èOíWæ�èOà éMæ7á�çoù�àÎç³è � ú�à èOó àã�è:�)\mó à èRá�ó"ã�çoèOë.üU+aá�øOæMë$æ
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'$çoé�ú�ä8àY� .c/Íà çoé�øRá8ëCçoè�æá�ä�æ7çoè�à.ídè�à"á¿â+ã�ä8å$�²ã�äCãMñ�ò¿à.ó"á!îµç³è�çoè�é�5?í�à á�à.ó"á�çoã�è½ç³è½á8ø�à
ó"ãMç³è½ç³î)æ�é�à.ë.ü

ëûá�ä8ã�è�éCçoè � ú�à.èOó"àÎã�è�ó õoæMë�ë �a�7¤®�³¸�¸�� ñOú�á$æCâ+à.æ�åmçoè � úOà èOó à�ã�è
ó"õÀæ�ë8ë  O�8�M¥�¸M¸�� ü 9 øOà
ë�æ�îWà#î)æ7á�ä8ç��½øOæ�ë!æ)ëûá�ä8ã�èOé)è�à éRæ?á�çoù�à
à&<Xà.ó"áWãMè�ó õoæMë�ë �?�² �� � T²ñIæ�ó�åté�ä8ã�ú�èIí Vhü +«èOë�ìIà\óhá�çoã�è�ã;�!á8ø�à
ë�à.ó"ãMèOí)ó"ãMõ³úOîWè)ä8à ùMà.æ�õoë�â+à çoé�øRá�î)æ?á8ä�ç-�OT¦ñZV�øIæ�ë�æ
ìIãRëûç³á�çoù�à
à&<Xà.ó"á�ã�è#á8ø�à��!ó"à.èRá�ó ã�çoèOë$æ7èOíæ�è�à.éMæ7á�çoù�à�à�<�à\óhá�ã�è�á�ø�à��;\
ó"à.èRáó ã�çoèOë ü ��ãMä�à.ã?ù�à ä\ê�ç³áøOæ�ë+æ�ëûá�ä8ã�è�é�ç³è � ú�à èOó àmãMè�ó"õÀæ�ë8ë
 ����M¥�¸�¸�� ñ�ú�á#æ�â+à à.ådçoè � ú�à.èOó"àWã�èÊó"õÀæ�ë8ëCá8æ�ç³õs\)\���ü � õoë�ã�ç³á
øOæMë$æmù�à.ä��#ëûá�ä8ã�è�émìIãRëûç³á�çoù�à+çoè � ú�à.èOó"àã�èWó"õÀæ�ë8ë �7�® O�"� ü 9 ø�çÀë
çoèOí�çÀó æ?á8à.ë+á8øOæ?áCá8ø�à#ó"ã�îñ�çoèOæ?á8ç³ãMèdã)�Aî)æ?á8ä�çÀó"à\ë�TfæKVæ�èOí[T¦ñZV
è�ã�á�ã�è�õ��µó æ7è�ë�à ìIæ7ä�æ?á�àá8ø�à��
ó"à èRáÎó ã�çoèOëY�²ä8ã�î2á�øOà��;\�ó"à èRá
ó"ãMç³èIë)æ7èOí�á�øOà�ñOæ�ó�åté�ä8ã�úOèOí�ê�ñOú�ádæ7õÀë�ãÍó.æ7èií�çÀë�ó ä�çoîµç³èOæ7á�à
á�øOàO��ó à èRá�á�æ7çoõoë,�²ä�ãMî á8ø�à��£ó"à èRá�øOà.æ�íOë ü.+«èIëûì�à.ó"á�çoã�è ã)�
á�øOàÐá8ø�ç³ä�íÔó ã�õoú�îµèÔä�à.ù�à\æ7õÀë)á�øIæ?á�á8ø�àÍâÎà.ç³éMøMádîµæ7á�ä8ç�� Tfó V
øOæMë
æ�ë¿á8ä�ãMè�é�è�à éRæ?á8ç³ùMàWçoè � úOà èOó à)ã�èÍá�ø�à�á8æ7çoõÀë#ã;�ñIã�á�ø �
ó"à.èRá½æ7èIí �;\�ó"à èRá�ó"ã�çoèOë½æ7èOívæ â+à à åNçoè � ú�à.èOó"àÍã�èiá8ø�à
ø�à\æ�í�ë�ã;��ñIã�á�ø �#ó à èRáÎæ�èOíB�;\#ó à èRáÎó"ãMç³èIë ü�+aá+æ�õoë�ã
ë¿á8ä�ãMè�é�õ��
ë�ú�ì�ì�ã�ä�á8ë�á8ø�àcñOæ�ó�åtéMä�ãMú�èOívæ�èOíðøOæ�ëÐæië¿á8ä�ãMè�éÉè�à éRæ?á�çoù�à
çoè � ú�à.èOó"àrãMèÆá�ø�à�á8æ�ç³õÀëÇã)���!ó"à èRáAó ã�çoèOë.ü 9 ø�àY�²ãMú�äûá8ø�ó"ãMõ³úOîWè
ë�ú�é�éMà.ëûá8ë*á�øOæ7á�á�ø�àñ�çÀæ�ë�à.ë�æ7õÀë�ã�ì�õÀæ*�
æÆó"ã�îµì�õoà îµà.èMá�æ7ä4�Æä�ãMõ³à
�²ã�äÆîµçoè�ç³èOédãMñ�ò¿à.ó"á8ë.ê�ìOæ7ä�á�çÀó"ú�õÀæ7ä8õ��0�²ãMä#ó"õÀæ�ë8ë �«�?¤®�³¸ � ¸ êAó"õÀæ�ë8ë
�?�² �� � æ7èOí½ó"õÀæ�ë8ë  ����M¥�¸�¸�� ü=+N��âÎà#ä8à éRæ7ä�í)á�øOà#è�ã�í�à.ëCã)�Aá8ø�à
ø�çÀí�í�à.è�õÀæ*��à.ä8ëæ�ëä�à.ì�ä�à\ëûà.èRá�çoè�éX�²à.æ7á�ú�ä8à�í�à"á8à.óhá8ã�ä�ë�õoà.æ�ä�èRá
ñ8�Ôá8ø�àcè�à"á¿â+ã�ä8åXê�á8ø�à è '$çoé�ú�ä8à.ë � TfæKVN%6T¦óQV�æ7ä8àcæ�ùtçÀëûúIæ7õ
ä8à ì�ä8à.ë�à èRá8æ7á�çoã�èÆã;��á8ø�à.ë�àY�²à\æ?á�úOä�à\ë ü ��çÀëûúOæ�õ³õ��má�ø�à\ëûàR�²à.æ?á8ú�ä8à.ë
� îµæ�å�à
ë�à èOë�à���æ�ëá8ø�à ä8à�æ�ä�à#ä8à éMç³ãMèOëCó"ãMä�ä8à.ë�ìIãMèOí�çoè�éWá�ã)á8ø�à
�ó"à èRá!ó"ãMç³èIë êRá�øOàÆæ�è�ètú�õoúOë+ä�à.îµæ�ç³èOç³è�éá�ãá�øOà»ñIæ�ó�åté�ä8ã�ú�èIí
âCø�à.è�æ ��ó"à èRáó"ã�çoè�çÀë�� ä8à îµã?ù�à\í��;�²ä8ã�îyá�øOà»ó à èRá�ä8à!ã;�$æ��;\
ó"à.èRá�ó"ã�çoèÇü

'�ã�äµãMñ�ò¿à.ó"áWîµçoè�ç³èOéÍçoèZõÀæ7ä8é�àdç³î)æ�é�à.ëµí�à\ë�ó ä�çoñ�à.í øOà ä8à�ê
á�øOàÍâ+à çoé�øRá�î)æ?á8ä�çÀó"à\ë½ó.æ7èGñIà ó ã�èOë�çoí�à ä8à.í(1�ø�çÀí�í�à èðìOæ7á%
á�à.ä�èIë�3cà.èOó"ã�í�à\íiçoèvõoà.æ7ä8è�à\íÉè�à ú�ä�æ7õmè�à"á¿â+ã�ä8å�ë ü ��çÀëûúOæ�õ³ç-%
ë8æ?á�çoã�è�ã;�Çá8ø�àÆõ³à\æ7ä8è�à.í)èOà"á¿â+ã�ä8åâ+à çoé�øRá8ëÎä8à ù�à\æ7õÀërá8øOæ?áìOæ7á%
á�à.ä�èIëmó ã�èRá8æ�ç³è�à\í�ç³èÊõ³à\æ7ä8è�à.í�èOà"á¿â+ã�ä8åtë�ó æ7èÐñIàç³èRá�úOç¨á8ç³ùMà õ��
ä8à ì�ä8à.ë�à èRá�à\í�êJâCø�çÀó�øëûá�ä8ã�è�éMõ-�ÆëûúOì�ìIãMäûá�ëAá�ø�à+çoí�à.æCá8øOæ?á�è�à.ú�%
ä�æ7õ�è�à á¿âÎãMä�å�ë�æ7ä8àCè�ã�á�ò¿úOë¿á+æ�1ûñ�õÀæ�ó�å
ñ�ã*��3�êMñ�ú�áÎæÆîµã�í�à õOã�ä
æ7è½à&��ì�ä8à.ë8ë�ç³ãMè�ã;��ìOæ7áûá�à.ä�èIëCí�çoë8ó"ã?ùMà ä8à.ídí�ú�ä8ç³è�éµõoà.æ�ä�è�çoè�éIü �
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[��ÿe
 %� H����ÿGH
9 ø�çÀë$ìOæ7ì�à ä$ì�ä8à.ë�à èRá�à\í
æ!ìOç���à õRñOæMëûà\í
æ7ì�ìOä�ãRæ�ó�ø �²ã�ä$îµç³èOç³è�é
îú�õ¨á8ç³ìOõ³àµó"õÀæ�ë8ëCã�ñ�ò¿à.óhá�ë!çoè£õÀæ7ä8é�à#çoîµæ�é�à\ë!úOë�ç³èOé�î�ú�õ³á�çoõÀæ*��à ä
�²à.à.í �²ãMä�âæ7ä�ípè�à.ú�ä8æ�õ�è�à á¿âÎãMä�å�ë.ü 9 ø�à½ñOæ�ó�åÍì�ä8ã�ìOæ�éMæ7á�çoã�è
æ�õ³éMã�ä8ç¨á8ø�î â+æMë
úOë�à.ípá8ãÐá8ä8æ�ç³è á�ø�àdè�à"á¿â+ã�ä8åÊãMècá�øOà½ë�ú�ñ�%
çoî)æ7é�à\ëâCø�çÀó�ø½øIæ�í½ñIà.à è£ó ú�á!ã�ú�á��²ä8ã�î á�ø�à#õÀæ7ä8é�àÆçoî)æ7é�à\ë ü
9 ø�àÊá�ä�æ7çoè�à\íiè�à"á¿â+ã�ä8åÉâ+æMë)á8ø�à èVæ7ì�ìOõ³çoà.í�êmç³èðæ îµã?ùtç³èOé
âCçoèOí�ã?â �¦æMëûøOç³ãMèÇêrã?ù�à.ä
á8ø�à�à èRá�çoä�à½çoîµæ�é�à\ë
á8ãÍí�à á�à\óháµá�ø�à
ãMñ�ò¿à.ó"á8ëmã;��çoèRá�à ä8à.ëûá.ü � ñ�ò¿à.ó"á»í�à á�à\óhá�çoã�èÊìIà.ä�²ãMä�î)æ�èOó"à
âæ�ë
îµà.æMëûúOä�à\í)ã�è)á8ø�à»õoæ�ä�éMà�çoîµæ�é�à\ërçoè�á�øOà»í�à á�à\óhá�çoã�è�á�à\ë¿áCëûà á.ü
9 ø�àpà��tì�à ä8çoîWà.èRá8æ7õÆä8à.ë�ú�õ³á8ë�ëûøOã?âÎà\íÉá�øOæ7á�á�ø�çÀë�æ7ì�ìOä�ãRæ�ó�ø
ì�à ä��²ã�ä8îµà.íðù�à.ä��Ôâ+à õoõ>�²ãMä�îWçoè�çoè�éÔæÉètú�î�ñ�à äÐã;�)ëûçoîµì�õ³à
æ�èOí£ä8à éMú�õoæ�ä�ãMñ�ò¿à.ó"á8ë»æ7éMæ�ç³èIë¿áÆæ�ä8à õÀæ?á�çoù�à.õ-�½ú�è�ç-�²ã�ä8î�ñOæMó�åK%
éMä�ãMú�èOí�ü2+aádí�çÀíÉè�ã7á�ì�à ä��²ã�ä8î âÎà.õ³õ!ãMèÉá�ø�àÊí�ç�#�ó ú�õ¨á½í�à&%
á8à.óhá8ç³ãMè�ì�ä8ã�ñ�õoà î)ëCçoè�á�ø�à�ä�à á�çoèOæµç³î)æ�é�à.ë.êOâCøOçoó�ø�çoèOí�çÀó æ?á8à.ë
á8øOæ?á�ç³á�ó.æ7èGè�ã7á�ñ�àÊâ+à õoõ
ëûúOç¨á8à.íiá8ãií�à"á8à.óhá8ç³èOéNó ã�îµì�õoà&�
æ�èOíÍç³ä8ä�à.é�ú�õÀæ7äÆãMñ�ò¿à.ó"á8ë
æ�éMæ7çoèOëûá
ædøOç³éMø�õ-�Íó"õoú�áûá8à ä8à.íÍñOæMó�åK%
éMä�ãMú�èOí�ü � � ërà&��ì�à.ó"á�à.íÇê�á8ø�à!ì�à ä��²ã�ä8îµæ�èOó"à!í�à é�ä�æ�í�à.ë�âCø�à.è
á8ø�à�æ7ìOì�ä�ãRæ�ó�øÊçoëæ7ì�ì�õoçoà.íÊá�ã�ãMñ�ò¿à.ó"á
îWçoè�çoè�é�ì�ä8ã�ñ�õoà î)ë#ã)�
çoèOó"ä8à.æMëûçoè�é)í�ç-#�ó"ú�õ³á���ü

��çÀë�úOæ7õoçoë8æ?á8ç³ãMè ã)�Vá�ø�à�â+à çoé�øRá8ë ç³è á8ä8æ�ç³è�à\í è�à ú�ä�æ7õ
è�à á¿âÎãMä�å�ë½ä8à.ë�ú�õ¨á8ç³èOé �²ä8ã�î á�ø�çÀë£æ�ì�ì�ä8ãMæ�ó�øvä�à.ù�à.æ�õ³à\íÔá8øOæ?á
á8ä8æ�ç³è�à\í è�à á¿âÎãMä�å�ë�ó"ã�èRá�æ7çoè�à.í �²à\æ?á8ú�ä�àVí�à á�à.ó"á�ãMä8ë�âCø�çÀó�ø
1�îµæMí�à ë�à èOë�à 3 �²ã�ä á8ø�à ì�ä8ã�ñ�õoà î í�ã�î)æ7çoè�æ7èOíïó"ãMú�õÀí
í�çÀë8ó"ä8ç³îµçoèOæ?á8à ãMñ�ò¿à.ó"á8ë �²ä�ãMî í�ç-<�à.ä�à.èMá ó"õÀæ�ë8ë�à.ë.ü 9 øOçoë
ì�ä8ã?ùtçoí�à.ëCæWâ+æ*��ã;�Aä8à ùMà.æ�õ³çoè�éWø�çoíOí�à è�ìOæ7áûá�à.ä�èIëCç³è�õoà.æ�ä�è�à\í
è�à.ú�ä�æ7õ�è�à á¿âÎãMä�å�ë[�²ã�äZã�ñ�ò¿à\óhá îµç³èOç³è�é ìOä�ãMñ�õ³à.î)ë ü 9 øOçoë
æ�ì�ì�ä8ãMæ�ó�ø æ7õÀëûã�ëûøOã?â!ë á8øOæ?áiè�à.ú�ä8æ�õ�è�à"á¿â+ã�ä8å�ë�æ�ä�àðè�ã7á
ò¿úOëûá�æ½ñ�õÀæ�ó�å£ñ�ã*��êÇñ�ú�á
æ½îµãtí�à õrã)�ÎìOæ7áûá�à.ä�èIëÆâCø�çoó�øÍâ+à ä8à
í�çÀë8ó"ã?ù�à.ä�à\í)á8ø�ä�ãMú�é�ødá�øOà#õ³à\æ7ä8è�ç³èOéì�ä8ã�ó"à\ë�ë.ü

9 ø�à#æ7ìOì�ä�ãRæ�ó�ødøOæ�ë+á8ø�à �²ã�õoõ³ã?âCçoè�éµæ�í�ù?æ�èMá�æ7éMà.ë.
0 ��æJâ2çoî)æ7é�àµì�ç-��à õrí�æ7á8æ�æ�ä�àWúOë�à.ípæ�ëÆçoè�ì�ú�á�ëÆá�ã�èOà ú�%

ä�æ7õÎè�à"á¿â+ã�ä8å�ë ê�æ7èIícæ�ó ó ã�ä�í�çoè�é�õ���á�ä�æ�í�ç¨á8ç³ãMèOæ7õ+ëûì�à.ó ç¨öIó
�²à\æ?á8ú�ä�à#à��tá�ä�æ�óhá8ç³ãMèdæ�èOí�ëûà.õ³à\óhá�çoã�è½çÀëCæJù�ã�çÀí�à\í�ü
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0 +aá
çÀë
æ�í�ã�î)æ�ç³èpçoèOí�à ì�à èIí�à èRá�æ7ìOì�ä�ãRæ�ó�øÍæ7èOípó æ�èÊñ�à
í�çoä8à.óhá8õ-�Õæ�ì�ì�õoç³à\í�á8ã îú�õ¨á8çoó õoæMë�ëGã�ñ�ò¿à.óhá í�à á�à.ó"á�çoã�è
ì�ä8ã�ñOõ³à.îµëçoè�í�ç-<�à.ä�à.èMá!æ�ä�à\æ�ë.ü

0 ��úOõ¨á8ç³ì�õoà,ó"õÀæ�ë8ë ã�ñ�ò¿à\óhá�ë2ó.æ7è�ñ�à îµç³èOà.íZ57í�à"á8à.óhá8à.í
Tfó"õÀæ�ë8ëûç³öOà.íGæ7èOívõ³ã�ó.æ7õoçoë�à.í V�çoèvõÀæ7ä8é�àÐçoî)æ7éMà.ëdâCç¨á8øðæ
ë�ç³èOé�õoàmá8ä8æ�ç³èOà.ídè�à ú�ä�æ7õ�èOà"á¿â+ã�ä8å�ü

0 � æ7áûá�à.ä�èIëÆà èOó ãtí�à.íÍç³ècõoà.æ�ä�èOà.íÍè�à úOä8æ�õ�è�à"á¿â+ã�ä8å�ë#ó æ7è
ñ�à#ùtçoë�úOæ7õoõ���ä�à.ì�ä8à.ë�à èRá�à\í�ñ8��úOë�çoè�éµâÎà.ç³éMøMáCî)æ?á8ä�çÀó"à\ë ü

9 ø�àWæ�ì�ì�ä8ãMæMó�ø£æ7õÀëûãdøOæ�ë»æ�ètú�îñIà.ämã)�Îí�çÀë�æMí�ù?æ7èRá8æ�é�à\ë ê
âCø�çÀó�ø�è�à à\í�á8ã)ñIà
æMí�í�ä8à.ë8ëûà\í�çoèdá8ø�à �²ú�á8ú�ä�à/.
0 9 ø�çÀë�æ�ì�ì�ä8ãMæMó�øNó.æ7èiîµç³èOà�á�ä�æ7èOë�õÀæ?á�çoã�èiæ�èOíÉõ³çoîµç¨á8à.í

ä8ã7á�æ?á�çoã�è�çoètù?æ7ä8çoæ�èMá»ã�ñ�ò¿à\óhá�ë�ñ�ú�áÆó.æ7è�è�ã�á»ë�úOó ó à.ë8ë��²úOõ³õ��
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